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A totally new production console incorporating the latest in high-reliability, state-of-the-art circuitry housed in a dramatically styled all-welded steel housing. It has been totally engineered from the start to provide the maximum in operational ease and flexibility; maximum cooling with power components and air vents placed for optimum convection airflow; hinged front panel, service doors and all-modular construction for ease of maintenance; and performance that will meet or exceed any operating specification expected of a modern console. It is available with up to 32 mixers and a range of output, auxiliary and DC control units to suit any requirement.

Our experience gained in over 30 years of engineering broadcast audio systems has been incorporated in the design of the SS8900 console, ensuring the inclusion of the reliability, quality, features and systems compatibility expected by the modern broadcaster.

SS8900

McCURDY RADIO INDUSTRIES
TORONTO • CHICAGO
(416)751-6262 • (312) 640-7077
In Our 4th Decade of Service To The Broadcast Industry
Circle (1) on Reply Card
Take a close look at what Tape Transports are going to be like in the '80s

The all new Telex 3000 is here NOW!

No industry has witnessed more technological improvements over the past few decades than our own. So, if you're looking for a tape transport for broadcast, studio or industry, it's important to choose a product with all the lastest industry innovations in one unit, the NEW Telex 3000. Write for exciting details about these features.

- Interchangeable head blocks
- A Q.R. (Auto Cue Release)
- Differential electro-mechanical braking
  - Spill-proof logic
  - Motion sensing
  - Tape counter
- 4 head capability
- Hyperbolic tape path
- Remote control capability
- Play only or record/play combinations
  - Auto cue/rewind/cycle
- Dual speed
- Hysteresis drive motor
- Two torque spooling motors
- Quiet operation
- 120/240 volt operation
- Urethane pressure roller

Quality products for the audio professional

TELEX
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
9600 Aldrich Ave So, Minneapolis, MN 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22, rue de la Légion-d'Honneur, 93200 St. Denis, France.
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NEXT MONTH
The March issue is scheduled to be devoted to an extensive pre-NAB-'81/Las Vegas convention coverage, including an exclusive introductory article by Chris Payne, assistant to the NAB vice president for engineering.
Additional articles, including BE's new feature—the Field Report—will be included as space permits.
All Wireless Microphones Are Not Created Equal

This One is a Telex

Wireless mics aren’t new, and sometimes it seems as if all systems are basically the same. However, Telex and its Turner and Hy-Gain divisions have combined their 100 years of cumulative experience in microphone, antenna and rf development to produce a DUAL DIVERSITY WIRELESS SYSTEM THAT COSTS AS LITTLE AS SINGLE ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS. The FM receiver can be operated with one or two antennas. When two antennas are used, a unique automatic phase summation network (patent applied for) provides superb dual diversity reception.

The Telex wireless sounds as good as a hard wired mic, offers plenty of options and is economically priced. If you’re interested in a wireless system that is more than equal—write us today for full specifications.

Quality products for the audio professional

TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

9800 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22, rue de la Légion-d’Honneur, 93200 St. Denis, France

Circle (3) on Reply Card
With a new administration coming to Washington, much of the corridor talk at the FCC revolves around exchange of the latest information from a "usually reliable source" about who will be chairman of the commission, who will be the bureau chief, division chief, etc. Most of the time these changes do not have a big impact on the engineers as far as their positions are concerned. But it can be expected that a new chairman will change some policies, emphasis and approaches to the many unfinished matters pending.

One such item concerns the possible move of the FCC from its several locations in Washington, DC, to a building in Rosslyn that would house the entire FCC. This matter has been postponed to February, but has stirred up a great deal of controversy because of the manner in which the new site was selected and because of the effect it would have on the people dealing with the agency at a new location.

Another major issue that a new chairman would want to consider very early is the state of preparations for the 2nd Conference scheduled in Rio de Janeiro in November for a new AM agreement for the Western Hemisphere. This matter includes the possible shift of channel spacing from 10kHz to 9kHz. There is a great deal of work being done on this within the commission and by various industry working groups. However, the amount of work necessary and time needed to evaluate issues and determine positions is so great that postponement of the 2nd Session may be required. This will require a coordinated effort by both the FCC and the State Department.

AM stereo (Docket D21313) is a controversial issue regarding which of five systems to pick, and whether to let the marketplace determine the system to use. Many broadcasters think AM stereo would give a big boost to AM broadcasting and are urging prompt resolution of the matter. However, a new chairman would want to take a close look at this item and, it is hoped, a decision will be reached shortly after the February 13 reply date.

The Operator Rulemaking (Docket No. 20817) that would eliminate the 1st Class Radio Telephone License stirred up a lot of responses—both pro and con. A lot of comments were filed by operators, and these will be seriously considered by the commission staff in making their recommendations to the commission. Action on this item was to follow the January 5 reply date.

Docket 80-90, which is the commission’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to increase the availability of commercial FM broadcast assignments by modifying the various classes of FM and the conditions under which they operate, will be a subject of interest to a new chairman, particularly if it is expanded to include the proposal to reduce channel spacing to 150kHz, similar in concept to 9kHz channel spacing in AM. This too is a controversial matter that will require careful analysis and consideration by a new administration at the FCC.
A Broadcast Breakthrough of Minor Proportions.

Creating the world's smallest, lightest ENG/EFP broadcast camera was no small accomplishment. But making it so without sacrificing a single spec or capability qualified as a genuine breakthrough.

Of course, the beneficiary of our advanced engineering is you. You get all the performance that high technology has to offer in a more compact, efficient package. (Cameramen are amazed at the SK-91's responsive, featherlight handling.)

Image quality naturally adheres to the highest broadcast standards, with your choice of Saticons, Plumbicons®, or diode guns®, attaining up to 57dB and 600-line resolution. Why not call your local Hitachi regional office and schedule a thorough in-person evaluation of the SK-91? We think you'll agree that a breakthrough of minor proportions can be of major advantage to you.

Hitachi SK-91...
Critical inches shorter and precious pounds lighter.

Stepping Stones for Tomorrow's Technology Today
WHEN THE SYSTEM IS AIRBORNE, COMMUNICATIONS ARE VITAL

THAT'S WHY WE DEVELOPED THE MOST ADVANCED ENG CONTROLLER IN THE INDUSTRY, COMPATIBLE WITH ALL AIRCRAFT, BROADCAST AND MICROWAVE SYSTEMS, OUR CA-214 ALLOWS FULL USE AND CONTROL OF:
- Two-way FM Transceivers
- Transmitted Microwave Audio
- Received UPLINK Audio
- On Board ICS
- Cue and TV Receivers
Crewmembers instantly choose sources and mic inputs, and may operate in isolation or together as desired.

TO ENJOY FULL AND COMPLETE USE OF YOUR NEW BROADCAST PLATFORM, TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT WHAT WE'VE DONE IN AUDIO, VIDEO AND COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL. YOU'LL BE SURPRISED THAT ANYONE HAS THIS MUCH EXPERIENCE IN BROADCAST AVIONICS.

COMMERCE AIRBORNE CORPORATION
1648 HART STREET, SUITE 104, VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 91406, USA (213) 530-9111

VIDEO SLATE BOARD WITH BUILT-IN CHARACTER GENERATOR

Now you can generate a count-down for ENG editing and film-to-tape transfers without tying up a camera.
- 3 pages for full screen information (archive filing of tapes or to review tape content)
- plus 10 thru -1 second count-down
- plus 2 pages of black.
- plus ready page
- plus audio output on each second
- plus three colors.

Los Angeles TV station first with digitally recorded simulcast

The first television program simulcast with digitally recorded audio occurred December 25, 1980. The musical program “All That Brass” originated from KCET-TV, the Los Angeles PBS affiliate, with stereo audio broadcast on radio station KPFK (90.7 FM).

Jerry Zellinger, sound mixer and engineer at the Los Angeles TV station, said, “Since the Sony digital system utilizes videotape recorders, we thought it might be an interesting way of not only getting good quality audio, but also of integrating it into our video editing system.” Zellinger also said there was no generation loss with digital audio, a factor which preserves the quality of the sound in the step-by-step production process.

Recording for the program was done using the Sony PCM-100 Digital Audio Processor. The Sony digital system can handle approximately 50% more dynamic range than conventional analog recorders.

Wallace Johnson to receive NAB Engineering Award

Wallace “Wally” E. Johnson, executive director, Association for Broadcast Engineering Standards (ABES), Washington, DC, will receive the National Association of Broadcasters’ 1981 Engineering Achievement Award at the NAB engineering conference luncheon on Tuesday, April 14. The conference will be held in conjunction with NAB’s 59th annual convention April 12-15 at the Las Vegas Convention Center.

Johnson previously was chief of the FCC’s Broadcast Bureau. He joined the commission in 1942 as a radio inspector in Seattle, WA, and moved to Washington, DC, in 1943 as a radio engineer. He subsequently served as chief of the Existing Qualities Branch, the New and Changed Facilities Branch, the Broadcast Facilities Division and assistant chief of the Broadcast Bureau. He was Broadcast Bureau chief from 1971 until he joined ABES in November 1979.

Johnson is chairman of the National Radio Systems Committee, a member of the Executive Committee of Broadcast Inter-Association Council, a delegate to the 1980 First Regional Administrative MF Broadcasting Conference (Region 2) in Buenos Aires, and a member of the Association for Federal Communications Commission Engineers. He also is chairman of the Technical Subgroup of the Advisory Committee on Radio Broadcasting and for the past 25 years has been a member of the United States team that negotiated bilateral agreements with Mexico and the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement (NARBA).

Intelsat V launch sequence successfully completed

The full launch sequence for INTELSAT V—the world’s largest and most advanced commercial communications satellite—has been successfully completed.

The launch was completed December 10, in response to commands issued from the satellite control center in Washington, DC, and relayed through an earth station in Fucino, Italy.

The satellite is capable of relaying up to 12,000 simultaneous telephone conversations and two color
For the second year in a row, Scotch® 479 won the award for the best picture of the year in a test of one-inch video tapes.

We scored well in all of the twelve categories tested, but especially well in the categories that commonly represent picture quality: color dropouts, high frequency dropouts, chroma noise, signal-to-noise ratio and stop motion.

These were scientific, quantitative tests, conducted as you would conduct them yourself, with no room for brand bias. The meters didn’t play favorites. The standards were the same for every brand tested. And we tested every brand.

These kinds of test results don’t surprise us. We pioneered the invention of video tape. And we’ve been setting the standard for quality ever since.

Our quality has always been consistent from the first replay to the last. In fact, our sophisticated binder and oxide coating are more advanced than the binders and oxides on some quad tapes. They had to be advanced to meet the special durability demands of one-inch video production.

So choose Scotch 479 for your one-inch video production. You’ll find it looks good from repeated mastering all the way through post production. And we’ve seen the test results to prove it.
“YOU CAN’T RUN A 24-HOUR SERVICE WHEN YOUR EQUIPMENT IS
"I chose Sony for its advanced technology, but also because I knew I could get maximum performance out of it," says Jim Kitchell, Senior Vice President of Operations and Production for Cable News Network.

CNN has its headquarters in Atlanta, with bureaus in major cities in the U.S. and abroad. All bureaus have Sony equipment. In fact, CNN owns about 53 BVU-200A editing recorders, 17 BVE-500A editing consoles, and 28 BVU-110 field recorders.

"Our 200A's and 500A's get a real workout in the studio," says Kitchell. "We run them 24 hours a day, week after week. And they're trouble-free. Occasionally we send 200A's out on the road, and they take even more of a beating, knocking around in the back of a truck for hundreds of miles. But we haven't had any problems.

"As for the field recorders, the 110's, Sony equipped them with more functions at a lighter weight than anything previously available. They're the mainstay of our ENG operations.

"Another thing I like about Sony is that the equipment is operator-oriented. Easy to use without a lot of super-technical know-how.

"Sony's U-matic technology is state of the art. That's because the company responds rapidly to the needs of broadcasters. When I have an idea on how to develop the equipment further, I talk to Sony. And Sony listens. That's good news in our business."

Of course, Sony makes a full line of ¼" and 1" broadcast equipment, including cameras, recorders, editors, and the BVT-2000 digital time base corrector.

For more information, write Sony Broadcast, 9 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019. Or call us in New York at (212) 371-5800; in Chicago, (312) 792-3600; or in Los Angeles, (213) 537-4300.
television channels simultaneously. This is approximately double the capacity of the largest satellites in the present INTELSAT system.

Sony video equipment featured in seminar
At the recent National Association of Educational Broadcasters Convention in Las Vegas, Robert Mueller, national market development manager of Sony Video Products, demonstrated Sony’s Video Responder and laser videodisc systems, which offer interactive capabilities, and discussed the programming concepts.

“The basic concept of interactive video is that the program itself is no longer intended to be viewed from beginning to end without interruption. The program is in segments the viewer can choose to watch in various ways, and respond to or make choices during the course of the program that may alter it,” Mueller said.

These interactive capabilities can be achieved in both videotape and videodisc formats. The Sony Video Responder system interfaces with current institutional Betamax and U-Matic video equipment. It is a peripheral device the viewer can use to respond to questions, automatically review questions or branch to another video segment for assistance, within the program. An optional printer will record and grade the student’s performance.

Victor Duncan host of seminar
Guest speakers Nat Tiffen, Tiffen Manufacturing Corporation, and Bob Benson, Rosco Laboratories, presented a series of slides to an audience of more than 300 in a special seminar headed by the Detroit office of Victor Duncan, Inc.

“Filters for Special Effects” was presented by Nat Tiffen in a slide series beginning with an unfiltered night scene of a city street and its contrast through the use of filters, including star filters, fog filters, low contrast filters and diffusions.

Tiffen discussed such problems as achieving good color correction under fluorescent lights and the difficulties in color and exposure in an overly bright sky. He offered solutions for both situations through use of the Tiffen FL-D filter for fluorescent lights and sky control filter for bright sky.

“Light Control Filters for the Photographer, Cinematographer and Lighting Director,” was presented by Bob Benson, who has more than 18 years experience as a professional lighting consultant and designer. Benson also discussed a series of slides, emphasizing the many uses of Rosco gels.

Proposal launched for satellite-to-home subscription TV service
In a first-of-its-kind application filed with the Federal Communications Commission, the Satellite Television Corporation has asked permission to begin construction of satellites to broadcast three channels of pay-TV without commercials directly to the homes of individual subscribers.

Initially, the service would be provided to an area approximating the Eastern Time Zone of the United States. The company intends to extend the satellite subscription television (SSTV) service to all 50 states on a gradual basis. STC said service could begin three to four years after approval by the FCC.
Simplicity, reliability and high performance are the parameters needed by TV broadcasters in the 1980's. And Neve delivers just that in its wide range of purpose designed TV audio consoles; consoles surprisingly price competitive and often available on short delivery. Our 542 series spans 6 to 16 in, ideally suited for video production facilities and TV audio sweetening. The 5315 and 5316 consoles are available in sizes from 12 to 36 in with 4 or 8 submasters for TV sound production and on-air applications. Please write or call for our comprehensive TV audio console information package, so you can put Neve in your budget now. You'll be joining the Neve world of excellence!
A circularly polarized antenna replacement for Channel 2-6 Superturnstileiles

By Dr. Matti S. Siukola,* Antenna Engineering, RCA Broadcast Systems, Camden, NJ

Since the first VHF circularly polarized antenna was put in operation by WLS-TV atop the Sears Tower in Chicago, there has been an acceleration in antenna design activity by industry suppliers.

A leader in this product development activity, RCA Antenna Engineering, introduced four series of circularly polarized antennas: The Fan Vee antenna for Channels 2-6; two models of the Tetracoil, one of which is a direct replacement for a Superturnstile for Channels 7-13; the Quatrefoil for Channels 2-6; and the TBJ Crossed Dipole antenna for Channels 7-13.

While this hardware development work was taking place, a concurrent effort was mounted to determine and evaluate additional product needs. Through feasibility studies, the design of a new VHF circularly polarized antenna resulted, which was introduced at the 1979 NAB show.

This antenna, the TDM (Figure 1), is designed for broad application as a replacement for Superturnstile antennas. There are many Channel 2-6 Superturnstile antennas on existing towers, and many broadcasters who would like to replace their Superturnstile with a new circularly polarized antenna without having to worry about overloading the tower or changing transmission lines. The TDM, as a direct replacement for TF-6 series antennas, was designed to meet these needs.

In the development of the TDM, design criteria goals included: (1) the new antennas should provide a gain of 3, which is about half of that of the Superturnstile antennas, and have the same beamwidth as Superturnstile; (2) a power rating of 35kW would be required to achieve 100kW ERP for both polarizations; (3) two-line feed is desirable for standby operation; and (4) the windload would have to be less than or equal to that of the Superturnstile antennas.

The advanced development work was completed early in 1979 and produced the dual mode circularly polarized antenna, or TDM-7A series antenna. The principle of this antenna starts with a slanted dipole that produces both vertical and horizontal radiation components (Figure 2). Several of these in combination in a circular form, as in circularly polarized FM antennas, develop a beautiful circularly polarized radiating system.

For television, however, it would be desirable to place a pole in the middle of the radiating system. But, if a pole is inserted in the middle of an FM type antenna, the axial ratio deteriorates seriously. The original better-than-1dB ratio deteriorates to about 10dB. That condition deferred progress on the new antenna until it was recognized that two simple studs added to each feed point permit changing phase and amplitude relationships between the vertically and horizontally polarized components so that axial ratio can be restored (Figure 3). By adjusting the length of the studs, the length of the dipoles and the slanting angle of the dipoles, very good radiation characteristics for the antenna can be obtained. This provided all the features and characteristics that were desired, including excellent axial ratio.

A further requirement was a gain of 3. To achieve it, seven layers were stacked on the pole. Seven layers were needed because of the spacing of 0.8 wavelengths between the layers. This type of spacing is normally used to get good pattern characteristics, but in this antenna, that is not the case. The 0.8 wavelength results in a mutual coupling between layers, which optimizes the impedance behavior.

The layers are grouped into four upper layers and three lower layers, each fed with a 3-inch transmission line, regular Superturnstile type junction boxes, and copper spiral semi-flexible cables, three to each layer (Figure 4). The two lines may be connected to existing transmission lines on the tower and combined below at the station with a proper phasing loop to feed the two halves in phase with a combining tee. This system must be fed with a notch diplexer. With this arrangement, when necessary switches are added, standby operation can be provided with either half of the antenna. For 100kW ERP the antenna requires 33.4kW of input power, and this same power can be fed into either half in case of an emergency, simplifying the

*Published posthumously.
The big news is performance.
The good news is price.

Once again Panasonic makes headlines with our newest ENG camera, the AK-710. And the reasons are simple: High performance Saticon® tubes plus prism optics—all for a news-worthy price of $10,950*.

The AK-710’s compact size, light weight and durable die-cast chassis make it a natural for electronic newsgathering. While the performance of a high-index optical system with built-in bias light and three Saticon tubes makes it a natural for news broadcasting. Performance like horizontal resolution of 500 lines center, a S/N ratio of 52 dB and standard illumination of 200 footcandles at f/3.5. And for even more light-gathering capabilities, there’s a 2-position high-gain switch.

You’ll also get colors as intense as the action, thanks to the AK-710’s automatic white balance circuit and built-in color temperature conversion filter wheel. And for minimal comet tailing, the AK-710’s feedback beam control stabilizes highlights that exceed normal white levels without reducing dynamic range or resolution.

Equally newsworthy is the AK-710’s built-in genlock and adjustable horizontal and vertical blanking intervals. With them the AK-710 can double as a system camera. There’s also an optional remote control unit, as well as a 5” CRT viewfinder for studio use.

So if news is what you’re after, go after it with the AK-710. A newsmaking camera from Panasonic.

For more information about the line of Panasonic broadcast equipment, call your nearest Panasonic office.
Northeast - (201)348-7620
Southeast - (404)923-9700
Midwest - (312)364-7936
Southwest - (214)258-6400
West Coast - (213)655-1111

*Manufacturer’s suggested price. (Lens not included.)
Saticon is a registered trademark of NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.)

Panasonic VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION

Circle (10) on Reply Card
The moving coil replacement from Stanton Magnetics... the revolutionary 980LZS!

Now, a low impedance pickup that offers all the advantages of a moving magnet cartridge without the disadvantages of a moving coil pickup. It offers a dramatic new crispness in sound, a new crispness resulting from its rise time of less than 10 microseconds. Low dynamic tip mass (0.2 mg.) with extremely high compliance assures maximum smooth trackability. The 980LZS connects to either a moving coil input or a separate preamp.

For moving coil advocates the 980LZS offers a new standard of consistency heretofore unattainable. For moving magnet audiophiles it provides one more level of sound experience without sacrificing the great reliability and sound characteristics of the best moving magnet assemblies.

For further information write to Stanton Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803

The Beyer MCE-5: Easy to hide. Hard to overlook.

At the last NAB Show, we introduced a contest in which entrants were asked to try and spot two of our MCE-5 mics in ads that appeared in various broadcast publications. The mics, which have phenomenal dynamics and are super small and lightweight, were hidden on a newscaster.

The winners, drawn from literally thousands of entries, were Messrs. Jeff Israel, ESPN; Richard A. Miller, N.J. Public TV; W. Baldwin, WBUX-AM; David P. Maxson, WCRB-FM; and, Franklin J. Forester, WGR-TV. Each won a pair of MCE-5 mics. We congratulate them for their sharp eyes. Our little mic is difficult to spot when it's hidden.

But if you are in broadcasting and are concerned with quality and performance, the MCE-5 is a tough mic to overlook. For more information, contact Norm Wieland at Beyer Dynamic Inc., 5-05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, NY 11801. Phone: (516) 935-8000.

CP Antennas

changeover. If a standby mode is not required, a single line feed could be used by feeding with a single 3-1/8-inch transmission line, and placing the combining network up in the tower top (Figure 5).

The characteristics of the TDM-7A series antenna met its design goals. The circularities of the antenna have been measured on several models. Something better than ±3dB is needed. As shown in Figure 6, the horizontally polarized
There’s More To Dolby FM Than Another “Black Box”

When you decide to broadcast Dolby FM, you get more than the proven technology of the Dolby Model 334 Broadcast Unit. You also get the personal assistance of Tim Prouty, Dolby FM Development Manager. The engineering, service, and marketing support of Dolby Laboratories. And the opportunity to take advantage of probably the best known single name in consumer, professional, and cinema audio.

Dolby FM provides the increased high frequency headroom that makes it possible to reduce limiting without sacrificing level. That can mean a higher quality signal for your sound-conscious listeners and clients. And a higher quality signal can lead to a unique marketplace position audibly above the competition, which can help increase your local sales.

If the prospect of a higher quality signal makes sense to you, call us at (415) 392-0300 to arrange for an on-air trial at no cost. That way you can see and hear for yourself what Dolby FM is really all about.
CP Antennas

Component pattern circularly is about ±0.5dB and that of the vertically polarized component better than ±1dB—excellent values.

For the axial ratio, 6dB or better is needed, and results achieved have been much better than that—on the order of 2.5dB maximum (Figure 7). The vertical patterns, as well as the horizontal patterns, and impedances, were measured on three layer models to include mutual coupling effects. The overall vertical pattern was calculated from the element and three layer patterns (Figure 8). The beamwidth is about 9-10 degrees, which is the same as that of a six-section Superturnstile.

THE CHOICE IS YOURS!

THE AUDIOPAK A-2 OR THE STEREO PHASED AA-3 BROADCAST CARTRIDGE

Capitol Audiopak Broadcast Cartridges—for stations who care how they sound.

Both Audiopak carts offer extremely low wow and flutter; a positive brake system which stops the tape, not the hub, assuring accurate cueing. Unsurpassed reliability is assured because we manufacture the tape and all other components in the cartridge. Moreover, all carts are 100% tested before shipping.

The AA-3 offers excellent stereo phase stability. It's loaded with Capitol’s own Q17 HOLN tape which extends frequency response and headroom to provide studio sound quality.

CAPITOL MAGNETIC PRODUCTS
A Division of Capitol Records, Inc.
6902 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, California 90028

See us at NAB Booth 506

©1980 CAPITOL RECORDS, INC.
The Trend Setter
When It Comes To Professional Editing, VANGUARD Creatively Does It All

- Controls 5 VTRs plus switcher and DVE
- Performs A/B rolls and A/B/C/D sync'd rolls
- NTSC/PAL/SMPT/EBU code or control track operation, insert or assembly
- Interfaces for over 40 types of tape decks and film chains
- Dual VarScan™ variable speed tape search controls
- 999 event edit list memory
- Uncomplicated, powerful edit list management
- Auto-assembly from up to 4 sources
- Paper tape or floppy disk edit list I/O in industry-standard formats
- Five-tier time code scratch-pad memory
- Built-in scratchpad time code calculator performs mixed drop/non-drop frame addition and subtraction
- Edit and split times can be marked on-the-fly or keyboard-entered
- Auto-tag, with override
- Well organized editing status display on eye-soothing green CRT screen; dedicated function, color-coded keyboard
- Selectable preroll, postroll and reaction time

Vanguard leads the way in giving creative editing professionals innovative new editing system features that add new dimensions to the editing craft. Latest in a long list of Datatron firsts is SmartScan™ learn mode variable motion editing. This feature opens the door to a dazzling array of slow-mo, high-speed and freeze-frame edit effects. SmartScan lets you speed the action up, slow it down, freeze it or change directions, all with a single slide control; every move you make is memorized by the Vanguard system, faithfully repeated in your next edit, and reflected in the edit decision list. Perform freeze-frame edits automatically, with or without subsequent learned motion; compress or expand edit segments to fill time slots — automatically; select exact, calibrated play speeds for your VTRs over their full speed range. All this and more can be accomplished quickly and easily with Vanguard’s SmartScan feature. There simply isn’t another editing system you can buy that comes close to Vanguard’s capabilities. BE A TREND SETTER; GET A VANGUARD

Datatron, Inc./Video Systems Division
2942 Dow Avenue, Tustin, Calif. 92680
(714) 544-9970 TWX 913-595-1589

Circle (15) on Reply Card

MAKING CREATIVE EDITING AFFORDABLE
CP Antennas

Also note the 8% null fill. This derives from the fact that a 50/50 power dividing tee is used between the upper and lower "halves" as well as feedline phasing between the individual layers that also produce 1° of beam tilt. This null fill will be adequate for most of the applications of this antenna, but other values can be obtained by changing the power dividing tee.

The measured impedance, including the mutual coupling, shows a VSWR of better than 1.1 for a bandwidth of about 12% (Figure 9)—more than is needed for Channel 2.

Measurements and analyses indicated that de-icing of the supporting balun is not required. However, both the dipole ends and the stud ends require de-icing. Provision is made to insert heaters into the tips of the radiators and studs, and the cable is fed through the balun tubes to the surface of the pole for connection to the main heater cable. The same power as used in the Superturnstile antennas will also be adequate for the TDM-7A antenna series.

A comparison of the mechanical

Fig. 8. Vertical pattern for the TDM-7A series calculated for a three layer model.

Processing you can count on.

The New Multiband OPTIMOD-FM Model 8100A
Compressor, Limiter, Stereo Generator

The evolutionary, versatile audio processing system for today's music... and tomorrow's

Orban
Orban Associates Inc., 645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
Toll Free (800) 227-4498, In California (415) 957-1067

Circle (16) on Reply Card
Our ADM 1600: modest but mighty

Although it's a desk-top model, our 1600 Series audio console offers a brilliant array of features and capabilities for handling the most demanding program material.

One of our new breed of consoles, the ADM® 1600 is available with up to 16 discrete inputs, 4 submaster and 2 master outputs. Combined with a host of pre-selector, buss selector and processor modules, the ADM 1600 creates perfect harmony with today's video. Like all ADM consoles, the 1600 is designed to exacting standards and manufactured to the most rigid tolerances. Each ADM console is backed by an exclusive 5-year warranty.

parameters between the TDM-7A dual mode series and the Superturnstile or the TF-6 series for each of the channels is shown in Figure 10. Hzg, the pole height above the tower top for the dual mode antenna, is less than that of the Superturnstile antennas. The radiation centers are also lower for the dual mode antenna than for the Superturnstile antenna but they are all within the two meter limit, which facilitates simplified filing with the FCC.

The windloading for the dual mode and the Superturnstile on Channel 2 and Channel 4 are very close. The reactions of Channel 2 antennas are 6600# and 6630#; and Channel 4 antennas 4740# and 4740#, respectively. On other channels, the reaction is more favorable for the Dual Mode. The overturn moments on Channel 2 and Channel 4 are alike for both antenna types. For the other channels, the TDM antenna has lower overturn moment. The only mechanical parameter higher for the Dual Mode antenna is the weight. The weight is somewhat higher than that of the Superturnstile, but weight plays a very minor part in the tower loading.

**TOMCAT**

- **The New Standard**
- MAXTRAX™ wide-track tape heads yield more tape signal, less tape noise.
- Precision, fixed tape heads and guides for lowest tape phase error.
- Left/Right and Sum/Difference matrix audio formats.
- Compatible Monaural/Stereo playback operation provided by matrix format.
- Fast start DC servo capstan motor, runs only while pulling tape.
- Low power consumption, low heat generation.
- Low noise, low distortion electronics with excellent headroom, frequency and transient response.
- CMOS microprocessor logic control system.
- Self aligning, center supported, ball bearing pinch roller.
- Constant pressure pinch roller system.
- Long wearing stainless steel tape deck and cartridge guides.
- Accurate, repeatable cartridge positioning system.
- Auxiliary cue tones standard.
- 7.5 and 15 IPS record/reproduce speeds.
- Fast wind operation standard, 15 and 30 IPS selectable speeds.
- Compact, easy to service design.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
11100 Roselle Street, San Diego, California 92121 • (714) 453-3255

Circle (18) on Reply Card
Today, broadcasters are classing computer setup and triax as necessities. Ikegami offers you a choice of two such cameras. Both are proven in the studio and field.

- The HK-312, with 1 1/4-inch pickup tubes, is a proven computer setup camera. More than 100 are in service throughout the ABC Network, at WGBH, and at other major stations.
- The HK-357A with 1" diode gun pickup tubes offers the same high standard of performance along with the convenience of field capability.

Both are extremely stable cameras that can be operated manually. And both accept computer control for automatic setup for on-air readiness in 45 seconds.

Both cameras can be used with multi-core cable. With triax the cameras can be a mile from their base station.

Of course, in colorimetry, automatics, circuitry excellence, and range of options, both are incomparable. But seeing is believing. Experience a demonstration soon at Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, N.J. 07607; (201) 368-9171. West Coast: 19164 Van Ness Ave., Torrance, CA 90501 (213) 328-2814; Southwest: 330 North Belt East, Suite 228, Houston, TX 77060 (713) 445-0100; Southeast: 622 South Lee St., Americus, GA 31709 (912) 924-0061.

Circle (19) on Reply Card
CP Antennas

and is not expected to cause any major difficulties. One more important factor is given in the note at the bottom of Figure 10. It says that the bury length of the Dual Mode antenna is the same as that of the Superturnstile for the same channel. Therefore, in replacing a Superturnstile with a Dual Model antenna, only the guide flange and the pole socket on the tower need be replaced with new ones supplied.

Conclusion

The TDM-7A Dual Mode circularly polarized antenna is a significant development because it can replace a present six-layer Superturnstile antenna on Channels 2-6 without tower modifications. The windloadings are equal or less than those of six-layer Superturnstiles. Full aperture efficiency is obtained, with no wasted aperture. Omnidirectional standby capability is provided for. It requires less feedlines than the Superturnstiles: three per layer, 21 total. Copper spirafil cable is used. TDM-7A circular antennas are designed to be field assembled for best economy for the broadcaster.

Matti Siukola has more than 33 years of broadcast antenna design experience, 28 of them with RCA. As unit manager of advanced development for RCA's Broadcast Antenna Engineering Center, Dr. Siukola has been a primary contributor to the development, over the past five years, of circularly polarized television broadcast antennas. On September 19 Dr. Siukola died as he was delivering a technical paper to the Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers in Washington, DC.
In all the years I spent in broadcast and related studio production work, my greatest frustration was the fact that no manufacturer of loudspeaker systems seemed to know or care enough about the real needs of broadcasters to design a sensible monitor speaker system that was also sensibly priced.

Moving to the other side of the console presented a unique opportunity to change that and E-V was more than willing to listen. When I first described to Electro-Voice engineers what I knew the Sentry 100 had to be, I felt like the proverbial "kid in a candy store." I told them that size was critical. Because working space is limited, the Sentry 100 had to fit in a standard 19" rack, and it had to fit from the front, not the back. However, the mounting hardware had to be a separate item so that broadcasters who don't want to rack mount it won't have to pay for the mounting. The Sentry 100 also had to be very efficient as well as very accurate. It had to be designed so it could be driven to sound pressure levels a rock'n roll D.J. could be happy with by the low output available from a console's internal monitor amplifier.

In the next breath I told them the Sentry 100 had to have a tweeter that wouldn't go up in smoke the first time someone accidentally shifted into fast forward with the tape head engaged and the monitor amp on. This meant high-frequency power handling capability on the order of five times that of conventional high frequency drivers.

Not only did it have to have a 3-dB-down point of 45 Hz, but the Sentry 100's response had to extend to 18,000 Hz with no more than a 3-dB variation. And, since it's just not practical in the real world for the engineer to be directly on-axis of the tweeter, the Sentry 100 must have a uniform polar response. The engineer has to be able to hear exactly the same sound 30° off-axis as he does directly in front of the system.

Since I still had the floor, I decided to go all out and cover the nuisance items and other minor requirements that, when added together, amounted to a major improvement in functional monitor design. I wanted the Sentry 100 equipped with a high-frequency control that offered boost as well as cut, and it had to be mounted on the front of the loudspeaker where it not only could be seen but was accessible with the grille on or off.

I also didn't feel broadcasters should have to pay for form at the expense of function, so the nutural hi-fi cabinet was out. The Sentry 100 had to be attractive, but another furniture-styled cabinet with a fancy polyester or die-cut foam grille wasn't the answer to the broadcast industry's real needs.

And for a close I told E-V's engineers that a studio had to be able to purchase the Sentry 100 for essentially the same money as the current best-selling monitor system.

That was well over a year ago. Since that time I've spent many months listening critically to a parade of darn good prototypes, shaking my head and watching some of the world's best speaker engineers disappear back into the lab to tweak and tune. And, I spent a lot of time on airplanes heading for places like Los Angeles, Grand Rapids, Charlotte and New York City with black boxes under my arm testing our designs on the ears of broadcast engineers.

The year was both frustrating yet enjoyable, not just for me but for Ray Newman and the other E-V engineers who were working on this project. At this year's NAB show it all turned out to be worth it. The Sentry 100's official rollout was universally accepted, and the pair of Sentry 100's at the Electro-Voice booth was complemented by another 20 Sentry 100's used by other manufacturers exhibiting their own products at the show.

What it all boiled down to when I first started the project was that I knew that the Sentry 100's most important characteristic had to be sonic integrity. I knew that if I wasn't happy, you wouldn't be happy. I'm happy.

Market Development Manager, Professional Markets

Greg Silsby
The BCC-20 Digicam Edge. An EFP Camera that's 100% Ampex.

The best of Ampex technology has been designed into our computer controlled EFP camera. Built by Ampex in our new California facilities, the Digicam was designed to produce the highest quality picture both on location and in the studio.

A Computer in a Portable Head.
The BCC-20 Digicam's computer-in-the-head technology combines a microprocessor and digital memory with a powerful software program to give you full-time digital control of the camera.

Even with the power turned off, the Digicam's memory-in-the-head stores the operating parameters.

New to Camera Technology.
Unique with Digicam is Spatial Error Correction, which can achieve 0.05% registration in any of 182 zones of the picture. Using the Spatial Error Correction Cursor System, you can zero-in on any area of the picture and correct an error in seconds.

The Spatial Error Correction System allows the operator to easily overcome difficult distortions such as "bowing", "S" distortion and off-axis corner registration errors and quickly achieve perfect registration.

The MSP. Total Control Manually or Automatically.
The MSP (Master Set-Up Panel) is the control terminal for the Digicam System. It controls manual set-up of the Digicam, or automatic set-up when the ASU (Automatic Set-Up Unit) is used.

With the MSP and the ASU in use you can set-up as many as 8 cameras in far less time and with better results than a single, conventional camera.

In the self-contained mode, the Digicam head memory permits the MSP to be disconnected for true portable operation. And yet the operator can still use thumbwheel selector switches inside the camera head to make any operational last minute adjustments.

You'll find the Digicam by Ampex to be the most advanced portable camera available today. Call your Ampex representative and tell him you're ready for the Digicam edge!

Get the Ampex Edge.
WITN-TV is keeping “on top of it all” by broadcasting a powerful, circularly polarized signal from its new 2000-foot tower. The tower, near Grifton, NC, is in the center of WITN’s market area (Greenville-New Bern-Washington). The tower seems to represent TV-7’s on-going program of providing better service to its market.

$4 million investment

TV-7’s new transmitting system includes the new tower, an RCA TBJ circularly polarized antenna, transmission line, a new transmitter building and a TT-75FH 75kW transmitter. The installation also includes a new RCA FM transmitter and antenna.

Because of its new CP signal and extended reach, the station now covers from beyond Raleigh, NC, to the coast, and from southern Virgin- to below Wilmington, NC. The tower, antenna, transmitter building and equipment represent an investment of more than $4 million, which is considered unusual for a station operation in NSI Market #66.

In the case of TV-7, maintaining excellent technical facilities has been standard operating procedure since the station went on the air in 1955. The decision to replace the 20-year-old existing transmitting system was made by W. R. Roberson, chairman; Dick Paul, president; and Al Manning, vice president engineering.

“We wanted to build a first class transmitting facility,” Roberson said, “and decided on the circularly polarized operation because that seems to be the direction that the broadcast industry is moving. We preferred to go with the most technologically advanced equipment currently available rather than to wait for future developments.”

“Since going on air on October 31, 1979, with the new transmitting system,” Paul said, “the results have exceeded our expectations in terms of performance. The decision to invest in the new facility was right, since inflation continues to drive costs upward.”

For Manning, the project was an arduous one. Because the tower, the transmitter building, and the equipment installation were all to go on at the same time, he and his crew put in many 15-hour days at the tower site.

Planning communications facilities

Planning and management support are the keys to success in completing a project of this magnitude, Manning said. Much of the planning involved determining what communication facilities would go on the tower. The tower itself was designed to be sturdy enough to withstand hurricane winds and accommodate two television antennas as well as two FM antennas at the top, plus additional communications equipment at various levels on the tower.

Thanks go to RCA and the staff of WITN, especially Al Manning, vice president of engineering, for help in developing this article.
Our new and exciting co-ax digital remote control system provides dependable, studio-like remote control to ENG/EFP cameras in the field at a fraction of the cost of other systems!

It is the most affordable and reliable remote control system available on the market today. Easily interfacing with a full range of professional ENG/EFP video cameras currently in use, such as: Ikegami HL-77 and HL-79A, RCA TK-76B, NEC MNC-71 cameras, and many more.

**Outstanding Features**

- System consists of mini-CCU, analog-to-digital encoder, and digital-to-analog decoder.
- Permits control of all functions normally required in OB van, including genlock.
- Digital encoder (19” rack-mounted) designed to accommodate two mini-CCUs to control two cameras (each equipped with its own decoder).
- Lightweight, camera-mounted decoder features intercom capability.
- Digitally encoded control data relayed to camera-mounted decoder through a simple, lightweight and reliable coaxial cable.
- Eliminates the need for expensive, bulkier, multi-core or triax camera cable, and reduces to a minimum the risks normally associated with the use of such camera cables.
- Low-cost coaxial cable allows complete remote control and camera set-up functions from greater distances with greater safety and utmost reliability.
- System is ideal for all extended shooting situations such as sports events, live concerts, political rallies, etc.

For full details, call toll-free: 800-421-7468.

**Cinema Products Corporation**
Technology in the Service Of Creativity
2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025
Telephone: (213) 478-0711 • (213) 477-1971 • Telex 69-1339
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(When the tower was completed, WITN-TV sold half interest in the structure to Park Broadcasting Inc.) WITN-FM's Type BFJ panel antennas are already in place on the tower. Another circularly polarized TV antenna is scheduled to be installed in the near future. (Also installed on the tower are eight microwave dishes and two-way radio facilities; there is ample capacity for more.)

First TB1 circularly polarized antenna on air

At the top of the tower is the TB1 13A7R circularly polarized antenna. Designed and constructed by RCA, the TB1 is made up of 13 panels on each of the three facings, a total of 39 panels. TV-7's antenna, as specified by Manning, is designed for use as a primary and as a standby system. It has a split feed to upper and lower sections so that if one section fails it will not take the station off the air. Later the transmission line from the old tower will be dismantled and reinstalled on the new tower to provide additional redundancy.

"This is our weak link at the moment," Manning said. "We've planned redundancy into every facet of the transmission chain to avoid downtime. Failure of the transmission line isn't likely to happen, but I'll feel better when the second one is up.

"The new FM antennas are the BFJ panel type, which provide better coverage with improved circularity and no holes. The BTF-40 transmitting system has provided trouble-free operation, and the station is happy with results achieved with the new system."

The WITN installation is the first on-air use of the TB1 antenna. Manning noted that this is a lower gain antenna, which provides the advantages of a better signal to all parts of the coverage area.

The purpose of the new tower, according to Paul, was to "improve reception in our service area and to reach out further." This goal was fully accomplished; the coverage area was extended eight miles because of the higher tower. In addition, the signal penetration and saturation was increased substantially, particularly to the north and east, providing a better signal to the coastal areas.

The Arbitron survey made in February 1980 shows a dramatic

In the transmitter operation/control room, Al Manning, vice president, engineering, checks the transmitter monitoring facilities (left) and the TT-75FH, 75kW transmitter (right).
CORRECT SCH IS IMPORTANT FOR PROGRAM INTEGRATION.

The SCH-730N Sync/Subcarrier Phase Monitor permits fast, accurate measurement, adjustment and continuous monitoring of this elusive parameter . . . simply and inexpensively!

Two bridging inputs for
1 volt p-p ± 3 dB composite video
(A/B selection)
Monitor range: ± 90° (+70 ns)
Resolution: better than 9° (7 ns)
NO EXTERNAL REFERENCE REQUIRED!

Leitch Video Limited, 705 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X1
Tel: (416) 438-5060 Telex: 065-25420
Leitch Video Inc., 210 South 8th Street, Lewiston, N.Y. 14092 — Tel: (716) 754-4349
Circle (24) on Reply Card
Protect yourself against the high cost of static

Electrostatic discharge, in addition to causing problems like the one above, can damage delicate electronic control and logic circuits. It takes so little voltage that you might not even feel the spark.

As little as 500 volts can send erroneous data, alter "memory", write incorrect data on a disk, or cause printers to run wild, throwing paper into the room. All of which means expensive service calls and even more expensive system downtime.

Only 500 volts, yet you can easily generate over 12,000 volts of static charge just walking across a carpet. Even on a vinyl floor, 4000 volts is not uncommon.

The solution is simple

3M Brand Static Control Floor Mats can create an inexpensive "island of protection" around your delicate electronic equipment, harmlessly draining the static charge from operators and other personnel.

For as little as the cost of a single static-related service call, you can say goodbye to all these problems.

3M Brand Static Control Floor Mats come in hard mats for easy movement of castered chairs, and soft mats for comfortable standing.

For information about how you can purchase 3M Static Control Floor Mats, call toll free 1-800-328-1300 (In Minnesota, call collect 612-736-9625.) Ask for the Data Recording Products Division.

3M Hears You...

3M

Circle (25) on Reply Card
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WAST-TV put a new Harris CBR antenna on their existing tower, and proved that a...

**Harris CP TV antenna's stronger signal increases ratings!**

"We were the first network station in the country to change to CP on the same tower as our old antenna," says Frederick Lass, Chief Engineer of Station WAST-TV, Albany, New York. "This unique situation has provided the first quantitative measure of CP performance.

"We have been televising with our new Harris TAC-6H circularly polarized antenna for quite a few months now, and have had plenty of time to gather and analyze results," continues Mr. Lass. "A comparison of ARB November 1978 to November 1979 showed average prime time homes up 23.4%! During this time CBS showed an increase of 9.9%—so our stronger signal was responsible for a ratings increase of 13.5%—and maybe more.

"Also, an overwhelming majority of viewers surveyed have reported improved reception," says Mr. Lass. "Needless to say, we are very happy with what CP has done for us."

For more information on what a Harris CP antenna can do for you, contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast Products Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62301. 217-222-8200.

*circulary polarized
WITN-TV7

18-foot ceilings.

In commenting on the overall transmission system, Manning noted that it was a straightforward installation. Because of careful planning, 95% of everything went into place as planned. Manning, his transmitter supervisor, Tyson Houston, and one technician handled the entire equipment installation, including fitting, cutting and connecting the transmission line and installing the transmitter systems.

The TV and FM lines were installed at the same time. They were laid out for best WSWR and then cut, fit and installed in just eight working days.

The transmitters arrived on site the last week in August 1979 and the Opto-Switchers were delivered in October. After completion of the installation, the RF system was checked out and it was determined that optimization was not needed.

75kW parallel transmitter system

The 75kW transmitter system is composed of three 25kW transmitters in parallel, with combiners and opto-switchers that permit switching any combination of the "A," "B" and "C" transmitters. The system, according to Manning, has worked out extremely well. To deliver the station's maximum 316kW in circularly polarized operation, 62kW of transmitter power are required. All three transmitters are on the air at the same time, operating conservatively, with ample power to spare.

Energy conservation

The air system for the new transmitter building has some unusual features. All outside air is filtered through a system which removes particles as fine as cigarette smoke. It is a positive pressure system, with fresh air being drawn in from the outside, through the filtering system, and then through a plenum to ducts under the transmitters. Each 25kW transmitter, including the power supply, has its own ducts.

During cold weather, provision is made for recirculating warm air to heat the building. When the temperature outside is above 65°, fresh outside air is used; when outside

Rear view of TV-7 transmitter room shows spacious layout. Power supplies for the 40kW FM transmitter are in foreground, with TT-75FH rear cabinets, Opto-Switchers and filter-plexers in background.

Opto-Switchers and transmission line for TV-7's 75kW transmitter.

WITN's circularly polarized TBJ Panel Antenna stands tall (left) after its long truck ride from RCA's Gibbsboro, NJ, antenna facility (above).
KFI KNOWS EXACTLY WHAT THEY WANT IN A 50 KW TRANSMITTER.
SO DOES CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS!

Today’s clear channel 640 kHz sparkles with the same excitement it did back in 1922 when it first took to the airwaves with 50 watts. The pioneering log of broadcasting is filled with KFI entries: The first live Hollywood bowl concert; origination of west coast sporting events to a national network; Grand Opera broadcasts; a 1924 Presidential address; and many other important voices of the day.

Today’s format is adult contemporary: mass-appeal music mixed with news, service, and information. The KFI personalities are household words in the marketplace.

And to back KFI’s programming is a first-rate engineering department with a management that’s not impressed with a data sheet. KFI wanted hands-on experience, so they approached the Continental 317C transmitter and its competition with extensive test requirements.

Example: the 317C was adjusted for 52 kW output and full modulation with a 4 kHz square wave. One hour and forty-five minutes later the transmitter was still operating without any significant changes. Distortion, shift, intermodulation, efficiency... you name the parameter, KFI tested it thoroughly.

When the score was added up, the 317C was clearly the winner. Jim Wesley, Manager of KFI, had these comments: “We’ve had excellent service and support with our other Continental transmitters.”

KFI knew what they wanted in a 50 kW transmitter, and so did Continental. As Jim Wesley puts it, “We try to buy the best equipment for the station that we can find. In this case, I think we did!”

For information on the 317C or other Continental transmitters, phone (214) 381-7161 or write to Broadcast Sales Dept.; Continental Electronics Mfg. Co., Box 270879, Dallas, Texas 75227.
Introduced by Ramko in early 1975, DC control of all audio attenuation and switching has since proven itself so superior to conventional methods of audio control that most manufacturers of consoles are still trying to catch up.

The three major advantages are:

1. The DC controlled console exhibits far less susceptibility to RF pickup and external interference than conventional consoles that control audio directly. The conventional console must route all of its audio from the inputs to the various controlling elements (mixers, switches, etc.) and then finally to the console output. The DC controlled console, on the other hand, eliminates all of this audio wiring and thus reduces the pickup of outside interference.

2. It is also less prone to be affected by mechanical malfunctions or problems such as those from scratchy pots or noisy switches.

3. Since all audio switching is done through DC control (+6V or -6V), all internal and external functions (mute, on air lights, remote equip. start/stop) are programmed through internally located switches, which can be changed at any time.

No soldering or internal wiring is necessary to set up or change the “ON AIR” light relay, muting, or AUX MUTE relay. All of these functions are programmed through internally located switches, which can be changed at any time.

What's happening. At a glance.

The labeled, computer-type, push-buttons and corresponding back-lighted displays afford the operator instant recognition of the next happening, which one to push, and what is happening now or what has already occurred.

Although we automatically send you a form (at time of ordering) that enables you to tell us how you would like your console labeled, your unit comes with a full set of additional labeling so that you may easily change at any time desired.

The large LED output mode display has two separate functions. The lighted decimal point, which lights whenever that mixer is potted down into CUE, is also a blinking warning light whenever this channel has a live microphone activated. The second function of this display tells the operator whether he is in the Program (P), Audition (A), Cue (C) or Off (blank) mode. It is important to note here that the operator has 2 separate means of initiating the Cue mode.

One in the normal fashion of potting down and one via the output mode select switch (C). Thus he may go directly to Cue by pushing (C) without having to change the mixer setting.

The exclusive patch panel for selecting input gain offers extraordinary flexibility. At any time, any input can be made to accept anything from a mic level through a line level signal. Not just mic or line level but anywhere in between. Thus on our 10 mixer model you have a minimum of 4,194,304 combinations of mic through line level inputs. And you can accommodate mics and high level inputs or the same mixer simultaneously. You simply plug in the prescribed resistor(s), which are included with your console, and that's it.

All the push-buttons on the console are super-quiet. Not the usual loud, clanking, short-lived mechanical switches. The push-buttons switch and route the audio through solid-state logic, error-free, in less than 2 tenths of 1 millisecond of one second. No pops, clicks or moment
The pure clean difference.

It all comes down to a marked difference in reproduction.

FIRST, all inputs and outputs are solid-state balanced. Unlike transformers they are quite insensitive to impedance mismatches. In fact the mismatches can be millions of times. And can be more than the specified impedance without any noticeable effect on distortion or response. Not so with the average audio transformer as even a couple times mismatch can invalidate the console's performance.

SECOND, our solid-state devices exhibit far less distortion and flatter response than even the finest transformer available today.

THIRD, since the solid-state devices are purely resistive they are much less susceptible to hum, RF and other external interference.

A FOURTH and very large consideration is the LED "VU" meter. This solid-state meter (SSM) has an exceptionally fast response and you can actually see overmodulation peaks. With a mechanical meter you can't. Couple this with the electronic circuit that gives the SSM "VU" ballistics on the decay and you end up with a tighter, cleaner sound than ever before. At the same time, your normal audio power level is still maintained. In addition, the bright red and yellow LED display is legible up to 30 feet away.

Although the mono DC-38's have a meter for each output, we took the stereo versions a step farther. In addition to the left meter and the right meter (switchable, Aud. or Prog.), we included a third to monitor the stereo mix (mono) output.

By throwing a switch located next to it, this meter is converted to a phase check meter and may be used to check the stereo phasing of any and all of the console input sources.

Reliability particulars.

All of the LED's and lamps have a life expectancy of 11 years. The push button select switches are spec'd by the manufacturer at 20,000,000 operations (1 actuation every 30 seconds, 24 hours a day for over 19 years). The mixer pots are a custom design using glass-hard, conductive plastic. The mechanical construction of these pots is so sturdy that they tolerate even the heaviest handed operator.

In addition, all of the quad operational amplifiers are burned in for 3 days to insure reliability. Since the power supply is the backbone of your console, you will find not one, but three separate supplies! One for the main audio, one for the monitor amplifiers, and one for the displays. These supplies are fully protected against shorts and over-heating and utilize massive heat sinking rated much higher than necessary.

The two week trial.

Put the DC-38 on trial for a full 2 weeks. Put it through a battery of tests or on the air, or both. You'll find that with all that sophistication it's a breeze to use and amazingly rugged.

Write Ramko Research, 11355 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova, CA 95670. Or if you can't wait for the mail, contact your nearest rep or call (916) 635-3600 collect and arrange for a 2 week free trial.
WITN-TV

temperatures are below 65°, the warm inside air is recirculated. The front office/operating area is on a separate air conditioning system so that when the station has completed its planned shift to remote control and the facility is unattended, there will be no need to air condition this space.

A large work area is provided on one side of the building. Double doors of solid steel at the rear of this space open onto a ramp that permits driving of vehicles into the work area. Another large room at the rear of the building has a separate outside entrance. It is reserved for the owners of communications facilities on the tower, who use it for their two-way radio equipment and inside maintenance.

Back-up power for the transmitting plant is provided by a 500kW Caterpillar diesel generator.

Designed for hurricanes

The WITN tall tower was designed and constructed by Kline Iron and Steel and is said to be the heaviest 2000 foot broadcast tower ever built. Before erecting the tower itself, a major construction project had to be completed. This involved driving more than 500 pilings into the sandy, water-saturated soil, followed by a network of reinforcing steel and hundreds of tons of concrete. The extensive preparation was necessary because of the weight of the tower and its hurricane-belt location.

The new tower has nine anchors, three for each side, with the outer anchors extending 1500 feet from the base. Nine guy wires are provided for each leg.

The time frame for completing the tower and transmitting plant was unusually short. However, because of careful planning, construction and equipment installation, problems were minimal. Roberson noted that contracts were awarded in December 1978, little more than 10 months before the October target date for the new broadcast service.

After months of preparation, the tower base, with its 8 7/8-inch solid steel legs, was set in place on July 1, 1979. The TBJ circularly polarized antenna was lifted into place atop the tower on October 25, less than a week before the established air date. Finally, the last and tallest place of the tall tower—the aircraft beacon for the top—was installed at 3 pm on October 31, 1979, just three hours before air time for the new system.

Keeping on top

In promoting its new CP broadcast operation, WITN-TV made use of all news media—television, radio and print—to advise its viewers of TV-7's extended reach and its brighter, clearer picture. This promotion explained to the TV-7 audience that the tall tower "broadcasted a television signal over 100 miles in all directions:

- reaching more than two million people in nearly one million homes;
- in an area of about 28,150 square miles; and
- offers a better than 20% increase in the station's service."

WITN-TV celebrated its 26th anniversary of broadcasting in September 1980. With the transmission system completed, attention is now being directed to upgrading studio operations. Additions have already been made. Two RCA TK-46 cameras have been acquired, two RCA TK-28 televise systems are in place, and further equipment acquisitions are in the planning stage.

Some measurements have already been made to show WITN's improved TV coverage with CP antennas, and similar measurements for the FM antennas are planned for this spring. During the field measurements, Manning found that there were no holes in the contour data.

At the receiver, ghosting could still exist with normal rabbit ear antennas, but the signal and color remained steady in moving around in a given room. However, even fringe area reception could be improved with suitable CP receiving antennas. Furthermore, orientation of roof receiving antennas are less critical now that WITN is using its CP antennas for transmission.

At $695, it's a lot more than you expect.

Containing two variable frequency filters and a noise reduction section, the new commercial AE-500 Audio Enhancer monitors total audio content, and allows precision control of information within the audio track. With individual adjustments for frequency range, Q or bandwidth, and the amount of boost or cut desired, the dual filter section will precisely attenuate unwanted noise or accentuate individual sounds without disturbing the amplitudes of other frequencies. With adjustable Noise Level control and LED monitoring, the noise reduction section suppresses tape hiss while leaving essential audio information intact.

Ask About These Other Communications Innovations
- DA-100 Audio/Video Dist. Amplifier
- VP-200 Video Processing Amplifier
- VG-375 Videoguard Encoder
- VE-400 Image Enhancer
- GS-600 Genlock Sync Generator

Full Two Year Factory Exchange Warranty

Selected Dealerships Available
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Never Play Naked Records on the Air!

Your records need protection. From minor scratches, dust, dirt, and just too much handling, no matter what your program format.

Introducing Lifesaver with Disc-ProTec™ Formula. A one-step record preservative, anti-stat, and dry lubricant. One treatment lasts 50 plays or more (Len Feldman* proved Lifesaver lasts 100 plays, but we'll be conservative).

Records Sound Better Than New
From the very first audition, a Lifesaver-treated record will have less distortion than even a new untreated record. And 50 or even 100 plays later, it will still outperform that new record, with no build-up of record noise!

Fewer Repeats, Repeats, Repeats...
With most Lifesaver treatments, minor scratches and nicks play right through without repeats (no guarantee, but the odds are with us). So if you're into golden oldies, or vintage jazz, or classical music, you don't have to cross your fingers, or do those abrupt fades in the middle of the best part. Nor will you need extra copies of the records on your "heavy playlist."

A Sub-microscopic Coating
A quick "spritz," a gentle buffing, and you've dry-coated the record with an anti-stat/lubricant just microns thick. You can't see it even with a good microscope, you can't hear it, but you can feel the surface get slick and stay slick, and you'll notice no static cling of dust or record sleeves. Record cleaning is actually improved (Lifesaver is unaffected by any common wet or dry methods). And even years later, when you dig through your music library the Lifesaver-treated records will still be protected, still sound great.

Save Records. Save Money
Get the dust, the static, and the minor scratches out of your music library today. Preserve the investment in your music and effects production library. Start using Life-saver from Audio-Technica today. You'll sound better tomorrow!

*A quick "spritz," a gentle buffing, and you've dry-coated the record with an anti-stat/lubricant just microns thick. You can't see it even with a good microscope, you can't hear it, but you can feel the surface get slick and stay slick, and you'll notice no static cling of dust or record sleeves. Record cleaning is actually improved (Lifesaver is unaffected by any common wet or dry methods). And even years later, when you dig through your music library the Lifesaver-treated records will still be protected, still sound great.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
To encourage you to prove the effectiveness of Lifesaver treatment, we'll send you a full-sized $12.95 bottle to treat 60 sides for just $5.00. Just send this ad (or a copy) and your letterhead. Just one sample to a station, please. And we'll tell you where you can get low-cost refills, plus see and hear other fine Audio-Technica products, including the latest microphones, headphones, other record care products, and the best cartridges and tone arms in the business! Send today.

*Here's an excerpt from the Len Feldman report in Audio Magazine. We'll send you the full story with your order.

Harmonic distortion of an untreated disc during first playing
Harmonic distortion of an untreated disc after 100 playings
Harmonic distortion of an identical disc, first playing after LIFESAVER treatment. Distortion is immediately reduced.
Harmonic distortion of a LIFESAVER-treated disc after 100 playings. Distortion remains lower than a new, untreated disc.
A growth industry sprung up in 1977 when the FCC amended its television transmission requirements to permit broadcasters to use circularly polarized (CP) signals. The previous requirement was for horizontal polarization, in which the electric field vector remained parallel to the earth's surface. With CP antennas the electric field rotates helically around the axis of the propagating wave. Thus, at any particular point, the electric field may be at any angle with respect to the earth's surface.

In a practical sense circular polarization has provided both broadcasters and listeners certain advantages. Broadcasters have reported significantly improved area coverage with CP transmission—and this was a direct result of listeners receiving higher signal levels and, for TV, clearer pictures.

A major thrust for CP transmission in FM came from broadcasters wanting to achieve better reception in automobiles. Because of its horizontal and vertical wave components, the CP signal has a superior reception for the typical whip antennas on cars.

On the television side, home viewers report improved reception, less critical antenna orientation, reduced ghosting and less co-channel interference. Some results of going to CP transmission for some broadcasters are happier viewers and higher ratings.

The following roundup looks briefly at currently available antennas for CP applications. Detailed data on these antennas may be obtained by contacting the manufacturer or by using the reader service card and the number following each listing.

**Boscher Broadcast Equipment**
401 Railroad Avenue
Westbury, NY 11590

**VHF/UHF CP Antennas**
- Low (1.5-3kW) and Medium (3-25kW) power antennas for translators and low power station (High VHF band III; UHF bands IV and V; SHF for ITFS, MDS, ENC)
- Full line of patterns from omni-directional to directive for CP low power; wide range of patterns and gains
- High power (up to 220kW input) UHF broadcast antenna line convertible to CP operation as needed
- Multichannel coverage, available as an option, up to five contiguous channels
- Designed to withstand corrosion, wind, rain, ice, snow, lightning and condensation.
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**Cetec Broadcast Group**
1110 Mark Avenue
Carpinteria, CA 93013

The Cetec Broadcast Group selection of CP antennas includes three models for FM and one for TV. These systems for broadcasters, plus a new TV/CP system under test, are described briefly.

**CP antenna for FM broadcast (JHC)**

The JHC antenna is a circularly polarized FM antenna for the broadcaster who wants extremely high input power capability, coupled with the patented design that has become an industry standard. This design is sophisticated in concept yet simple in execution. Each bay consists of a radiating element with its associated 6 1/8 inch (15.56 cm) interbay feed line. The element and line are supported by a heavy brass casting which is attached to the support structure by its mounting bracket. The radiating element consists of four 3-inch (7.62 cm) diameter quarter wave brass arms attached to a 3/4 inch brass support internal feed boom by brass castings. The interbay feed lines and boom are pressurized out to the feed point by the transmission line pressurization system.
- 1-12 bays
- High-power corona-free operation
- 30-80kW safe power rating
- True circular polarization
- Two-year material and workmanship warranty
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**CP antenna for FM broadcast (JBCP)**

The Jampro model JBCP antenna, manufactured by Cetec Antennas, is a circularly polarized FM antenna designed for applications requiring relative insensitivity to icing along with high antenna input power. The antenna elements are fabricated of high-strength thick wall copper with a 3-1/6 inch outside diameter. The JBCP antenna will handle up to 40kW per bay and up to 120kW per system, depending upon the number of bays, shunt line size and input connector.
- 1-12 bays
- 40-120kW safe power rating
- Can be diplexed with a VSWR of 1.2 or better
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**CP antenna for FM Broadcast (JSCP Series B)**

The Cetec B Series JSCP antenna is an improved version of a circularly polarized FM broadcast antenna that has become one of the industry's most popular CP antennas. Each bay consists of a radiating element with associated 3 1/8-inch (79.4mm) flange, and both are supported by a heavy casting bolted to the mounting bracket for that bay. The interbay feed lines are joined by 3 1/8-inch flanges, using molybdenum disulfide-coated, silver-plated inner conductor connectors for maximum contact life and minimum power loss. These special connectors are also used in the connection between the element and line.
The radiating element consists of four quarter-wave arms attached by bronze castings to a support boom, which also contains the element feed. A tuning cap, incorporating a large-radiused tip, is supplied on each arm, which eliminates corona while facilitating field tuning, even to a slightly different operating frequency.

- 1-14 bays
- 10-40kW safe power rating
- Applicable to stereo SCA and quadraphonic broadcasting
- True circular polarization
- Two-year material and workmanship warranty
- Factory-tuned on a "customer" structure
- Custom options available.

CP antenna for TV broadcast (spiral)
Cetec's circularly polarized Spiral antenna provides the television broadcaster with a proven, in-use design, featuring good performance in a rugged, simple mechanical structure. The antenna is customized for each application and can be supplied for any single VHF or UHF

The machine of the 80's.
THE GARNER 1100
It's no secret that one-inch will be the videotape of the 80's. If you're planning to convert to one-inch, invest in the Garner 1100 degausser to get the maximum use of your one inch tape. With Garner's one-pass, endless belt operation, you get complete erasures at the rate of 13 reels per minute. Put the Garner 1100 to the test yourself. Use the 1100 for 30 days. If it doesn't live up to your standards, just return it to us. We're convinced that you'll agree that the Garner 1100 is the machine to handle one-inch degaussing. It's the machine of the 80's.
If we had set out to give you only the features our competition gives you, this is where we’d be today.
Most VTR units give you only a fraction of the features you might want from a video tape recorder. So we didn’t stop where our competition did. We kept on adding features. Until we developed the most versatile 1" machine on the market.

Compare the 3M TT-7000 VTR and NTC-10 Time Base Corrector to the competition. Nobody puts together more of the features you want than 3M. And once you see our unit, we think you’ll agree that buying anything else is like getting half a machine.

The 3M TT-7000 Video Tape Recorder gives you:
- Auto track following (ATF) ¼ reverse through 2x forward (optional).
- Video and sync confidence heads.
- Three channel audio confidence heads.
- Video sync channel.
- All DC motor and servo tape transport.
- 19" rack mountable with full dust cover.
- Front panel plug-in modules.
- Frame accurate insert and assemble editing.
- Dual tape timer with zero memory.
- Tape speed override on front panel.
- Stop tone and cue-up (0, 3, 5, 7 sec. preroll).
- Contact closure and TTL external interface.
- Variable speed forward/reverse shuttle.
- Still frame jog.
- Autochroma and color framing.
- Audio 3 record in play mode (built-in speaker).
- Instant stop action from play or slo-mo (with ATF option).
- Instant audio bias level adjust.
- Video level calibrate marker.
- Preset/Manual tracking select on front panel.
- Fixed precision rabbited drum tape guide.
- And low RF, high temperature and low voltage alarms.

Our Time Base Corrector comes complete with its own list of standard features:
- Sixteen line correction window.
- Ten bit quantizing.
- Four times subcarrier sampling.
- 65 dB signal-to-noise ratio.
- Velocity compensation.
- Digital one line drop out compensator.
- Compact size (8¼" high by 17½" deep by 18½" wide).
- 45 pounds total weight.
- Portable cabinet or rack mountable.
- And front panel plug-in modules.

Add it all up, and you’ve got the most complete VTR/TBC package on the market. For a free demonstration, call (612) 733-7914 or write 3M/Mincom Division - Video Products, 223-5E 3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144.

In Canada contact 3M Canada, Inc., P.O. Box 5757, London, Ontario, N6A-4T1.

In Alaska contact 3M Company, 5331 Minnesota Drive, Anchorage, AK 99502.

Get the complete picture.
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channel: 2-70. Dependent upon system requirements, the Spiral is built in either two or three sections and provides omnidirectional, circularly polarized power gains from 2 to 15 (or even higher on special order).

Cetec spiral omnidirectional CP/TV antenna

- Horizontal circularity: ±1.0dB VHF; ± 0.5dB UHF
- Axial ratio: 1.5dB typical
- Beam tilt and null fill standard
- VSWR: less than 1.08 to 1 across 6MHz channel

Cetec spiral omnidirectional CP/TV antenna

Harris Corp.
Broadcast Products Div.
PO Box 4290
Quincy, IL 62301
Harris offers a line of six circularly polarized FM antennas, each having distinct performance features. A brief summary of each follows.

Direction dual polarized FM antenna [FMD-{x}]
The Harris FMD-{X} is a directional dual polarized FM antenna designed for pole mounting. It is available with up to eight bays and with either 1 5/8-inch or 3 1/8-inch EIA 50Ω female input.
- Up to 40kW power input
- No de-icing required under normal environmental conditions
- Up to eight bays (x = bays)
- Internal feed point to radiating element
- Pattern tested at factory

Dual-Cycloid circularly polarized FM antenna [FMC]

Harris' Dual-Cycloid Type FMC antenna, a station's effective radiated power will still be determined by the signal radiated in the horizontal plane. This is determined by the antenna gain in the horizontal plane multiplied by the power input to the antenna.

Any number of elements from one to 16 may be utilized, providing maximum flexibility in the selection of power gain for a particular installation. Antennas with null fill, beam tilt and special horizontal to vertical power splits (other than 50/50) are available.
- Up to 40kW power input
- 1-16 bays

Dual-Cycloid II and Dual-Cycloid III circularly polarized FM antennas (FMC)

Harris' Dual-Cycloid II circularly polarized FM antenna provides all of the electrical advantages of the Dual-Cycloid, in a lighter weight, low silhouette design for minimum windloading.
- Input power to 12kW
- 4-12 bays

Designed for lower power stations, Harris' Dual-Cycloid III circularly polarized FM antenna is an end-fed version of the Dual-Cycloid II—it is lighter in weight, and has less windloading.
Low Power Circularly Polarized FM Antenna (FML)

The Harris low power FML circularly polarized FM antenna features good bandwidth characteristics and the same rugged construction as Harris' higher-power FM antennas. Power input handling capability: 9kW end fed; 12kW center fed. Two versions available: Excellent bandwidth capability. 1-14 bays. Internal feed point to radiating element. Brass construction. De-icers not required. Stainless steel support brackets and hardware. Hemispherical element tips to avoid corona problems. Circle (90) on Reply Card.

Self-supporting circularly polarized FM antenna (FMP)

The Harris FMP self-supporting circularly polarized FM antennas feature unusually high power handling capabilities, excellent bandwidth characteristics and multi-station capability. Because the elements are center mounted, interference from the support pole is eliminated. Power input to 64kW. Center mounting eliminates pole interference. 1-12 bays. High power handling capability. Internal feed point to radiating element. Multi-station capability. Good bandwidth characteristics. No heaters, de-icers or radomes normally required. Brass construction. Silver plated inner-conductor connectors. Radiused element tips to avoid corona problems. Stainless steel support brackets and hardware. Circle (91) on Reply Card.

Harris TV CP Antennas

Harris currently offers two circularly polarized TV antenna models—the Cavity Backed Radiator (CBR) and the CPV antenna. Each differs somewhat in individual features. CPV antenna for TV

The CPV antenna is designed to provide broadcasters with a CP antenna that provides windloading specifications comparable to Batwing and traveling wave antennas. Now a broadcaster may simply replace his present antenna with a CPV—in most cases with minor modifications to his existing tower. In most cases the tower loading of the CPV is below that of the comparable Batwing or traveling wave antenna. The CPV offers an excellent axial ratio of within 2dB at any azimuth angle. It has excellent pattern versatility in both omnidirectional and directional horizontal patterns. Stainless steel support brackets and hardware. Circle (90) on Reply Card.

Do you know the score?

If you're involved in broadcasting systems you know us. But are you aware that in UHF we're now also the biggest as well as the best! The fact that a vast majority of all new 1980 UHF TV stations use a Bogner antenna is only part of the story. Since 1964 we have put into broadcast use more than 600 slot arrays, with over thirty 55kw to 200kw slot antennas during the past three years alone. Antennas that are all still meeting their promise—trouble-free, dependable operation with solid coverage.

Put together all the qualities you want in your antenna: exceptional performance, proven durability, economy and on-time delivery, and you'll know the score about Bogner. We have competitors but no equal.

Prove it to yourself. Talk to the stations listed above (or call Len King for the names of all TV stations using Bogner manufactured antennas). Find out first hand why Bogner is the champion of UHF antennas.


Harris TV CP Antennas

Harris currently offers two circularly polarized TV antenna models—the Cavity Backed Radiator (CBR) and the CPV antenna. Each differs somewhat in individual features.

CPV antenna for TV

The CPV antenna is designed to provide broadcasters with a CP antenna that provides windloading specifications comparable to Batwing and traveling wave antennas. Now a broadcaster may simply replace his present antenna with a CPV—in most cases with minor modifications to his existing tower. In most cases the tower loading of the CPV is below that of the comparable Batwing or traveling wave antenna. The CPV offers an excellent axial ratio of within 2dB at any azimuth angle. It has excellent pattern versatility in both omnidirectional and directional horizontal patterns. Stainless steel support brackets and hardware. Circle (90) on Reply Card.

Harris CPV circularly polarized TV antenna during installation at WESH-TV, Daytona Beach, FL. (Photo courtesy of Harris.)

If you're involved in broadcasting systems you know us. But are you aware that in UHF we're now also the biggest as well as the best! The fact that a vast majority of all new 1980 UHF TV stations use a Bogner antenna is only part of the story. Since 1964 we have put into broadcast use more than 600 slot arrays, with over thirty 55kw to 200kw slot antennas during the past three years alone. Antennas that are all still meeting their promise—trouble-free, dependable operation with solid coverage.

Put together all the qualities you want in your antenna: exceptional performance, proven durability, economy and on-time delivery, and you'll know the score about Bogner. We have competitors but no equal.

Prove it to yourself. Talk to the stations listed above (or call Len King for the names of all TV stations using Bogner manufactured antennas). Find out first hand why Bogner is the champion of UHF antennas.


Harris TV CP Antennas

Harris currently offers two circularly polarized TV antenna models—the Cavity Backed Radiator (CBR) and the CPV antenna. Each differs somewhat in individual features.

CPV antenna for TV

The CPV antenna is designed to provide broadcasters with a CP antenna that provides windloading specifications comparable to Batwing and traveling wave antennas. Now a broadcaster may simply replace his present antenna with a CPV—in most cases with minor modifications to his existing tower. In most cases the tower loading of the CPV is below that of the comparable Batwing or traveling wave antenna. The CPV offers an excellent axial ratio of within 2dB at any azimuth angle. It has excellent pattern versatility in both omnidirectional and directional horizontal patterns. Stainless steel support brackets and hardware. Circle (90) on Reply Card.
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patterns may be provided. In the omnidirectional mode the antenna provides circularity of ± 2dB.

The CPV is most commonly configured with a dual line feed, so that upper elements are fed separately from the lower elements. This affords the broadcaster the redundancy of two lines on the tower, in addition to the redundancy of having half the antenna available in the event of failure in the other half. The horizontal/vertical elements are both coincident and separate (as in the CBR), affording the versatility inherent in this configuration.

The CPV is available for Channels 2 through 13, and is top mounted.
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Cavity backed radiator (CBR)
The Harris Cavity Backed Radiator circularly polarized broadcast TV antenna provides excellent axial ratio characteristics as a direct result of the precise tailoring of the radiated pattern by the cavity. It is also a wide band antenna, which means that it has stable impedance and pattern performance. This offers the capability of multiplexing.

What makes Ski-Hi the best for ENG?

With more than 20 years of experience making Sky-Hi telescoping masts, TMD has a way of making it the best telescoping mast for ENG.

Because they're made of high quality extruded aluminum tubing, because they don't whip when the wind builds up, and because of the other features you see here, Sky-Hi masts have been specified for more than 1000 ENG installations.

There are many sizes available, and now the 43' mast, the most popular size for ENG, has a new, lower nesting height.

TMD engineers are ready to talk to you about the mast you need.

SKY-HI®
Telescoping Mast Division

The Will-Burt Company
249 W. Henry St.
P.O. Box 126
Wooster, Ohio 44691
(216) 262-7010
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Shown here is WAST's Harris CBR (Cavity Backed Radiator) TV antenna mounted on the station's original tower. Since WAST-TV, Albany, NY, switched to CP in September 1979, responses indicate an overwhelming majority of the station's audience has improved reception, with latest figures showing a jump in ratings as a direct result of its new CP antenna. (Photo courtesy of Harris.)

This Harris Cavity Backed Radiator (CBR) six bay circularly polarized TV antenna at KBYU-TV, Provo, UT, is billed as the first CP TV antenna installed west of the Mississippi. (Photo courtesy of Harris.)
THE STUDER STANDARD
Good is not enough,
only excellence is adequate.

The Studer A80/RC Mk II. For studio mastering. Or cutting master lacquers. Or broadcast syndication or master film soundtracks. Whenever you need a ¼-inch master recorder you can base your reputation on, you need a machine built to the unique Studer standard of excellence. The Studer A 80/RC Mk II.

Compare the editing facilities of the A80/RC Mk II with any other master recorder on the market. And the unique Studer real-time (positive and negative) digital tape position indicator and zero-locating feature. Compare the noise level of its electronics. Check out the wide variety of available head configurations, including a pilot tone version with or without resolver for film sync applications. Vari-speed control (± 7 musical semitones) is standard, as is a monitor panel with built-in speaker/amplifier which lets you cue the tape right at the machine without tying up your monitor system.

As for servicing ease, the A80/RC Mk II is simply incomparable. All the logic boards have LED status indicators so a failure can be spotted instantly. You can even take apart the entire recorder with the two Allen wrenches supplied.

Of course, there aren't any secrets to the incredible rigidity of the die-cast, precision-milled A80 frame and the extraordinary machining tolerances of its stainless steel headblock. Only Willi Studer's characteristic unwillingness to compromise.

Others could make their heads and motors as well, no doubt; they just don't. Servo-controlled reel torque and capstan drive (independent of line frequency or voltage) aren't exactly new concepts. Nor is PROM-logic transport control. But try them all out and see whether you can settle for anything less than the Studer A80/RC Mk II.

Second best is very good today. But not good enough.

Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 254-5651
Offices: Los Angeles (213) 780-4234
New York (212) 255-4462
In Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd.

STUDER REVOX
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which may take the form of multiple TV channels or a combination of Channel 6 and certain FM frequencies.

The CBR, a panel-type antenna, also offers great horizontal pattern versatility. The antenna can be configured either for an omnidirectional pattern or for a wide variety of directional horizontal patterns. In the omnidirectional mode it provides circularity within ±2 dB.

Finally, the CBR features coincident and separate horizontal/vertical dipoles. This offers numerous benefits, including a) the capability of providing an excellent axial ratio; and b) the capability of being configured in either a horizontally or circularly polarized mode. In fact, the feed system can be configured at the time of manufacture to provide a switching capability. In the event that a broadcaster has a transmitter problem, he can revert to horizontal polarization at full power.

The CBR is available for Channels 2 through 13, and may be either side or top-mounted.
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RCA Broadcast Systems
Front and Cooper Streets
Camden, NJ 08102

RCA offers six circularly polarized antenna designs for the VHF broadcast channels. A brief description of these systems follows.

VHF Panel CP Antenna (TBJ)
The RCA TBJ Antenna panels are normally mounted on triangular support towers, and may be used in top-mounted or side-mounted applications.

The TBJ, as a panel antenna, is flexible in meeting pattern requirements. Usually, the panels are mounted three-around on a triangular tower (4 feet on a side) for omnidirectional service. By altering panel orientation, power distribution or phasing of the panels, or some combination of the three, horizontal patterns may be achieved to fit specific directional requirements.

• Top-mounted or side-mounted design for Channels 7-13
• Flexible horizontal patterns
• Tailored vertical patterns and
power gains
- Simple panel design utilizing single feedpoint
- Proven feed system components from Superturnstile experience
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VHF Quatrefoil CP Antenna (TBK)
The RCA Quatrefoil antenna is a side-mounted-panel type circularly polarized antenna for VHF Channels 2 through 6.

The omnidirectional Quatrefoil antenna offers the lowband and midband broadcasters excellent operating performance. Directional horizontal patterns are available on a custom basis.

Physically, the standard Quatrefoil antenna is composed of three panel radiators per layer, side mounted on a triangular tower. The antenna is supplied complete with a branch-type feed system and mounting hardware.

Each Quatrefoil panel consists of four ring radiators in front of a rectangular pattern shaping screen. It is from these radiating rings that the antenna gains its name. (Quatrefoil is an architectural term that describes the arrangement of four circles originating from a single point, as in a clover leaf.)

- Power gain of 2.9 per polariza-

![Average measured horizontal pattern of a single-layer TBK mounted on a tower (solid line: horizontally polarized component; dotted line: vertically polarized component.).]
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UHF Tetra Coil CP Antenna (TCL-12A)

RCA's Tetra Coil Antenna is a circularly polarized VHF highband antenna that combines excellent mechanical and electrical characteristics.

Vertical pattern beam tilt and null fill are supplied as standard with the Tetra Coil Antenna to provide a more uniform signal especially desirable for antennas in metropolitan areas. Its omnidirectional horizontal pattern is circular within ±1.5 dB or better for both polarizations. The axial ratio is 2.5 dB or better.

- Channels 7-13
- Power gain 4.6-5.5 per polarization
- Low windload (Equal to RCA 12 bay Superturnstile)
- Good horizontal pattern circularity
- Axial ratio: 2.5 dB or better
- High power handling capability
- Top-mounted design
- Simplified Superturnstile replacement

VHF Tetra Coil CP Antenna (TCL-16A)

RCA's Tetra Coil Antenna answers the need for a circularly polarized VHF highband antenna that combines excellent electrical characteristics, mechanical simplicity and minimum windloading. It is a top-mounted design for use on VHF Channels 7 through 13.

The TCL-16A antenna is supplied with a power gain of 8 per polarization, providing an economical means to achieve 316kW horizontally polarized ERP when using a 50 or 60kW transmitter.

Vertical pattern beam tilt and null fill are supplied as standard with the Tetra Coil antenna to provide a more uniform signal, especially desirable for antennas in metropolitan areas. Its omnidirectional horizontal pattern is circular within ±1.5dB or better for both polarizations; the axial ratio of the antenna is 2.5 dB or better.

- Power gain of 8 per polarization, Channels 7-13
- Good horizontal pattern circularity
- Axial ratio: 2.5 dB or better
- High power handling capability
- Top-mounted design
- Minimum wind load
- Beam tilt and null fill supplied

VHF Dual Mode CP Antenna (TDM)

The RCA Dual Mode Antenna is a top-mounted circularly polarized antenna for VHF Channels 2 through

Measured horizontal pattern (single layer)

Measured horizontal pattern of TCL-16A11 (solid line: horizontally polarized component; broken line: vertically polarized component).
6. The standard antenna offered has seven layers with a circularly polarized power gain of 3 per polarization.

The TDM antenna meets the need for a top-mounted antenna (with low windload) suitable for replacing Superturnstile antennas with six bays or more on existing towers. Each of its seven layers consists of three dual mode radiators mounted symmetrically around the pole, and each dual mode radiator is fed by one feedline. The complete seven layer circularly polarized antenna uses only 21 feedlines.

- Top-mounted design for Channels 2-6
- Low windload (equal to or less than Superturnstile)
- High aperture efficiency
- Low axial ratio
- Good horizontal pattern circularity
- Power gain of 3 per polarization

**UHF Pylon CP Antenna (TFU-CP)**

The RCA UHF Pylon, produced for more than 20 years for UHF-TV broadcasting, is now available with circular polarization as the new RCA TFU-CP slanted slot Pylon. The same flexibilities of power ratings, gains and radiation patterns are retained. The proven UHF Pylon "center-feed" design is employed for pattern stability. In addition, the RCA traveling wave slot-coupling system is incorporated in this new family of antennas to achieve broad-band and impedance excellence.

The TFU-CP Pylon can be supplied with de-icer elements and slot covers, or with a fiberglass radome (no de-icers required). The de-icer option may be the best choice for broadcasters using horizontally polarized Pylon antennas, because exact mechanical replacements with regard to length, weight and windload are available in most cases for existing towers.

For new installations or towers with reserve windload capability, the new CP Pylon is offered with radome weather protection.

- Slanted slot Pylon design
- Low relative windload and weight
- High aperture efficiency
- Smooth "G" type vertical patterns
- Good axial ratio and circularity
- 220 kW power capability
- Radome available
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**TENNAPEX SYSTEMS LTD.**

34 Bentley Ave.

Ottawa, Ontario, K2E 6T8

Kathrein panel CP antennas

- True CP with no mounting effects on CP or pattern

---

**The Cetec 2000**

The only add-ons are electricity and talent

---

Cetec introduced these compact consoles about six months ago, and supply is still just barely ahead of demand.

This 2000 family of 5- and 8-mixer mono and stereo consoles has three great characteristics: small size and weight (they're portable); excellent performance specs (with high reliability); and very modest cost (how about more for less, for a change?). These consoles are ready to go — plug in the inputs and the speakers, and hit the "on" switch. Monitor amplifiers and muting relays are built in.

The 8-mixers (16 inputs) are great production room consoles that easily double as on-air boards. The 5-mixers (10 inputs) are at home in the newsroom, small studio, or on remote site.

Cetec 2000's start at $1595 for the 5 mixer mono console, and top out at $3195 for the 8-mixer stereo model.

Write or phone for our color catalog!
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- Tailored directional patterning to reduce multipath distortion
- Broadband 88-108MHz to permit multiplexing several stations on one antenna
- Automating VSWR compensation so that de-icers are not required
- Typical gain: 6.6 dB (circular) for 6 bays of 4 panels.

THE TRIED AND PROVEN Model 6104A
“SWITCHER IN A SUITCASE”

USED BY THE MAJOR NETWORKS for many important remote events.
- Full broadcast quality
- Sync generator with complete pulse distribution system.
- Drives five cameras of any make or model
- Versatile Switcher
- Audio mixer
- Color bars
- Colorizer
- Video processor
- Intercom
- 117VAC or 12VDC operation.

PRICE $10,500.

This is the first and only successful concept in portable switchers. We have carefully checked user needs and come up with the right solutions. This package has everything required for a remote production; the built-in sync generator has all the signals to drive five cameras of any make or model, or any combination of cameras. It is light, because the monitors are housed in a different package where they belong (Models 6133 or 6134). It is robust enough to be shipped by air as baggage and can withstand rough handling in the field. It is a finished product; with all the little convenience features that are so important; and which you have always wanted on a remote.

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.
316 Broad Street, Summit, N.J. 07901 Tel. (201) 273-1090
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MOBILE-TV VANS
To fit your requirements

Authorized Representatives for Leading Manufacturers

HITACHI
Broadcast Quality Cameras
One Inch Type "C" VTRs
DPS-1
Synchronizers
TBCs

CONRAC
Color-Monochrome
High Grade Monitors
DATATRON
Editing Systems
Tempo 76 - Vanguard

SONY
Professional Audio

SONY
Lab Series
Professional Audio

CHRIETIE
Battery/Charger
Systems

THOMSON CSF
Audio/Video Equipment

3M
D8800-Professional Character Generators

SONY
Quality Video Equipment

SONY
Lab Series Professional Audio

CHRISTIE
Battery/Charger Systems

THOMSON CSF
Audio/Video Equipment

Conrac/Conrac Datatron
Color-Monochrome
High Grade Monitors

SONY
Professional Audio

CHRISTIE THOMSON CSF
Lab Series Battery/Charger Audio/Video Equipment

Strand/Century - Lenco - Tektronix - Fernseh/Telemanation - Technics - Crown
Plus Many Others

(215) 223-8200
Ask for
Bob McTamney

LERRO
ELECTRICAL CORPORATION
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DIVISION
3125 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19132

Capabilities include Engineering and Turnkey Installations

SERVING THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
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Sweep method of testing audio equipment: UREI X-Y plotter

By Brad Dick, chief engineer, KANU, Lawrence, KS

Figures 1.2.3. Diagrams of the UREI 2000 Sine Wave Frequency Response Module and circuitry for impedance measurement.

This report begins a series of reports on new equipment for radio and television broadcasters. KANU is one of several stations that have agreed to use their resources to evaluate the performance of selected new equipment and report their findings.

Other reports in this series will be published as they are completed. Broadcast Engineering has created this series as part of its dedication to providing broadcasters reliable technical information on equipment that affects the business of broadcasting. It is important to note that these reports will be prepared by broadcasters and production facilities for the industry. Participation by manufacturers will be limited to supplying standard data and to lending equipment to the author(s) station(s) conducting the tests—they will not be controlling the content of these reports. BE is prepared to publish the pros and cons of new equipment tested and each author is prepared to evaluate an instrument or system.

BE would like to receive comments on this reporting service. To suggest a specific item for testing, write the editor.

Examination of the frequency response of a piece of equipment can often be helpful. Almost everyone who works at a broadcast facility for any length of time, knows that frequency response plots are important. However, to thoroughly examine the frequency response of any equipment requires plotting many discrete frequencies on graph paper and then playing "connect the dots" to see the results.

At the UREI booth at last year’s NAB convention, a graphic plotter drawing graphs of the frequency response of an ITC cartridge machine was featured. Investigation revealed that UREI had combined a plotter from H-P, the model 200, with two UREI plug-in modules designed to simplify audio maintenance. These plug-ins, the 2000 Frequency Response Module, and the 2010 Level and Frequency Module, work with the H-P plotter to provide frequency response plots of any audio equipment.

The 2000

The Model 2000, Figure 2, is a combined sweep oscillator and receiver. Used in conjunction with the 200 plotter, the unit will provide the necessary sweep tones and plot the results on standard DIN graph paper. A unique feature of the module is the patented Automatic Slope Sensing Circuit. This circuit senses the slope of the returning signal from the equipment being tested. If that slope is very high, indicated by a rapid change in frequency response, the oscillator drops to a slower sweep rate so that accurate results are assured.
Eliminate insulators and "white noise" with tough, non-conductive guys of Kevlar.

Steel guy lines can create transmission problems with arcing at insulators.

Antenna guys of non-conductive Kevlar® aramid fiber need no insulators. This eliminates the arcing that creates "white noise" signal interference in conventional steel guys.

Also, because Kevlar will not corrode, it resists electromechanical oxidation, chemicals and salt attack, so guys stay in service much longer.

Lightweight, corrosion-free Kevlar also cuts rigging and maintenance costs.

Kevlar can match the strength of steel at only one-fifth the weight, so riggers can coil two or three guys over their shoulder at once, greatly speeding installation.

For more information and a list of manufacturers of guys lines of Kevlar, write: DuPont, Room 38811, Wilmington, DE 19898.

©DuPont registered trademark for its aramid fiber. DuPont makes Kevlar, not antenna guys.
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When the frequency response plot is no longer showing rapid changes, the sweep speed is increased to the normal pace. The result is that unexpected dips and peaks in the response curve of the equipment are always faithfully plotted.

The module has a dynamic range of over 60dB and a resolution of 0.05dB. The sweep frequencies are from 20Hz to 20kHz. The oscillator is also controllable in a manual position, allowing the operator to manually sweep any or all of the audio spectrum and view the results on the recorder. The output of the oscillator is very clean and has less than 0.5% distortion. If desired, there are push-buttons to select any of four precise fixed frequencies from the oscillator. The tones can be used to spot check frequency response or check calibration of the chart recorder. Selected calibrated sweep times are available from 15 to 120 seconds, if desired. Both send and receive levels are adjustable over wide ranges to accommodate almost any piece of equipment. The input is switch-selectable to either 600Ω terminated, to 50kΩ bridging.

The combination of oscillator and plotter in a small package makes plotting the frequency response of amplifiers and recorders quick and easy. Depending on the device being tested, sweeps can be completed in as little as 15 seconds. The block diagram of the circuit is shown in Figure 2.

Speaker impedance is one test most broadcast engineers will not need to make. However, the test does show some of the versatility of the testing method and equipment.
Majic. It's a black format that's living up to its name in several markets across the country. And perhaps the biggest success story is Houston's KMJQ. Back in 1977, KMJQ adopted the Majic format and went from near bottom to #1 in just 2 short Arbitrons.

Yet KMJQ was the softest station on the dial. "To achieve our goal," explains Chief Operator Leroy Dietrich, "we placed a lot of emphasis on the quality of the sound. By the day we started the Majic format, we had built a technical ability that we think is probably one of the best in the country."

"We hired an audio consultant to get us started," continues Dietrich. "He installed P 303 pre-amps and MC20 moving coil cartridges on SL-1100A turntables. Then he recommended dbx equipment for definition and dynamics."

KMJQ installed dbx tape noise reduction on all their cart machines. Not just for their program material, but for their commercials, too. "That keeps our advertisers happy because their commercials sound as clean as our music," says Dietrich. "And we use a dbx Model 500 subharmonic synthesizer to restore the low end. It makes the station sound especially well balanced. Even at low listening levels."

KMJQ also needed a compressor/limiter – but they didn't want to ruin the sound quality they had worked so hard to get. "After hearing how smooth the dbx 165 compressor/limiter works, there is no doubt in my mind that it's the best limiter I've ever heard in my life. We use it on voices, and it gives us the control we need without sounding like we have any control."

As you'd expect, KMJQ has constantly been making subtle technical changes to maintain their leadership position. "Due to competitive forces in the market, we've had to crank our signal up louder. Without dbx tape noise reduction on our carts, the noise would have been cranked up, too. Now I'm happier than ever that we're fully dbx'ed," says Dietrich. "We not only get the sound we want, but the whole system is incredibly reliable – bulletproof."

Dietrich summarizes his feelings about KMJQ's technical product by saying, "A lot of this is subtle stuff, psychoacoustics. But people comment to us that our station sounds more like the record they bought than the other stations do. A psychological thing, agreed. But it all adds up when you start reading the Arbitrons."

For more information on dbx's complete line of equipment for the broadcast industry, write Professional Products Division, dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel St., Newton, Mass., 02195, USA. Tel. (617) 964-3210. Telex: 92-2522. Distributed in Canada by BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.
COST EFFECTIVE CONTROL IN A MICROPROCESSOR-BASED SYSTEM

THE TCS-2A
- INDEPENDENT COMMAND, STATUS, AND TELEMETRY
- MICROPROCESSOR-BASED
- ONE-PERSON CALIBRATION
- MULTI-SITE CAPABILITY

The TCS-2A provides eight fully independent command, status, and telemetry functions. Utilizing microprocessor-based technology, the system combines reliability, speed, and economy with simplicity of operation. The TCS-2A consists of a command and a remote terminal and is designed to fill the needs of broadcasters, industrialists, ENG system users, and earth station operators. One-person calibration is afforded by a digital telemetry display at the remote terminal. The TCS-2A is expandable up to sixteen remote sites.

Accurate Field Strength Measurements Can Be Easy

With the Model FIM-21, electromagnetic field strengths can be measured to within 2% across the entire 535 to 1605 KHz AM band. And to intensity levels as low as 10 µV/m. Its integral shielded antenna in the cover, front panel speaker, large illuminated mirrored meter, and ganged oscillator/receiver tuning, make it easy to operate in the field. An optional telescoping stand adds convenience. It's also a versatile instrument — use it as a tuned voltmeter for RF bridge measurements.

Contact us now for complete details on our line of field strength meters.

Figure 3 shows how to interconnect the 2000 plotting system to a speaker for measuring its impedance over the audio spectrum. In as little as 10 minutes, the impedance of several speakers can be plotted to properly match the output stage of an amplifier. The most obvious benefit of this testing method is that the interaction of the equipment and frequency is immediately known for all audio frequencies. No amount of spot tone tests could accomplish as much.

The 2010

The model 2010 Level and Frequency Detector Module, shown in Figure 4, also plugs into the 200 mainframe. This module does not have an internal sweep oscillator but instead provides a unique receiver circuit that “tracks” the input frequency for plotting. The 2010 detects the frequency and relative level of the incoming signal and plots that level on the recorder.

The module also has the ability to distinguish between coherent test signals and random signals, such as voice announcements of frequencies on test tapes and records. By using what UREI terms “intelligent” frequency detection circuitry (see Figure 5), the unit will stop plotting upon the start of a voice announcement. The last measured frequency is stored in memory along with the last horizontal position until the signal is updated with a new valid frequency and level reading. The pen is also lifted from the paper during this interval to prevent invalid marketing on the response plot.

The receiver module allows the operator to select either the input signal or an externally applied signal for frequency detection. This allows the user to plot channel separation, crosstalk and other similar parameters. As will be shown later, this feature can provide some very useful information.

The module has a built-in selectable low frequency filter. When measuring crosstalk on turntable systems with high levels of rumble, the filter will remove the low frequency material and permit accurate plotting of the crosstalk level.

For those occasions when an adjustable level tone with precise frequency control is needed, the module has four selectable frequencies of 20, 100, 1000, and 10,000Hz. These tones can be used to check the function of other audio equip-
WHEN YOU THINK OF THE LEGENDARY AMPEX VR-12000'S AND VR-2000'S
THINK OF AFA...

We're keeping the legend alive!

AMPEX VR-2000's and VR-1200's are the stuff legends are made of... they're the best. So if you can't afford a New VTR... consider owning a "pre-owned" legendary AMPEX VTR instead.

Our customers, including TV Stations, Manufacturers, Institutions, TV and Film Production Facilities have purchased $8 million in AMPEX VR-2000's; VR-1200's AVR-1's, HS-200's and paid only half that price. They know they're still getting the best in VTR's.

AFA VTR's are fully rebuilt and good as new... even better! These "legends" are in a class of their own... and at prices that are becoming legendary in their own rights.

And when the New AMPEX VTR's become legend... AFA will be there to keep them "alive" too.

Who knows... some day someone will have to keep our legend alive.

AFA...the largest rebuilder of the best VTR's in the world.

A.F. ASSOCIATES, INC.
100 Stonehurst Court, Northvale, NJ 07647
2465 E. Bayshore, Suite 301, Palo Alto, CA 94303

201-767-1000
415-856-1060
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ment or the horizontal calibration of the plotter.

One test the 2010 can perform that the 2000 cannot is that of turntable preamps and cartridge response. Figure 6 shows the frequency response of the right channel of a Shure M67 and RCA preamp on the upper trace and the output of the left channel, or crosstalk, on the lower trace. In these cases, the external sync input is used and the sync signal is obtained from the left channel output.

UREI also has other equipment that can be used with the 200 plotter. The 2020 dc Input Module provides a hard copy of the relationship between two dc variables. Typical sources for the dc signals would be analyzers, sweep and function generators, and computers. If this unit is used with the 201
display interface mainframe, the combination will provide X, Y and Z information for continuous viewing on oscilloscopes.

The warble generator
For those interested in plotting the frequency response of acoustic parameters, the model 20 Warble Generator, Figure 7, is required. When connected to the 2000 Module, the sweep signal is frequency modulated from 0 to 0.5 octave. This provides a much more useful signal for acoustic measurements.

Figure 8 shows the effect of using the warble generator in speaker and room frequency response measurements. This figure shows the frequency response of a JBL speaker in a control room at KANU. First the frequency response was plotted without the warble generator. Note the numerous peaks and dips caused by standing waves in the room. The more uniform trace is obtained with the same speaker and

If you want real life color and clarity from your 34 inch video tape masters or copies, use new Scotch Color Plus. It gives you 2.5 dB more chroma signal-to-noise, 1.5 dB more signal-to-noise and 1.5 dB more R-F output than standard U-Matic format video cassettes. That's equal to at least one generation of picture quality.

We put 25 years of video tape experience to work in developing Color Plus. And we manufacture it to the same precise standards as our 1" and quad mastering tapes.

As a result, you get the mastering, editing and duplicating characteristics you demand: Minimal drop-out levels. Improved runability. Reduced head wear. And stop motion durability for heavy editing work.

Color Plus is available in all Mini ¼" video cassette and Master Broadcast (MBU) run lengths... plus extended play UCA 30s and the UCA 75. And every cassette is available with the exclusive Scotch Hanger System for compact storage at no extra charge.

Put some life into your next production with Scotch Color Plus. The real-life tape. Magnetic A.V. Products Division 3M.
STUDIO SERVICES
Sound stage, product stage, insert studio
Grip truck, grip van, passenger van
Lighting, grip, electric rentals
Scenic design and construction
Contact Laurence Grunberg 415/777-5777

One Pass Inc.
The San Francisco Production Center
900 Third Street, San Francisco, California 94107

When accuracy Counts...Count on Belar for AM/FM/TV MONITORS

BELLAR
CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PA. 19333 • BOX 826 • (215) 687-5550

This year, heart disease and stroke will kill another 200,000 Americans before age 65.

Put your money where your Heart is.

American Heart Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

UREI

room combination while using the warble generator. Notice how the warble generator averaged out the cluttered standing wave pattern from the first trace. The result obtained is similar to what might be expected by using pink noise, but the plotting is much quicker and very repeatable. Figure 9 shows the same control room using an AR-3 speaker for the test. For the engineer concerned about obtaining the most accurate response possible from a control room or monitor location, this testing method provides useful information in a short time.

Checking sweep and spot tone tapes
The model 2010 Level and Frequency detector module might prove the most useful in a broadcast situation. The only problem is that some form of sweep must be generated. Several kinds of sweep tapes are available for tape recorder performance maintenance. Sweep tapes are also available for cartridge machines. After using the unit for several weeks, it was found that using sweep tones was much more revealing in terms of equipment performance than discrete tones were. The plotter also saves a lot of time in regular recorder maintenance.

One time the sweep tape method of reel-to-reel recorder maintenance did cause some problems. Several test tapes had been purchased from a reputable manufacturer, including both spot and sweep tapes. However, when the equipment was aligned according to the sweep tape, the frequency response was not correct according to the spot frequency tapes. In checking the two sweep tapes against one another (Figure 10), it was found that the sweep tapes were 2.5dB hotter at the high end than the spot tone tapes. Furthermore, the sweep tapes were not identical. A quick call to the company revealed that they had a problem in the generation process and they replaced the tapes. Had it not been for the plotter, the problem might not have been spotted so quickly.

The engineers who perform the regular maintenance of equipment at KANU find that they prefer to use the 2010 over the 2000. To maximize use of the unit, a self-contained sweep generator was built that sweeps from 15Hz to 24kHz. The battery powered generator can be easily carried to any studio; it
provides a complete record-playback record of any tape recorder in a matter of minutes.

First the sweep test tape is played and the recorded playback response is plotted. Then the generator is used to provide a record-playback response on the same chart paper. Any adjustments necessary are immediately detected and made as required. A final plot of the machine’s performance is made for the record and the test is complete. The total time required for a complete test as described above is about 10 minutes. However, if several pieces of equipment must be dragged into a studio and it is necessary to plot discrete tones on paper, an hour or more would be required. Also, having a hard copy of a machine’s performance is much more valuable than a list of five or six discrete frequencies and their respective levels.

Checking telephone lines

For stations that make regular use of equalized telephone circuits, the model 2000 offers some interesting possibilities. Many times when ordering an equalized telephone loop it seems that the telephone company has not properly equalized the circuit. It can also be used to check the frequency response of loops to the transmitter. At KANU, a loop from the local football stadium had been used for a couple of weeks. There had been some problems with the installation and the telephone company promised to come back the following week and properly equalize the circuit. After a couple of games, it became obvious that not only was the loop not properly equalized but that the phone company had “forgotten” about the circuit and its problems.

Using the sweep oscillator described earlier, a plot of the loop frequency response was made. Figure 11 shows the result of that test. Obviously, the supposed 5kHz equalized loop did not even come close to meeting specifications. A copy of the loop response and a letter to the company produced some interesting results.

After discussing the loop with the telephone company and showing the equipment to the installers, service improved. Figure 12 shows the result of sweeping a 5kHz loop ordered for basketball season. Apparently efforts were worthwhile; the frequency response of this circuit far exceeds what might be expected for a 5kHz loop.

The equipment is easy to maintain and comes with an excellent operator and maintenance manual. Every station should consider the use of sweep methods of measurement, and the UREI system could be the key to that procedure. Those stations not fortunate enough to be able to afford both the 2000 and 2010 modules will face a difficult choice between the two. Both offer unique features, and the station engineer will have to decide which of them are most useful.
NRBA highlights: Part II

In November Part I of the NRBA-'80 convention coverage, an address by Karl Eller on "The '80s—a collision of conflicts," was presented. In Part II, the sessions and awards are presented.

The enthusiasm of exhibitors at NRBA this year ranged from overwhelming delight with the response at their booths to solid dissatisfaction. Fortunately, there were more exhibitors happy than not, but NRBA management must listen to both if this convention is to maintain a high level of exhibitor participation.

Unlike the 1979 convention in Washington, DC, this year the exhibitors offering automation systems seemed more prevalent on the floor—as opposed to being in hospitality suites. In general, they seemed more pleased with participant response than were exhibitors with other types of equipment for radio broadcasters. Another problem at NRBA conventions, and others as well, is the attendance at exhibits vs. technical sessions. Invariably, when sessions are in progress the exhibit halls are nearly deserted. Yet both exhibits and sessions are needed to satisfy broadcasters' needs. Serious attention should be given by convention planners to find a way to better accommodate both events.

Awards and Addresses

Superstar entertainer Paul Simon appeared in concert to delight the NRBA-'80 attendees. He paused during the performance to address the audience. His personal "thanks to radio" acknowledging his rise to stardom and fortune brought a round of applause.

NRBA's most prestigious award, the Golden Radio Award, was given in 1980 to entertainer and broadcaster Gene Autry (on the right). NRBA president Sis Kaplan (center) presented the award and recounted her childhood days when Autry visited her home and chatted with her father. Autry, early in his career, had a program on his father's radio station before going to Hollywood to seek fame and fortune.

Gene Autry, after receiving his Golden Radio Award, gave a talk touching on both political parties and their candidates. He reflected to his early start with radio, traced radio's astounding growth, and promised to stay around for a long time and watch it grow some more.

Commissioner Anne Jones, addressing the NRBA-'81 expo, proclaimed that radio is indeed "alive and well." She touched on the recent growth in radio advertising and expanded services and observed that, in a competitive market, the station that does not provide adequate service will not survive. She also noted that the FCC has been pondering substantial deregulation of radio in matters of commercialization, nonentertainment programming, ascertaining of community needs, and program logging. "The FCC," she said, "will review all inputs and come up with some answers—but they will not be necessarily agreeable to all." Radio's ability to react instantly to local market needs and tastes, she noted, ensures that radio will always be a part of our lives.

Frank Washington, deputy chief, FCC Broadcast Bureau, opened the NRBA-'80 general session with "Greetings From the FCC." The FCC philosophy, he noted, is that "more is better." Seeds for this philosophy were planted in the 1934 Communications Act that directs the FCC to "generally encourage larger and more effective use of radio." In perspective, since 1935, there has been a 13-fold increase in commercial radio. From the FCC's viewpoint, he observed, predicting the future is risky. The 9kHz and drop-ins may create new opportunities for radio, but they do not put profits into perspective. The need for stations is a marketplace demand, not an FCC requirement. He believes that "more is better" will hold true for broadcasters and the public and that "the future is yours."
World Class TELEVISION

The internationally recognized camera and broadcast equipment technology preferred by broadcasters, production companies and industry around the world:

LDK-14
The years-ahead 2/3-inch field and studio camera family. Now with built-in triax capability.

LDK-5B
Digitally controlled triax version of the LDK-25B for studio and remote location applications.

LDK-25B
Newest version of the World Class, state-of-the-art LDK 25/5/15 camera family. With innovations used by ABC in exciting coverage of the Winter Olympics.

Plus... a wide array of innovative World Class products like:
Transmitters and Exciters
Fastest growing UHF/VHF transmitter line in North America.
Video Tape Recorders
1 1/2" type C system and stand-alone.

Digital Noise Reducer
Fully automatic.
New, Synchronizing and Timing System
Built around ultra-stable Philips SPG sync generator.

Test and Measuring Equipment
Modulators, demodulators, VITS analyzer & generator, and new waveform monitor and vectorscope.
New, Teletext
Text display system component.

Contact your Philips representative today, or, for more information, write (indicating product interest) to:
PHILIPS BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CORP.
91 McKee Dr., Mahwah, N.J. 07430
(201) 529-3800
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AM Stereo

By Andy Laird, chief engineer, KDAY, Los Angeles

AM stereo was one of the hot topics at this year’s NRBA convention. All five system proponents were represented in the exhibits and at the well attended panel discussion session, “The Annual Meeting of the Long-suffering AM Stereo Alumni Association.” This panel dealt with the AM stereo dilemma. The basic topics covered by the panel were: (1) How did we get to where we are today? and (2) Where do we go from here?

Dave Hershberger of Harris started things off by pointing out AM receiver deficiencies. Narrow IF response and detector problems are responsible for the sounds generally associated with AM. He said that “Harris got the fuzzy end of the lollipop” as far as the initial FCC decision grid was concerned. Several panelists made it clear that the FCC was just getting some idea of what the trade-offs between the proposed systems mean. From Harris’s standpoint, mono compatibility of all systems must be considered through the real life situation of narrow bandwidth receivers.

Leonard Kahn of Kahn Communications briefly ran down a list of the attributes of his system and outlined why a marketplace system decision is a must. He said he was convinced that any other method of achieving a decision other than marketplace will drag implementation to at least 1988.

Frank Hilbert of Motorola examined the factors that make selecting a system difficult: (1) He thinks the complexity of the technical performance trade-offs are just now being realized by the FCC. (2) Because of system changes, new systems introduced, systems being withdrawn, and one proponent not allowing tests by committee (wishing to rely on existing radio station tests), only two of the currently proposed systems have been tested side by side by NAMSRC. (3) Fierce proponent competitiveness, including requests for extensions of time, no standardized testing, and negative attacks on other systems are a big part of the delays. (4) The FCC has not been able to narrow the field because of two major developments: (A) The staff determined that all five systems meet minimum performance criteria. This forces a closer look at each system because the FCC cannot justify its April directive; and (B) One proponent has been very outspoken for a marketplace decision. (5) A result was a further notice of proposed rulemaking. This further notice, he says, clearly challenges the proponents to provide comparable data, to be objective, quantitative and realistic. Numbers alone will not result in a final decision. It will be tempered with engineering judgment. The bad news is the additional delay; the good news is that the framework now exists from which to make the best possible decision.

Bob Streeter of Magnavox stated that the delays encountered in the implementation of AM stereo after the April FCC directive are a result of protests from the other proponents. He said that Magnavox had received great support from receiver manufacturers, which is the other half of the broadcasting business. And the proper performance of receivers will be crucial to the acceptance of AM stereo.

Arno Meyer of Belar said that Belar accepted the FCC’s first decision. They weren’t happy but wanted to see
Broadcast mixers are our only product. Each one is custom built, with your call letters assigned the day production begins. After installing your new Broadcast Audio mixer you will actually hear the difference. THD and IM distortion are negligible; frequency response is absolutely flat well beyond the audio spectrum.

Sensible engineering design, thoughtful operator conveniences and reasonable prices are good reasons for choosing Broadcast Audio. We have 3 models, base priced from $6,450 to $8,950 and will deliver in 3 weeks or less. Why wait?

CUSTOM CONSOLES

11355 Pyrites Way Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 (916) 635-1048
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AM stereo move on. He said that paragraph 32 of the FCC's proposed notice for further rulemaking shows that the "commission's mind is made up and doesn't want to be confused with the facts." Even the new matrix is open to doubt because of data acceptance practices of the commission in the past. Two years ago Belar filed a motion with the commission to take all systems into labs for tests in the areas the commission questioned.

However, all the proponents objected and the idea was rejected by the commission. This would have forced the commission to participate, and there would have been stereo today.

Is a marketplace decision possible? Hershberger says it will result in confusion for the consumer. For example, note the death of quad. He says that a universal detector will be complex, expensive and have false tripping flaws. He also says that substantial research is needed.

Kahn says he has patents on systems that solve the problems noted by Hershberger and that the problems are "no big thing."

Here's how Kahn sees a marketplace decision taking place: Three or four months after the commission's go-ahead, the proponents will field equipment. The radio stations will go out to their 104/104 contour and approve or disapprove the system immediately. The first decision will be made by the broadcast-ers quickly. The second decision will be made by the receiver manufacturers. If more than one system is being used, (20-30% of one proponent) they will market a universal decoder. Kahn says that making the decision any other way will result in delays until at least 1988 because of the lawsuits that would result from any kind of a commission decision. It's a billion dollar decision. None of the proponents will sit back and not fight in every way possible.

Hilbert says that the universal decoder is good business for receivers but that the system differences are significant, requiring a scientific solution. Theory should be the major touchstone, tempered with good engineering judgment and capped with measurements as confirmation, he says.

Then after all of this, if it's proven that the best systems are equal, Motorola prefers selection by lottery. He notes, however, that in the past six months its IC division has solved the universal decoder problems; there will be no false decoding. It will take two or three chips as opposed to one for a single-system decoder.

There are three problems he sees with a universal decoder: (1) the decoder costs will be two to three times as much, (2) decision time for decoding will be governed by the decision time of the slowest system; and (3) there may not be space in car radios for the additional chips.

Streeter doesn't see how a market-place decision can work under the circumstances and emphasized that the points made by Hershberger and Hilbert should be examined.

Meyer says a marketplace decision, in the true sense, is not possible. He thinks that, for instance, in a major market area, when the first station goes stereo, the rest are going to follow with the same system. It's the easiest way to compete: just do something better than the rest are going to follow with the same system. Most broadcasters will not go out on a limb, but do jump onto the bandwagon.

"That is not a marketplace decision," he said, "it's running scared." Also, in another instance, a marketplace decision could be made by a wealthy proponent who
could issue equipment on extended free trials, making the price really attractive. This is not the proper way to make the system decision, he said. The Office of Science and Technology and its laboratory has, along with the FCC, he said, failed in its responsibility to the broadcasters and the public.

It was brought out in later questioning that the cost of a high quality universal decoder might be $4-$6. However it was pointed out that there will be tremendous pressure on price competitive receiver manufacturers to do it all within the price structure of one chip, resulting in a compromise in decoding performance between systems. The losses could be separation, distortion or coverage.

Industry questions
Would you be willing to submit your system to an industry committee for side by side tests with the other proponents?
Hershberger: Yes. However, it would be difficult to get all the proponents to agree to what the tests should be. If these agreements can be made, Harris is in favor of it.
Kahn: All the information on our system is in the record. It has been tested by nine highly reputable stations. They answered the questions asked by the commission. If the systems go to a committee for tests, the revised timetable for approval moves to a date much later than 1988.
Hilbert: Gathering comparable data is the difficulty in making the decision. The data that the commission wants now is fairly clear. However, an industry committee certifying the same tests on all systems could make the decision more easily.
Streeter: Any technique to expedite the testing would be welcomed if it’s fair to all parties and follows the letter of the law.
Meyer: We will participate, but we’ll be remembering that this is where we were five years ago.
By this time the discussion became a verbal slug fest. One participant summarized the feelings of many in the session. He said that “the problems between the proponents are extremely minor compared to 2kHz IF bandwidths, which is what the AM broadcaster is fighting now. If we don’t have AM stereo on which to hang our hat to pull radio manufacturers into a decent IF, we’re lost anyway. If the receiver manufacturers are only worried about one dollar off in the decoder chip, then we’ve blown it anyway.”

Streeter ended the session by noting that the receiver industry is aware and interested in improving the audio image of AM. He invited everyone to the Magnavox booth to listen to a new stereo Pioneer car radio with two IF bandwidths.

On the exhibit floor
Harris and Belar did not have a working stereo demonstration. Magnavox’s Pioneer radio had good separation with no clicks or pops; however, the amount of bass distortion was large. Also, even in the wide bandwidth position, it sounded like the common intermodulation distorted AM. Other Magnavox consumer stereo receivers on display sounded much better; however, they had nowhere near the midrange clarity of an FM station.

At the Kahn booth, Leonard Kahn was playing recordings made off the air of some of the test stations he spoke about. All of the stations demonstrated were highly processed, making it very hard to evaluate the system performance.
Motorola operated an exciter into a small transmitter with a modulation monitor. Being played were some tapes from KalaMusic with very little processing. This was an
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unrestricted bandwidth setup, and it sounded very good. One would have liked to hear how it sounded through a better receiver.

Three observations made from the AM stereo session and exhibit floor were: (1) It's not possible for the five proponents to cooperate in any way with each other to expedite a scientific selection of a system. A governing body looking at the overall best improvements for the AM system (including all the receiver problems), will have to make the decision and defend it through the courts. Kahn is probably right when he says there will be appeals and lawsuits dragging out the final selection. Maybe some kind of compromise having to do with royalties being split between the proponents could help expedite a decision.

(2) The marketplace may not be capable of making a decision that will guarantee that the best system, the one with the most potential improvement for the medium over a long period of time, will be selected. However, a marketplace decision could work if there is some assurance that the quality of universal decoders used by all radio manufacturers does not compromise the performance of several systems just to be able to save money.

(3) The public's image of AM audio is the result of radio manufacturers' insensitivity to the public's ability to hear the difference in quality between AM and FM. Switching between AM and FM on everything but the very cheapest of tiny radios shows the differences to be substantial. These high distortion and narrow bandwidth AM receiver discussions have gone on for years but no manufacturers have responded in any way with products to help the situation. And along these lines, flat IF response is not the solution. A defined high frequency de-emphasis is required for high quality reception just as in the early days of FM. Narrowband reception is necessary for distance listening, but there is no reason why the millions of people who live in the strong signal areas should have their audio quality limited by the needs of distance listeners.
122nd SMPTE Technical Conference highlights

By Bill Rhodes, editorial director

- November 9-14, 1980
- New York Hilton
- 8386 total attendance
- 151 exhibitors

Renowned television pioneer Vladimir Zworykin, center, honored the SMPTE convention with a taped interview and a personal appearance. He is seen here, after his brief comments on early television developments, talking to Charles Ginsburg, left, of Ampex and Frederick Remley, SMPTE vice president for television affairs. They are gathered around the Emitron camera (BBC, 1936-54) that served as a model for a special award to the SMPTE for outstanding service.

Incoming SMPTE president Charles E. Anderson, Ampex Corp., alerted members of the press to highlights of the 122nd convention schedule at a special press gathering the day before the opening. He also addressed the opening technical session audience and the awards luncheon attendees.

At the press conference preceding the 122nd SMPTE conference, members of SMPTE discussed industry technology with the BE staff. Shown above, left to right, are: Charles Anderson of Ampex and incoming SMPTE president; George Laughead, BE publisher; Bill Rhodes, BE editorial director; Robert Smith of Du Art Film Laboratories and outgoing president of SMPTE; and Roland Zavada of Eastman Kodak and SMPTE engineering vice president.

Attendance at the 122nd Technical Conference and Equipment Exhibit of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers set a new record. So did the number of exhibitors for the New York-based conference—and the figure would have been higher had space not been sold out so exhibitors were turned away.

Enthusiasm of attendees and exhibitors was exceptionally high. This combination of factors speaks well for the economical health of the motion picture and TV industries. Many broadcasters exhibiting at the SMPTE convention expressed confidence in continued growth in 1981 and planned to announce some surprises at the NAB-'81 exhibit in Las Vegas in April.

The convention was exceptional in all aspects. SMPTE both gave and received some outstanding awards, booked an exciting luncheon speaker for its awards program, assembled an unusual program of technical papers on the history and status of technology, and packed the floor with exhibitors. This report highlights just a few of these activities.

Industry awards

The awards provide a forum for industry leaders to gather and discuss business and technology trends, work on standards, present papers of overviews and on new equipment, exhibit new equipment, listen to guest speakers, and receive and give industry recognition. Additional recognition is provided through election of new SMPTE officers and fellows.

The conference format

Unlike last year’s main SMPTE convention in Los Angeles, the 122nd convention in New York was organized under a general theme of “the old and the new.” Program chairman Richard S. Marcus, Rombex Productions, was praised by outgoing SMPTE president Robert M. Smith, Du Art Film Laboratories, and incoming president Charles Anderson, Ampex, for organizing an outstanding program coupling history of the television and motion picture industries with future technologies. The packed sessions on historical events indicated the interest in not losing sight of how the industry has grown.

Both the morning and afternoon sessions on Monday, November 9, were devoted to history. The morning session consisted of a two hour presentation by Joe Roizen, Telegen, on a historical sketch of television technology and a film produced in 1926 by the Bell Laboratories explaining the technology of the Vitaphone film sound system. Both portions were well received.

The afternoon session was split...
SMPTE elects new Fellows

The Board of Governors of SMPTE, upon the recommendation of the Fellow Membership Award Committee, under the chairmanship of William D. Hedden, Calvin Communications, has conferred the distinguished grade of Fellow Member upon those shown here. The Fellow Awards were presented by SMPTE President Robert M. Smith at the Fellow's Luncheon during the Society's 122nd Technical Conference.

A Fellow of the Society is one who is no less than 30 years of age and who has, by his proficiency and contributions, attained an outstanding rank among engineers or executives of the motion picture, television or related Industries. Those honored are:

Seated (left to right): Norman T. Prisament, president, Magna - Tech Electronic Co.; Robert J. Ringer, president, Image Transform; Joseph Roizen, president, Telegen; Robert D. Augeuste, chief engineer, Cinema Products; Richard J. Stumpf, director, Sound and Electronics Department, Universal Studios.

Standing (left to right): Al Boudouris, chairman of the board, EPRAD; Hartwell T. Sweeney, director, Administration and Analysis, Motion Picture and Audiovisual Markets Division, Eastman Kodak; Solomon A. Bongard, deputy director, Cinema & Photo Research Institute (USSR); Koichi Sadashige, director, Engineering Development, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., and manager, Matsushita Applied Research Laboratories; Sidney L. Bendell, principal member, Engineering Staff, RCA; Krishna Gopal, proprietor, Processlabs Private Ltd. (Bombay); Lincoln L. Endelman, manager, Test Equipment Engineering, Aerospace Systems, Perkin-Elmer.
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Wilkinson
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The history of British television was presented by a trio of British experts: (left to right) Phil Sidey and Bob Longman of the BBC and David Glencross of the IBC.

The Honorable Edward I. Koch, mayor of New York City, welcomed the conferees to New York and cited the city's advances in financial stability.

SMPTE

between television pioneer Vladimir Zworykin and the Royal Television Society (RTS). Zworykin, in a taped interview, commented on the historical developments of television and then appeared in person to give brief remarks and pose with SMPTE officers.

The history of British television evolution was presented for the RTS by a panel of British experts: Phil Sidney and Bob Longman of the BBC, Birmingham; and David Glencross, IBC, London. Although Zworykin's appearance was of exceptional interest, it did not detract from the British presentations with their many humorous sidelights.

The Monday technical programs were split with an outstanding awards luncheon and an address by Edward I. Koch, mayor of New York City.

New technology at SMPTE

The accompanying panel is a comprehensive list of technical papers on new TV technology presented at the 122nd SMPTE Technical Conference and Exhibit. Those interested in the full papers can watch for them in forthcoming issues of the SMPTE Journal.

As shown by the topics, the sessions covered TV signal generation and processing, computer graphic techniques, production and post-production, equipment diagnostics and maintenance, techniques of lighting and sound, videotape recording, and digital video—techniques and progress in standardization. All these sessions were well attended, and the papers were carefully prepared and presented.

Computer graphics

At the 13th Annual SMPTE Television Conference in San Francisco (February, 1979) considerable interest was evident in a few papers on computer graphics. The 122nd conference picked up this interest and devoted an afternoon of papers to the subject—with striking results. The lecture room was packed, even the standing room was taken up. Coincidentally, as graphics were being presented at this session on computer generated art for the US space program, photographs were being carried in the New York newspapers of the fly-by pictures of Saturn being received from the Voyager 1 spacecraft that was launched in September 1977.
SMPTE

Maurice Lemoine, right, Ampex Corp., was named recipient of the David Sarnoff Gold Medal for 1980 by the SMPTE. Presenting the awards was SMPTE outgoing president Robert Smith, Du Art Film Laboratories. Lemoine was given the award for his leadership in and technical contributions to digital equipment design that have lead to the introduction of digital time base correctors for several videotape recorders and, more recently, to the achievement and public demonstration of high quality videotape recording.

Digital video

Attendance at this session indicated the industry’s interest in electronic techniques for creating graphics and animation.
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Roscor has been hired by several leasing companies to liquidate equipment repossessed in the closing of a major production facility in Chicago.

Over $1,000,000.00 worth of equipment will be sold.
Equipment from Major Manufacturers such as:
RCA • Ampex • Sony Broadcast • Tektronix • CMX • Ikegami • Vinten
Duca Richardson • Convergence • CVS • Conrac • and Others

Equipment will be sold on a first come, first serve, as is basis.
All remaining equipment will be on display for inspection at Roscor on March 3, 4, and 5, 1981.
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ROSCOR CORPORATION
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SMPTE receives an award
SMPTE received an award from the Royal Television Society of Great Britain for its outstanding society services. Phil Sidey, left, of the BBC addressed the luncheon gathering, praised the SMPTE activities and delivered the award to Robert Smith, SMPTE president. The award was a miniature replica of the Emitron camera that served the BBC from 1936 to 1954.
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Television new technology sessions at SMPTE’s 122nd Technical Conference and Equipment Exhibit

Tuesday, November 11
Television Signal Generation and Processing

Session chairman: L. Merle Thomas, PBS

Session vice chairman: Robert McCormick, PBS

The Forces at Work Behind the NTSC Standards
Donald G. Fink, Director Emeritus, Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers, Somers, NY

Predictive Coding of Composite NTSC Color Television Signals
R. C. Brainard, A. N. Netravali and D. E. Pearson, Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, NJ

PIL Tubes: The Modern Approach to Color Monitor Design
R. Lawrence, Lenox Co., Jackson, MO

A Primer on Television Pick-Up Tubes
Greg Murphy, Ampex, Statersville, RI

Current Developments in Television Camera Tubes
K. Blair Benson, Video Corp. of America, New York

Test Materials for the Attainment of Television Colorimetry
Richard Corley, D and S. Corley Ltd., Reseada, Canada

Character Generators and Allied Species
Eugene Leonard, Da Vinci Research Group, Port Washington, NY

Video Disc Replication with Photo-polymerizable Resins
R. J. Anderson, D. J. Kerfeld and T. W. Lewis, 3M, St. Paul, MN

Computer Graphics

Session chairman: Larry Evans, Ampex Corp.

An Introduction to Digital Computer Graphics for Television
Thomas Porter, Ampex Corp., Redwood City, CA

Interactive Graphics and Real-Time Animation for Television
Richard G. Shoup, Aurora Imaging Systems, San Francisco

Assessing Computer Graphics Software
Peter Black, Xiphias, Santa Monica, CA

Digital Animation Techniques
Lance Williams, New York Institute of Technology, Old Westbury, NY

Computer Graphics in Motion Pictures: Special Effects
Alvy Ray Smith, Lucas Films, San Anselmo, CA

Eugene Smith, Da Vinci Research Group, Redwood City, CA

An Introduction to Digital Computing Techniques for Electronic Television
Richard G. Shoup, Aurora Imaging Systems, San Francisco

Assessing Computer Graphics Software
Peter Black, Xiphias, Santa Monica, CA

Digital Animation Techniques
Lance Williams, New York Institute of Technology, Old Westbury, NY

Computer Graphics in Motion Pictures: Special Effects
Alvy Ray Smith, Lucas Films, San Anselmo, CA

Problems of Maintenance

Session chairman: Eugene Leonard, Da Vinci Research Group

Maintenance and Repair Considerations in Equipment Design
Robert A. Williams, Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, CA

Diagnostic Techniques
Steven A. Smith, Broadcast Technology Consultants, Mision, KS

Design of Television
J. Peterson, System Concepts, Salt Lake City, UT

Selection Training Upgrading and Cherishing of Maintenance Personnel

Wednesday, November 12
Television Production and Post-Production

Session chairman: Olis Freeman, WPX, Inc.

Session vice chairman: John E. Neeck, WPX, Inc.

Design Considerations for an Electronic Cinematography Camera
Richard Streeter, CBS Television, New York

Zoomlens: History and Present
Frank G. Back, Retired, Zoomar, LaJolla, CA

A Lightweight Portable Broadcast Camera with Optional Digital Color
Y. Miyaji, Naokake Morita and Tomoharu Nishizawa, Toshiba Corp., Sunnyvale, CA

The Cost of Camera Mobility: Part I—Conventional Cameras, Part II—Lightweight Cameras
W. P. Vinton, W. Vinton Ltd., Edmunds, Suffol, England

Automation Enhanced for Portable ENG Recorders
Yves Faroudja, Faroudja, Inc. Los Airos, CA, and Joseph Roizen, Telegen, Palo Alto, CA

A New Approach to Space Ships and Alien Scenes in Television Productions
Recent Advances in the Fast Charging of Sealed Nickel Cadmium Batteries
D. C. Hamill and E. K. G. James, PAC Power Ltd., London, England

Flying Spot Scanning on 525-line NTSC Standards
John D. Millward, Rank Cintel, Hertfordshire, England

Problems of Maintenance

Session chairman: Eugene Leonard, Da Vinci Research Group

Maintenance and Repair Considerations in Equipment Design
Robert A. Williams, Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, CA

Diagnostic Techniques
Steven A. Smith, Broadcast Technology Consultants, Missio, KS

Design of Television
J. Peterson, System Concepts, Salt Lake City, UT

Selection Training Upgrading and Cherishing of Maintenance Personnel

Thursday, November 13
Lighting and Sound for Television and Motion Pictures

Session chairman: E. Carlton Winckler, Imcro Florentino Associates

Session vice chairman: Michael H. Grow, Eastman Kodak Co.

The Development of the Stereo Magnetic Recording for Film
Hazard E. Reeves, Reeves Teleape Corp., New York

The Development of Stereo Magnetographic Recording Systems
Charles Nalih, Communications Technology, Inc., Detroit

The Divergence of Cinematographic Sound Recording Systems
Evan William Cameron, Washington State University, Pullman, WA

What Do We Expect From Digital Video Equipment?
Fred D. Remley, University of Michigan Ann Arbor, MI

SMPTE Group Study on Digital Television Post Production: Progress Report
William G. Connelly, CBS, New York

Digital Audio Technology, Today and Tomorrow
Toshio T. Doy, Sony Corp., Kanagawa, Japan

VIDEOSCOPE: An Accurate Method of Measuring the Picture
Frank P. Vinten, Vinten, Pullman, WA

The Rise of Mechanical Television, 1901-1930
Inger Shiers, Santa Barbara, CA

The Development of the Ampex Videotape Recorder
Charles P. Ginsburg, Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, CA

Videotape Post Production: Operating Procedures
Lawrence J. Kreeger, EUE Video Services, New York

The New RCA One-Inch Type C Video Tape Recorder
Lee V. Hadlum, RCA Corp., Camden, NJ

High-power Single Ended Discharge Lamps for Film Lighting
R. Hall and B. Preston, Thorn Lighting Ltd., Leicester, England

An Innovative Approach to HMI Fixture Design
Edwin S. Clare, Cinema Products Co., Los Angeles, and Joe Tawl, Great American Market, Woodland Hills, CA

Videotape Recording

Session chairman: William C. Connolly, CBS, Inc.

Session vice chairman: Richard Green, CBS, Inc.

The Rise of Mechanical Television, 1901-1930
Inger Shiers, Santa Barbara, CA

The Development of the Ampex Videotape Recorder
Charles P. Ginsburg, Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, CA

Videotape Post Production: Operating Procedures
Lawrence J. Kreeger, EUE Video Services, New York

The New RCA One-Inch Type C Video Tape Recorder
Lee V. Hadlum, RCA Corp., Camden, NJ

High-power Single Ended Discharge Lamps for Film Lighting
R. Hall and B. Preston, Thorn Lighting Ltd., Leicester, England

An Innovative Approach to HMI Fixture Design
Edwin S. Clare, Cinema Products Co., Los Angeles, and Joe Tawl, Great American Market, Woodland Hills, CA

Friday, November 14
Digital Television

Session chairman: Robert Butler, NBC

Session vice chairman: Robert Mauster, NBC

Status Report: SMPTE Task Force on Component Digital Coding
Frank F. Dardal, IEEE, Ltd., Lynbrook, NY

What Do We Expect From Digital Video Equipment?
Frederick M. Remley, University of Michigan Ann Arbor, MI

SMPTE Study Group on Digital Television Post Recording: Progress Report
William G. Connelly, CBS, New York

Digital Audio Technology, Today and Tomorrow
Toshi T. Doy, Sony Corp., Kanagawa, Japan

VIDEOSCOPE: An Accurate Method of Measuring the Picture
Frank P. Vinten, Vinten, Pullman, WA

The Rise of Mechanical Television, 1901-1930
Inger Shiers, Santa Barbara, CA

The Development of the Ampex Videotape Recorder
Charles P. Ginsburg, Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, CA

Videotape Post Production: Operating Procedures
Lawrence J. Kreeger, EUE Video Services, New York

The New RCA One-Inch Type C Video Tape Recorder
Lee V. Hadlum, RCA Corp., Camden, NJ

High-power Single Ended Discharge Lamps for Film Lighting
R. Hall and B. Preston, Thorn Lighting Ltd., Leicester, England

An Innovative Approach to HMI Fixture Design
Edwin S. Clare, Cinema Products Co., Los Angeles, and Joe Tawl, Great American Market, Woodland Hills, CA

Videotape Recording

Session chairman: William C. Connolly, CBS, Inc.

Session vice chairman: Richard Green, CBS, Inc.

The Rise of Mechanical Television, 1901-1930
Inger Shiers, Santa Barbara, CA

The Development of the Ampex Videotape Recorder
Charles P. Ginsburg, Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, CA

Videotape Post Production: Operating Procedures
Lawrence J. Kreeger, EUE Video Services, New York

The New RCA One-Inch Type C Video Tape Recorder
Lee V. Hadlum, RCA Corp., Camden, NJ

High-power Single Ended Discharge Lamps for Film Lighting
R. Hall and B. Preston, Thorn Lighting Ltd., Leicester, England

An Innovative Approach to HMI Fixture Design
Edwin S. Clare, Cinema Products Co., Los Angeles, and Joe Tawl, Great American Market, Woodland Hills, CA

Videotape Recording
Tektronix introduces 19-inch color monitor

Tektronix is expected to unveil its new high resolution 19-inch video monitor—the Model 690 SR—at NAB-'81. After four years in development, production models are expected to be available early in 1981, and the unit's debut at NAB-'81 will be a major emphasis at the Tektronix booth. The NTSC version will be at NAB-'81; other standards will follow.

A prototype of the 690 SR has been touring the country for editors to see as part of Tektronix's early effort to alert the industry to this new monitor. The prototype shown recently in Kansas City was impressive, exhibiting exceptional resolution and enough adjustment controls to satisfy the most critical engineer. Some of the design and performance features of the 690 SR are:

- **Design features/goals:**
  - Designed to be a reference standard picture monitor with stabilized color balance, stabilized picture, accurate color decoding, high-performance color picture tube and excellent color convergence.
  - Designed to meet future needs: plug-in decoders, high resolution and adaptability to future standards.
  - Designed to be dependable: efficient power supplies, modular construction, easy alignment and rugged construction.

Although the price has not been set for the 690 SR, it will be expensive—probably around $9000. But pricing is not expected to be a problem because of the competitive advantages Tektronix says is offered by the 690 SR. These include: true high resolution shadowmask tube (0.31 mm dot triad spacing with no moire problems and precise convergence for critical picture examination (0.5mm).
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Video distribution amplifier

The VDA-100 video distribution amplifier from Hedco features six identical outputs each having more than ±0.1dB response, 0.1% differential gain and 0.1° differential phase. The differential looping input provides more than 40dB common mode rejection and equalization adjustments for up to 50 feet of RG 59/U cable.
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**PERFECT TIMING**

**ES 206 VIDEO TIME AND DATE GENERATOR**

ADD TIME AND DATE INFORMATION TO YOUR VIDEO! DISPLAY IT ANYWHERE ON THE SCREEN.

Time is displayed in 24 hour format, Hours · Minutes · Seconds. Date is displayed in six digits: Month · Day · Year. An internal switch permits stacking the date information above the time, or displaying all data on a single line.

YOU CAN BUY AN ES 206 FOR $550

142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245 • (213) 322-2136
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New products

Weather data formats
Weatherscan International provides radio and television broadcasters with immediate, accurate weather information. The high speed Weatherscan computer system assembles data from the Federal Aviation "604" weather circuit. The "604" circuit includes reports from more than 2000 weather stations around the world. Weatherscan translates these complex meteorological codes into a variety of current weather and forecast formats that are sent via telephone transmission to the broadcaster.

Lavaliere microphone
The CO90P, a phantom-powered miniature condenser lavaliere microphone, has been introduced by Electro-Voice. The new mic is mounted on a tie clasp and is similar to E-V's CO90 except that it uses an external, or phantom, power supply as opposed to the CO90's internal battery.

Cases
Cases Inc. has introduced its Endura line of lightweight carrying cases. The Endura is available in three sizes: 18x14x4 inches, 18x14x6 inches and 18x14x8 inches, and comes either foam filled or with pre-cut inserts for all types of cameras.
Sales, Service and repair for:

BAUER
SPARTA
CETEC
AM and FM transmitters.

(916) 453-0859
Cable: ELCOM Sacramento

Cable: ELCOM Sacramento

1KW - 50KW AM/FM Transmitters
AM/FM Audio Processing Equipment

The Bauer Broadcast Division of
ELCOM
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC.
2810 Redding Ave. No. "E"
Sacramento, CA 95820
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"On-Board" Frezzolini Battery Packs

Long-lasting light weight reliable power.

Reliable, high-capacity O.E.M. or replacements for Hitachi, Ikegami, Philips, RCA, Sony and others. Less than 1 hour re-charge time with "Frezz-Fast"m Chargers. Made in U.S.A.

For information IN.J. 20114271160 IN.Y.C. 212-594-2294

Frezzolini Electronics Inc.
7 Valley Street Hawthorne, N.J. 07506 USA TWX: 710-989-8414 Freez

Export Agents: CINERACHT
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### Professional Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>VIR JAMES P.C.</strong></th>
<th><strong>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</strong></th>
<th><strong>Applications and Field Engineering</strong></th>
<th><strong>Computerized Frequency Surveys</strong></th>
<th><strong>4940 E, 59th Ave.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Phone: (303) 393-0468</strong></th>
<th><strong>DENVER, COLORADO 80207</strong></th>
<th><strong>Member AFCCE &amp; NAB</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ralph E. Evans Associates</strong></td>
<td><strong>CONSULTING COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS</strong></td>
<td><strong>216 N. Green Bay Road</strong></td>
<td><strong>Suite 206</strong></td>
<td><strong>Thiensville, WI 53022</strong></td>
<td><strong>Phone: (414) 257-6000</strong></td>
<td><strong>Member AFCCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Midwest Engineering Associates</strong></td>
<td><strong>Consulting Engineers</strong></td>
<td><strong>6934 A N. UNIVERSITY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Peoria, Illinois 61614</strong></td>
<td><strong>(309) 692-4033</strong></td>
<td><strong>Member AFCCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D. L. Markley</strong> &amp; Associates, Inc.</td>
<td><strong>CONSULTING ENGINEERS</strong></td>
<td><strong>206 North Sargent</strong></td>
<td><strong>Peoria, Illinois 61604</strong></td>
<td><strong>(309) 673-7511</strong></td>
<td><strong>Member AFCCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dataworld, Inc.</strong></td>
<td><strong>AM • FM • TV Translators/Low-Power TV Directories</strong></td>
<td><strong>Allocation Studies/Antenna Design</strong></td>
<td><strong>1302 18th St., N.W., Suite 502</strong></td>
<td><strong>Washington, D.C. 20036</strong></td>
<td><strong>Phone: (202) 296-4790</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>McClanathan &amp; Associates, Inc.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Consulting Engineers</strong></td>
<td><strong>APPLICATIONS &amp; FIELD ENGINEERING</strong></td>
<td><strong>TURNKEY INSTALLATIONS—RADIO &amp; TV DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA DESIGN</strong></td>
<td><strong>P.O. Box 750</strong></td>
<td><strong>PORTLAND, OREGON 97207</strong></td>
<td><strong>Phone: (503) 246-8080</strong></td>
<td><strong>Member AFCCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steiger, Hurray &amp; Associates Inc.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Broadcast Technical Consultants</strong></td>
<td><strong>Antenna System Specialists</strong></td>
<td><strong>6816 Westview Drive</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cleveland, OH 44141</strong></td>
<td><strong>(216) 526-7187</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charles F. Kocher, P.E.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Consulting Radio and TV Engineer</strong></td>
<td><strong>Allocation Engineering</strong></td>
<td><strong>Antenna Systems</strong></td>
<td><strong>2725 Berkshire Drive</strong></td>
<td><strong>Southfield, Michigan 48376</strong></td>
<td><strong>(313) 357-2914</strong></td>
<td><strong>Member AFCCE</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Radiotechniques

| **STATION DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION** | **TECHNICAL SERVICE • APPRAISALS** | **EQUIPMENT DESIGN & MANUFACTURING** | **402 Tenth Avenue, Addison Heights, N.Y. 10035** | **(201) 546-1841** |
| **D. C. Smith and Powstenko** | **Broadcasting and Telecommunications Consultants** | **2000 N. Street, N.W.** | **Washington, D.C. 20036** | **(202) 293-7742** |
| **Frank S. Colligan** | **Telecommunications Consultant** | **Field technical services: A.M. directionals, broadbANDING, proofs, rehabilitationS, feed systems, custom components, instrumentation, radiation, transmitters.** | **5111 WESTPATH COURT** | **WASHINGTON, D.C.** | **20036** |
| **D. L. Markley** & Associates, Inc. | **Consulting Engineers** | **Peoria, Illinois 61614** | **(309) 692-4033** | **Member AFCCE** |

### Trio

| **Charles F. Kocher, P.E.** | **Consulting Radio and TV Engineer** | **Allocation Engineering** | **Antenna Systems** | **2725 Berkshire Drive** | **Southfield, Michigan 48376** | **(313) 357-2914** | **Member AFCCE** |

### Classified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sescom Inc.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Shively Laboratories</strong></th>
<th><strong>Sony Corp. of America</strong></th>
<th><strong>Standard Tape Laboratory</strong></th>
<th><strong>Stanton Magnetic Products</strong></th>
<th><strong>Studer Revox America Inc.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Teac Corp. of America</strong></th>
<th><strong>Television Equipment Assoc.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>76</strong></td>
<td><strong>32</strong></td>
<td><strong>8-9</strong></td>
<td><strong>71</strong></td>
<td><strong>14</strong></td>
<td><strong>45</strong></td>
<td><strong>28</strong></td>
<td><strong>64, 68</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Advertiser’s Index

**MOVING?**

Please complete the change of address information on the subscription form.

To ensure uninterrupted delivery to new address, answer all questions on the form completely.

### BROADCAST engineering

Advertising rates in Classified Section are 50 cents per word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by cash to insure publication. Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.

Minimum classified charge, $4.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional charge of $5.00 per insertion, to cover department number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any products regularly produced by manufacturers unless used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or a distributor.

### TRAINING

**ELECTRONICS DEGREE** by correspondence. Earn A.S.E.T., then B.S.E.T. Free brochure. Grantham College, 2550 South La Cienega, Los Angeles, California 90034.

Phone: 2-79-79

**FIRST PHONE** through cassette recorded lessons at home plus one week seminar in Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit, Atlanta or Seattle. Your twentieth year teaching FCC license courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparation, 1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. Telephone 213-379-4461.

**SAN FRANCISCO, FCC License, 6 weeks, 3/9/81. Results guaranteed. Veterans Training Approved. SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION ELECTRONICS, 812 Howard St., SF 94105, (415) 392-0194.**
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HELP WANTED

TELEVISION HELP WANTED: TECHNICIAN-
$40,000+ FIRST YEAR GUARANTEED: Our company has grown so quickly in the past 10 years, we are in desperate need of a very special person who knows broadcast equipment intimately and has aggressive sales ability. We are diversifying into other areas and need someone to take over the equipment sales division. Responsibilities include sales of new and used broadcast equipment and further development of equipment sales division as a business. If you are a first rate company and believe in paying top dollar for the right person, Call Bill Kitchen, Quality Media Corp., (800) 241-7879.


TV ENGINEERS: Applications now being accepted for qualified engineers with 1st phone and minimum 2 years broadcast operation and maintenance experience. Possible travel with 55 foot state-of-the-art mobile unit. Send resume to Director of Engineering, WKYT-TV, P.O. Box 507, Lexington, KY 40505. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS—Sunny Southern California location. One of the top postproduction facilities in the nation. All levels are needed. Experience desired with video switchers, ETR, 1st VTRs, Switchers, Color Monitors, Telecine Equipment, or Digital Video Equipment. Send resume to Vice-President Engineering, Edel, 729 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, CA 90038. (213) 931-1821.


VIDEOTAPE OPERATOR—Sunny Southern California location. One of the top postproduction facilities in the nation. Experience desired with AVR-1, AVR-2, AVR-3, or Ampex 1st VTRs. Send resume to Vice-President Engineering, Edel, 729 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, CA 90038. (213) 931-1821.

VILLAGE COMPANIES is now accepting applications for the position of assistant to the Director of Engineering. Excellent salary, opportunity and responsibility. Projects include audio, video and physics. Send experience to Box 4050, Chapel Hill, NC 27514, or contact T. W. Wright 919-998-8881. E.O.E. M.F.W.H.

CHIEF ENGINEER for Christian H.F. In Chicago. Experienced with administration, maintenance, and design background. E.O.E. Submit resume, references, and salary history to: WCPG-TV, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60606.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER—To maintain broadcast television equipment in Seattle Production/Post-Production Facility. Contact Sterlings, 2171 12th Ave. (206) 623-5534.

CHIEF ENGINEER, Duties: Maintain and supervise transmission, prod'n. and field service operation for IFFS 4-channel system serving central and southern Indiana. Experience required. Class B license, with prod'n. and transmission, and supervisory ability. Salary: Negotiable (good growth opportunity). Contact: Sister Rita Poesta, Pastoral Communication, 1217 10th Ave., Brook- lyn, N.Y. 11215, (212) 460-9705.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER—Excellent technical skills, assistant chief or chief experience preferred. First Class license required. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Major Mark, 50Kw, AM, Communications Corp., 117 Ridge Pike, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444, 215-242-6300.

TELECINE OPERATOR—Sunny Southern California location. One of the top postproduction facilities in the nation. Experience desired with Quad, 1st VTR, Switchers, Color Monitors, Telecine Equipment, or Digital Video Equipment. Send resume to Vice-President Engineering, Edel, 729 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, CA 90038. (213) 931-1821.


HELP WANTED, technical: Excellent opportunity for a small town market engineer to move up with Houston's leading AM/FM station as a studio maintenance engineer, who will be solely responsible for maintenance of a number of studios and broadcast equipment. Requirements include a First Phone License, ability to work alone in making efficient repairs, and a quality conscience attitude for scheduled preventative maintenance. Excellent Salary and benefits. Contact Dan Woodard, KILT, 500 Lovett Blvd., Houston, Texas 77006. (713) 525-3681. KILT is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Happy 25th birthday to video tape from the people who lit the first candle.
Morning and evening, major personalities and events cover the nation from ABC Television in New York.

"Good Morning America" and "20/20 News Magazine" now originate from ABC's new Studio TV2 featuring this highly sophisticated Ward-Beck console system.

Ward-Beck loves New York!
Introducing the only teleterminal that stars on all three networks.

The Cal DataCom CD/300 multi-function teleterminal will outperform any teleprinter in the business. No matter which communications network you plug it into.

At the touch of a button, the CD/300 can directly access TLX, TWX and Direct Distance Dialing (DDD). Your operator can dial up the least expensive network for transmitting messages by simply inputting the line mode, typing the number and entering the message. From there, the CD/300 steals the show and handles the rest. Expensive Infomaster switching charges are avoided. Your communications costs are cut to a minimum.

But that's just for openers. As an added attraction, we've designed the CD/300 to also function as a computer terminal. So instead of investing in extra equipment for your system or for timesharing, you can have the CD/300 play the part.

The reason the CD/300 is so multi-talented is its unique combination of microcomputer hardware and firmware. Along with a solid state buffer memory that gives the CD/300 a cast of extras.

Like an automatic unattended operation feature that lets you take advantage of reduced DDD rate hours. Complete text editing capability. Plus a local/on-line mode that increases efficiency by letting your operator send messages without interrupting incoming traffic.

And even with all these superstar qualities, the CD/300 still has a down-to-earth price. Just slightly higher than what you would have to pay for one of those limited function teleprinters that will soon be obsolete.

So if you think it's prime time to start reducing your message communications costs, give the top-rated star of TLX, TWX and DDD a role in your office. Call toll free, 1-800-854-0171. In California, call collect (714) 540-8553.

CAL DATACOM
1844 Carnegie Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92705
TELEX: 685-667
TWX: (910) 595-1991
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IF WE SAID YOU COULD MAINTAIN HIGH PRODUCTION STANDARDS FOR LESS THAN $2000, YOU'D SAY WE'RE UNBALANCED.

By using a -10 unbalanced system, instead of +4 balanced, we eliminated hundreds of dollars of line amplifiers, transformers and balanced audio cables.

And that's how the Tascam 35-2B recorder/reproducer can save you money.

Without compromising your professional quality one nanoweber.

Unless you're running cable hundreds of feet long, there's no real difference between balanced and unbalanced. Since input/output levels and impedance aren't factors in recording quality.

So it pays to use the Tascam 35-2B in production, where you're not running long cables.

Which brings us back to quality. We know the most important thing in broadcast production is the signal that goes on the tape. That's why the 35-2B meets NAB standards, 185 nanowebers per meter.

And with a switchable 1/4-track playback head built in, you get greater flexibility at no extra cost.

What's more, the 35-2B features a rugged three-motor transport system and full IC logic transport controls. Cue and Edit functions and a flip-up, hinged head cover help make editing easy and effortless.

For more details, see your Tascam Series dealer. He'll be happy to show you how being unbalanced can improve your balance sheet.

Specifications (15 IPS)

Wow and Flutter:
0.03% RMS (NAB weighted) ±0.05% peak (DIN/IEC/ANSI weighted)

Frequency Response:
40 Hz-22 kHz, ±3dB at 0 VU

Signal to Noise Ratio:
Reference 1 kHz at 10 dB above 0 VU (650 nW/m) 65 dB A weighted (NAB) 92 dB A weighted with integral dbx*

*"dbx" is a trademark of dbx Incorporated

TASCAM
Teac Production Products Group
ENG/RENG: RADIO AND TELEVISION

20 ENG/RENG: Behind the scenes in sports coverage
   By Bill Rhodes, editorial director

38 Sports and advances in equipment, a dynamite combination
   By Bill Rhodes, editorial director

44 Multipath effects in ENG/EJ systems
   By E. J. Forbes, Microwave Associates Communications Co., Burlington, MA

52 Helicopter ENG technology

78 ENG/EFP color camera roundup
   By Bill Rhodes, editorial director, and John Wiliszowski, video editor

62 Highlights of IBC-80, Brighton
   By Peter Denby, former head, BBC Studio Design Group

91 'Grapher' a highlight at conference of Broadcast
   Financial Management Association
   By Peter M. Deuel, Chicago, IL

93 Business
95 People
98 New Products
100 New Literature
101 Ad Index
102 Classified

THE COVER this month reflects the emphasis on sports as application of electronic journalism—ENG/RENG (Electronic News Gathering and Radio Electronic News Gathering). Shown is George Brett in the World Series at the Royals Stadium in Kansas City. At bottom left, Bryant Gumbel, NBC pre-game host, prepares for his game introduction; bottom right shows the bench at a Monday Night Football game. Baseball pictures are courtesy of the Kansas City Royals, Chris Vleisides, photographer; football pictures are courtesy of ABC sports. Articles on ENG in this issue cover electronic journalism in sports, ENG helicopter usage, and a roundup of ENG/EFP cameras.

NEXT MONTH
The main emphasis in the February issue will be circularly polarized antennas for radio and television. Covered will be (1) design/performance of CP antennas, (2) application reports on how broadcasters have benefited from CP antennas, and (3) a roundup of CP antenna sources.
A Broadcast Breakthrough of Minor Proportions.

Creating the world's smallest, lightest ENG/EFP broadcast camera was no small accomplishment. But making it so without sacrificing a single spec or capability qualified as a genuine breakthrough.

Of course, the beneficiary of our advanced engineering is you. You get all the performance that high technology has to offer in a more compact, efficient package. (Cameramen are amazed at the SK-91's responsive, featherlight handling.)

Image quality naturally adheres to the highest broadcast standards, with your choice of Saticons®, Plumbicons®, or diode guns®, attaining up to 57dB and 600-line resolution. Why not call your local Hitachi regional office and schedule a thorough in-person evaluation of the SK-91? We think you'll agree that a breakthrough of minor proportions can be of major advantage to you.

Hitachi SK-91...
Critical inches shorter and precious pounds lighter.

Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.
Tomorrow's Technology Today

175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 (516) 621-7200
• New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • Atlanta • Cincinnati • Dallas • Denver • Seattle • Washington, D.C.
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Of course, it's Telex/Magnecord

Telex Magnecord broadcast cart machines run cool and steady. So cool no ventilation is required, so steady not even voltage or frequency fluctuations will alter their speed. Thanks to our dc servo flutter-filter drive. Completely immune to RFI and EMI, it meets or exceeds all NAB standards and is suited for local or remote/automated operation.

**Standard features at no extra cost.**
- An edit pushbutton to add stop cues in playback and omit stop cues in record
- LED indicators show end of tape, status and secondary/tertiary cue tones
- Front panel headphone jack
- VU meters for each channel

Convenient, Flexible
MC-Series is field convertible from mono to stereo, or play to record. Optional remote controls simply plug in.

Four broadcast cart machines to choose from in the Telex/Magnecord MC-Series - all made in U.S.A. and affordable. Write for detailed information.

**Quality products for the audio professional**
It makes our competitors nervous to discuss these standard ADM benefits

- Up to 60 Microphone Level Inputs for use on this 2400 Series console
- Frequencies of Equalizer Modules chosen acoustically for optimum effect on music and voice
- Rugged, Totally Modular Construction
- Slidex Attenuators provide quiet, dependable performance due to sealed resistive elements
- Two Group Off-On Logic Functions
- Pre-wired Expansion Capability
- Built-in Talkback Microphone with level control
- Up to 108 High Level Audio Inputs available for use on this 2400 Series console
- Redundant Power Supply Status Indicators
- Built-in Five-Frequency Oscillator with assignment switches
- Four Independent Submaster Busses
- Up/Down Timer
- Four Totally Independent Monitor Busses
- Remote Control for six machines
- Removable Base for ease of building entry
- Built-in Up/Down Timer

Talk to other console salesmen about any of these features and you'll get a lot of throat clearing and foot shuffling. Query our salesmen and you'll get a lot of facts about ADM features that help you do a better job and he'll tell you about our exclusive 5-year warranty. (Yes, we have to build them better, and we do!)


The Audio Company
Low power television service considered

The FCC is proposing to authorize a new class of broadcast station. Called the Low Power Television Service, it would allow low power stations to operate on any VHF or UHF channel, on a secondary basis to full service stations. The service would consist of existing low power translator stations as well as new stations.

Currently, translator stations pick up the signal of a full service station, boost it and rebroadcast it on another channel. They are not permitted to originate any programming other than emergency warnings and 30 seconds per hour of fund-raising programming. The new low power stations will be permitted to originate programming, to continue to serve a translator function or to provide subscription programming via a scrambled signal.

Stations licensed in the Low Power Television Service would operate on a secondary basis to full service stations. They would not be permitted to cause interference to full service stations, and would be required to vacate the frequency on which they operate if a full service station were licensed on the same frequency. Low power stations, as the name implies, would be limited to operating at a lower power than full service stations. Generally, low power VHF stations would be permitted to operate at 10W of power, and low power UHF stations at 100W.

A low power station would not be required to originate programming, and would not be required to build studio facilities. Should a translator station's licensee choose to originate programming, the licensee would be required to have a licensed operator at the station. The commission would not prescribe the amount or types of programming to be carried, and formal log and ascertainment requirements would not apply.

The commission took this action in part because of a recognized need for additional television services, particularly in rural areas of the country, which are underserved by existing stations. The new low power stations would be a valuable means of providing additional television service in many areas. The low power stations could also provide new, less expensive opportunities for minority groups and individuals to establish and operate specialized stations.

Ownership of low power stations will be open to any party who can meet the citizenship, financial and technical requirements. There will be no limit on the number of stations in common ownership, although the one-to-a-market and duopoly rules will apply. That is, a broadcast licensee would not be permitted to own a low power station within its primary service area. The commission hopes that low power stations will provide openings in the broadcast industry for new and diverse voices. To foster that goal, major television networks will not be permitted to own low power stations. It is hoped that flexibility of programming and operating requirements will enable these stations to be economically viable while offering new and varied types of programming. To encourage minority entry into the broadcast industry, a preference would be accorded to minority applicants when more than one applicant seeks the same channel. Noncommercial applications will also receive a preference in such situations.

Currently, no applications for low power experimental stations will be accepted by the commission, which is retaining an April 24, 1980, freeze on such applications. However, the commission has not placed a freeze on applications for translator stations, and will accept translator applications that include requests for waiver of the existing translator rules, providing the waiver request is supported by a public interest justification.

It is important to note that no final rules for the Low Power Television Service have been adopted. Therefore, only correctly completed applications for translator stations to operate under the existing rules will be accepted for processing. Ordinarily a complete and accurate application cannot be prepared without the assistance of a qualified broadcast engineer. The Broadcast Bureau has cautioned that incomplete or defective interim applications will be returned without action.

To comment on this proceeding, send an original and five copies of comments to: Secretary, FCC, 1919 M St. NW, Washington, DC 20554. Be sure to include the docket number, BC DOCKET 78-253, on any comments. Comments are due by January 15, 1981, and reply comments are due by March 1, 1981.

For more information about the proposal, contact the Consumer Assistance and Information Office at (202) 632-7000.

Low-Power TV is High Octane

Commentary by Howard Head, A.D. Ring and Associates, Washington, DC

The hottest thing to hit the television industry since the lifting of the "freeze" in 1952 now turns out to be the FCC's proposal to authorize a new class of low power television station.

Response to the commission's proposal is overwhelming. Lawyers, consulting engineers, frequency search companies, even the commission itself, which has run out of FCC Form 346 on which applications are to be filed, are inundated. Although the commission is attempting to reassure all comers that no preference will be given to applications filed in advance of the adoption of the new rules, the world is full of skeptics, and it seems that everyone is scrambling to find a channel and get an application on file.

The variety of programming is limited only by the imagination. There are proposals for educational networks, pay-TV operations, turning existing TV broadcast stations into "superstations," and service to ethnic groups. In many instances, the commission's proposal has stimulated interest in ordinary translator operation, which is already permitted under existing rules. New ideas are cropping up, including one for "micro-power" operation with powers as low as 1W serving out to only about a mile.
Program/audience test announced for teletext

The CBS/Broadcast Group, CBS-Owned KNXT, public television station KCET and the Caption Center of WGBH in Boston have announced plans to participate in a program/audience test of teletext in Los Angeles.

The Los Angeles test is designed to measure the various informational, educational and commercial applications of this in-home communications service and it will be carried out in several phases.

To prepare for the test, teletext broadcast equipment will be installed and operating personnel will be trained beginning this month. Actual on-air teletext broadcasting will begin in April when specially equipped television sets will be put in public areas where viewers will be able to see and use the system. Actual in-home use will follow; KNXT will explore the commercial applications and captioning, and KCET will explore ways to enhance the traditional public television programming service.

The KNXT teletext magazine may include local and national news, sports, weather reports, financial information, consumer tips, classified advertising, local tie-ins to national ads, entertainment listings, traffic conditions and captioning for the hearing-impaired.

KCET will be experimenting with a variety of magazines of both an informational and educational nature that will be used in the home, in schools and in a number of other institutions. These magazines will provide such information as cultural events listings, quizzes and games for children, a guide to KCET's broadcast schedule and a wide range of educational material. KCET intends to fully explore the educational potential of the technology with an eye towards possible interactive applications.

The Caption Center of WGBH will prepare captions for selected CBS Television Network programs. Beginning in April, these captioned programs will be broadcast over KNXT. The Caption Center has been captioning television programs for almost 10 years. Its participation in the Los Angeles test will demonstrate the editorial and technical capabilities of the teletext captioning system. A Los Angeles office of the WGBH Caption Center will be opened in early 1981.

Initially, 100 US television receivers will be equipped with teletext decoders. During the life of the experiment, the number of sets may increase.

Communications satellites launched

INTELSAT V, the first of a new generation of international telecommunications satellites, has been flown from California to Cape Canaveral, FL, for launch preparations and was scheduled to be launched in early December.

The United States $35 million satellite is owned and operated by the 105-member-nation International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT).

In its planned stationary orbit 36,000 kilometers (22,300 miles) above the Atlantic Ocean, the new satellite will be able to relay up to 12,000 telephone calls, or their equivalent, and two color television programs simultaneously when it goes into operation later this year.
Emmy Awards of the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences have been presented to four major electronics organizations for distinguished achievement in the science of television engineering.

Presentation of the Emmys by NATAS president John Cannon was made at the Third Annual Television Engineering Dinner in September. Receiving the awards were: Nippon Electric Company, The Panasonic Company, Quantel Limited and Vital Industries.

All four awards related to the introduction, development and implementation of digital techniques for the production of video special effects—a computer-age breakthrough in the science of television picture information.

Vital Industries was honored with an Emmy from the New York chapter of the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences. The award was "for the development and implementation of Digital Techniques for the production of video special effects."

Quantel received an Emmy Award for engineering achievement for its DPE 5000 digital production effects system. The company was cited by the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences “for the development and implementation of digital techniques for the production of video special effects."

The DPE 5000 is a computer-based effects system that allows television pictures to be electronically processed during live broadcasts or in post-production. Pictures may be compressed, enlarged, repositioned, frozen, squeezed in any direction, flipped, tumbled, rotated or otherwise manipulated.

The Nippon Electric Co. Ltd. (NEC) received its second Emmy for Outstanding Engineering Achievement from the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. This year’s Emmy is for NEC’s DVE (Digital Video Effects) System.
CREATIVITY TAKES FLIGHT ON AMPEX VIDEO TAPE.

BROADCASTERS AND PRODUCTION COMPANIES DEPEND ON AMPEX TAPE.

From videotape equipment to the video tape itself, broadcasters and production companies throughout the world depend on Ampex. High quality, durability, reliability, and prompt service are just some of the reasons.

Ampex 175 Highband Quadruplex Video Tape has proven itself under every conceivable type of operating condition within every video standard. Excellent color performance, low drop-outs, and a tough durable formulation with low headwear are features which have contributed to this dependability.

And now Ampex 196 High Energy Broadcast Helical Video Tape has been specifically engineered to fill the increasing needs of a particularly demanding group of video professionals—those who have chosen one of the new broadcast helical VTRs.

No matter what your video tape needs are, there's an Ampex video tape for you. And, once you've tried Ampex tape, you'll see why broadcasters and production companies have grown to depend on Ampex.

AMPEX

REFLECTIONS OF REALITY. AND BEYOND.

Ampex Corporation, Magnetic Tape Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063 415/367-4463
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THE WILKINSON
AM2500B 2.5 KW
AM BROADCAST
TRANSMITTER

FEATURES
- Solid State Modulator Driver
- Solid State Exciter
- Only One Tube Type - (4) 4-1000A
- Variable Vacuum Capacitor Tuning
- Motorized Variable Capacitor Loading
- Low Distortion, High Level Modulation
- Accessible Drawer Construction
- Solid State Timing Circuits
- Self-Testing Silicon Power Supplies
- Automatic Recycle
- Simplified PA Tuning - Only two controls
- Double Duty Plate & Modulation Transformers
- Pretuned at Customer's Frequency
- Power Cutback (optional)
- Designed for Remote Control
- Ample, Roomy Cabinet for Ease of Service
- Completely Metered
- Uses Standard Parts with Original Maker Numbers

Call our NEW toll free number 1-800-345-8277

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS, INC.
P.O. BOX 738, TRAINER, PA. 19013
TELEPHONE (215) 497-5100

News

COMSAT holds tour of launch center

COMSAT held a tour of its new $1.6 million Launch Control Center at COMSAT headquarters at 950 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W., on November 13. The center was designed to provide launch and orbital control for communications satellites due to be launched in the next 10 years.

Academy speech draws distinguished guests

Many distinguished guests were present when Herbert S. Schlosser, RCA executive vice president in charge of the SelectaVision division, addressed the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences Forum luncheon November 19.

Included among those who accepted invitations for the Century Plaza ATAS Forum session were: John F. Ball, president, Survival Anglia Ltd; Gary Dartnall, president, EMI Videograms Inc.; James N. Fiedler, president, MCA DiscoVision; Larry Finley, vice president, membership & events, ITA; Arthur Friedman, vice chairman, Television/Film Department, UCLA; James Jimirro, president, Walt Disney Telecommunications & Non-Theatrical Co.; Marty Keltz, executive director, Scholastic Productions; Nathaniel T. Kwit Jr., vice president in charge of United Artists video and Special Markets Division; Dr. Charles Lynch, chairman, Division of Radio/Television/Film, Cal State Northridge; Thomas McDermott, president, W. R. A. I. T. En., vice president, finance, MGM Film Co.; Robert C. Rahme, president and chief executive officer, Avco Embassy Pictures; Steve Roberts, president, Telecommunications Division, 20th Century-Fox Telecommunications; Sid Sheinberg, president and chief operating officer, MCA Inc.; Grant A. Tinker, president MTM Enterprises; Jerome Wexler, vice president, Finance and Administration, NBC Enterprises, Division; and Mort Zarcoff, vice chairman, Division of Cinema/Television, USC.

Schlosser's speech subject was "The New Medium of VideoDisc."

Color TV record set

United States production of color television sets reached a record level, 2.7 million, in the second quarter of 1980, but many of them were assembled from incomplete receivers produced overseas, the Commerce Department's International Trade Administration reported.

Plane crash takes WUFT off air

WUF T, Gainesville, FL, was temporarily unable to broadcast over the air on Channel 5 because of destruction of the station's transmitting tower and satellite receiving dish October 24 when a small plane crashed into the tower, demolishing the dish.

Programming of WUFT resumed the same day over University City TV Cable via a land line connection. The transmission is continuing, and subscribers to University City are able to receive WUFT programs on Cable Channel 11. With the use of a satellite receiving dish lent to the station by Couch's Electronics, WUFT is able to receive programs transmitted from the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS).
DID YOU KNOW...

Vital Industries manufactures the SQUEEZOOM ... the only multiple channel video manipulation unit in use throughout the world?

We can deliver a multi-channel SQUEEZOOM immediately?

The SQUEEZOOM is the easiest VMU to operate in live production?

SQUEEZOOM has been in operation for 3 years with over 100 units delivered world-wide?

Vital Industries also manufactures television production and master control switchers, automation systems and a full line of terminal equipment?

If you are interested in purchasing Vital equipment, write for PRICES and be surprised. Please include your title and name of company.
National Association of Broadcasters
1171 N Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Dates changed for 1981 Radio Programming Conference
The NAB executive committee has resolved the conflict between the dates of the 1981 NAB Radio Programming Conference and the National Radio Broadcasters Association convention. NAB rescheduled its meeting from September 20-23 to August 16-19 at Chicago's Hyatt Regency Hotel.

"The committee's action was unanimous. It was decided that the change is in the best interest of the radio industry," said NAB joint board chairman Thomas E. Bolger, president, WMTV, Madison, WI.

The committee also determined that the dilemma of diverse representation of the radio industry deserves serious study.

"NAB believes that broadcasting is best served by unified representation before the FCC and Congress and the executive committee hopes the membership will respond with specific recommendations to resolve future conflicts," Bolger said.

Radio committee seeks 'unified voice'
"For the good of the radio industry," the NAB's Metro Market Radio Committee has strongly recommended to the NAB executive committee that the association "take the initiative in bringing about a unified voice speaking for the radio industry as a whole."

At its meeting, the committee, headed by Len Hensel, vice president and general manager, WSM Inc., Nashville, TN, asked the executive committee "to find a mechanism to provide a unified voice for the radio industry in the area of government relations, to explore procedures to minimize the number of radio meetings during the year and to eliminate 'conflict of dates' problems."

The committee also recommended to NAB's joint board of directors that "it take all necessary actions to ensure that members are fully aware of rapidly developing new technologies in broadcasting and communications and to strongly encourage the regulatory and the congressional functions of government to not preclude radio broadcasters from participating in services to the public made possible by these new technologies."

Libel/First Amendment Insurance Plan announced
The NAB has announced a libel insurance plan for broadcasters that includes a First Amendment legal expense option never before available to most license holders.

In making the announcement, Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB president, said, "increasingly broadcasters have become targets for those who use the courts in attempts to
ARVIN/ECHO: Innovation in Intelligent Video Production Equipment.

Arvin/Echo is a division of the Arvin Applied Technology Group, one of the most comprehensive and prestigious private research and development companies in the world. As a technological leader, Arvin/Echo has built its reputation on producing rugged, reliable broadcast production equipment.

EFS-1A: The EFS-1A offers the industry an extraordinary Frame-Stor™ Recorder in a small package (38 pounds). It is also available in PAL/SECAM. The relative low cost of the EFS-1A enables broadcasters to install a system in news, production or wherever the capability is required. The unit uses Arvin’s unique, flexible Discassette® which electronically stores 400 slides (200 per side), is virtually indestructable, and is interchangeable with any EFS-1A System in the world. Remote random access to the EFS-1A System is also available with an optional interface to character generators.

SLO/MO™-1: Another use for the Arvin/Echo Discassette principle is the capability to provide the instant replays which are expected by sports fans. The SLO/MO-1 is a versatile production tool which is light weight, rugged, transportable and sells for a reasonable price. The system gives broadcasters capabilities such as slow motion, freeze/frame select and time saving editing. SLO/MO’s usefulness in sports, news and commercials is enhanced by its High Band Color, Digital Comb Filter, Digital Time Base Correction and Digital Field Storage.

And now ... The IMAGE MAKER®

Imagine, an incredibly versatile disc recorder which can animate, store stills, and record and playback in real time (30 frames per second) to single frame. Or, at the touch of a button, 24 frames per second for film transfer. Add to this full random access, with preview, of up to 500 images on line and the ability to pre-set 64 locations, standard serial digital interface, and a built-in frame by frame editing/animation previewer.

That’s Arvin/Echo’s total production tool: The Image Maker. Whether your requirement is to store still frames, produce exciting animation sequences or preprogrammed motion loops from 16 frames (or less) to 500 frames, this high band color recorder is capable of delivering direct or processed video. Rugged, reliable, and portable, The Image Maker is the only real time random access recorder featuring interchangeable Discassettes® which doesn’t break the bank.

Remember, Arvin/Echo has more video disc recorders operating in the broadcast field than any other manufacturer. Based on this unique experience, we have built The Image Maker to meet the rapidly changing challenges of the professional television industry. It’s potential is limited only by your imagination.
Associations

 Associations drain our resources and mute our messages. I believe this plan will become an important tool as we work toward greater programming freedom.

Under the Libel/First Amendment Insurance Plan, sponsored and endorsed by NAB, broad libel and related risks protection both for legal defense and money damages will be available to broadcasters who previously might not have been able to afford the level of coverage provided by this plan.

The plan offers protection against libel suits brought on by a deliberate statement—a mistake or any remark, on or off air. It also provides coverage for trespass by broadcasters and employees, errors and omissions in advertising and self-promotional copy, the publication of rate cards, program listings, guides and news releases. It also contains First Amendment legal expense insurance.

"Such coverage," said Wasilewski, "is fast becoming a necessity to help broadcasters resist efforts to restrain their programming and journalistic freedom, to protect reporters' confidential sources in criminal cases, to repel subpoenas and to assist in gaining access to places and information."

CNA Insurance has underwritten the Libel/First Amendment Insurance Plan. Its libel and claims supervisor is Media/Professional Insurance.

U-Z's small, rugged R.F. switches are guaranteed for 5,000,000 cycles per position, and are available in modular (plug-in) or permanent installation configurations.

Options available: Solid state indicators, TTL driver, mounting bracket or flange.

U-Z INC
A DYNATECH COMPANY
RF SWITCHES ARE OUR BUSINESS, LET US SOLVE YOUR SWITCHING PROBLEMS

9522 West Jefferson Blvd.
(213) 839-7903
Culver City, Calif. 90230
TWX 910-240-7058

TYPICAL SPECIFICATION

1. Operating Frequency 100 MHz 500 MHz 1 GHz
2. VSWR (Maximum) 1.5:1 1.3:1 2.0:1
3. Insertion Loss (Maximum) -15dB -12dB -16dB
4. Isolation (Minimum) 40dB 35dB 50dB
5. Operating Voltage 5, 12, 24, 28 VDC
6. Operating Current 500 ma
7. Switching Time 500 us
8. Impedance 50 ohms
9. Operating Temperature 0°C to +85°C
10. Operating life 5,000,000 cycles

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG
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FCC contracts female ownership study

The FCC has contracted with East Lansing Research Associates Inc. to conduct a $39,049 study of "Female Ownership of Broadcast Media." All female owners reported on ownership form 323 will be contacted to determine the degree of female involvement in day to day operations. A random sample of 912 AM, 644 FM and 300 television stations will also be surveyed.
Cablewave Systems offers Wellflex Transmission Lines designed to meet your most stringent electrical and mechanical requirements.

Highly reliable, the unique Wellflex construction provides a combination of strength and flexibility with optimum performance.

Outstanding electrical parameters include extremely low RF loss, smooth impedance coefficient, and conservatively rated power handling capability.

Wellflex is available with either air or foam dielectric with copper corrugated outer conductor, solid and corrugated inner conductor (depending on size), and with a tough, durable corrosion resistance polyethylene jacket suitable for burial and prolonged life.

Air Dielectric Wellflex in smaller diameters, (½" and ¾") offer a field proven, fixed helix design called Spirafll II- a single, continuous extrusion which locks the center conductor coaxially within the outer conductor, resulting in a near perfect impedance coefficient throughout the entire length of line.

RF transmission lines with welded and corrugated conductors are also manufactured by our associated companies in West Germany and Brazil.

Kam-urd Metallwerke Gutehoffnungshütte AG 
Kassel A.G. 
Kaselkaap 20 
3600 Hannover 
West Germany

KMP Cables Especiais e 
Sistemas Ltda. 
Caixa Postal 7 163 
Sao Paulo SP, Brasil

Cablewave Systems' Wellflex is type accepted for sampling systems in accordance to FCC Part 73.68.

Cablewave Systems, Inc., 60 Dodge Ave., North Haven Conn. 
06473, Phone (203) 239-3311

In Canada: LeBlanc & Royle Communications Towers Ltd., 514 Charlwell Rd., Oakville, Ontario Canada L6J 5C5. Phone (416) 844-1242.

Antenna/Transmission Line Systems Catalog Complete in every detail, total information needed to plan, specify and purchase a complete system or component, plus complete engineering data and more!
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Comparison of Canadian and U.S. 9kHz Separation plans in AM band

Comparison of Canadian and U.S. 9kHz Proposed Separation plans in AM band

Compiled by Ray Livesay, NRBA board member

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old 10kHz Channels</th>
<th>USA Plan</th>
<th>CANADIAN</th>
<th>Old 10kHz Channels</th>
<th>USA Plan</th>
<th>CANADIAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>540 kHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>540 kHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>540 kHz</td>
<td>1070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>549 kHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>549 kHz</td>
<td>1071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1 kHz</td>
<td>-1 kHz</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>549 kHz</td>
<td>1071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>1090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>1110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>NEW</em></td>
<td>585</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>1125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>1130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>1140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>NEW</em></td>
<td><em>NEW</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>1220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>1240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>1260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>1270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>1280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>NEW</em></td>
<td>756</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>1290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>1310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>1320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>790</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>1330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>1340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>NEW</em></td>
<td>819</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>1390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>860</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>1410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>880</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>1420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>1440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>1450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>920</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>1460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>1470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>940</td>
<td><em>NEW</em></td>
<td>945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>NEW</em></td>
<td>954</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>1490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>970</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>1520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>1530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>NEW</em></td>
<td><em>NEW</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>1550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>1017</td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1017</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>1550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1020</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>1035</td>
<td>1560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>NEW</em></td>
<td>1035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>1044</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>1044</td>
<td>1580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>1053</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>1053</td>
<td>1590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>1062</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>1062</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TOSHIBA'S PK-60 MAKES NEWS... THE SMALLEST, LIGHTEST NEWS/PRODUCTION BROADCAST CAMERA ON THE AIR. WITH A DIGITAL MEMORY THAT WON'T FORGET.

Here's the newest ENG/EFP camera from Toshiba. Just right and so light for broadcast news. It's this combination of features that make the PK-60 a small standout.

- Small Size
- Reduced Power - 20.6 watts
- Outstanding Stability
- Digital Data Loc
- Microprocessor-based Auto Setup Unit
- Digital/Analog Base Stations
- Triax/Wireless Transmission

Digital Data Loc is Toshiba's digital memory that can be preset by the engineer and travel to the action scene.

Toshiba's versatile PK-60 with advanced new circuitry, unbeatable overall performance and Toshiba's celebrated quality.

Toshiba America, Inc.
Broadcast Electronic Systems Division
232 Gibraltar Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 734-9172

Eastern Sales and Service
2371 Flowers Road South, Atlanta, GA 30341
(404) 458-9522
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Society of Broadcast Engineers
The Society of Broadcast Engineers is opposing the FCC proposed rulemaking change that would eliminate the First Class Radio/telephone Operator License. The society has strongly encouraged comments from the membership, citing the need for individual opinions so the commission can make an informed decision.

The SBE thinks that the First Class License serves as a useful screening device for potential employees and that the credibility of the license may be improved by reinstatement of the service record. A nominal examination and licensing fee would offset administrative costs.

Potential problems created by elimination of the license include downgrading of the professional status of the broadcast engineer, increased technical violations and interference problems, and possible deadly hazards for untrained personnel.

Colorado Broadcasters Association
An organization called Broadcast Pioneers requires only 20 years of service to the industry for membership. Because of a move to revitalize this organization and to increase its membership and influence on the broadcasting industry, The Colorado Broadcasters Association, through its board of directors, has recognized the value and purposes of this group of individuals. CBA president Doug Stephens has appointed past president and director George Jeffery of KKTV in Colorado Springs as the CBA liaison between the association and the pioneers organization. Every CBA member station was mailed background information and an application. Anyone with 20 or more years service to the industry is eligible.

The purposes of Broadcast Pioneers are:
1. Preserving the history and traditions of broadcasting;
2. To honor broadcasters for what they are doing today; and
3. To influence people to get into broadcasting and to be sure broadcasting is perceived as a profession.

For more information contact George Jeffery, KKTV, (303) 634-2844.

The Canadian Association of Broadcasters
The CAB is warning against a growing move to begin a pay TV system in Canada.

The CAB also wants the policy and regulatory leaders in Ottawa to look again at the association's proposal made last March for pay TV linked to rural and remote coverage plans.

Ernest Steele, president of the 400-member association has asked both Communications Minister Francis Fox and the chairman of the Canadian Radio-televisio and Telecommunications Commission, John Meisel, for meetings with the CAB to discuss and sort out confusing policy statements by government, regulatory and communications industry spokesmen.

Last March the CAB placed a proposal before the CRTC's Therrien committee. It was to create a national Canadian pay service operated by broadcasters to provide pay TV to all Canadians in both languages. It included a package of regular Canadian TV services, such as the English language CTV network and the French language TVA network, to provide new services to remote and rural areas.

Central Canada Broadcasters' Association
At the annual meeting held in Montreal, the 1980-81 officers were elected. They are: past president, Joe McIntyre, CKCO TV, Kitchener, Ontario; president, Larry Cameron, CKWS Television, Kingston, Ontario; vice president, Jeff Guy, CJBK Radio, London, Ontario; secretary/treasurer, Paul Firmer, CHYM Radio, Kitchener, Ontario; papers chairman, Trevor Joice, CHIN Radio, Toronto, Ontario; and publicity chairman, David Gillard, CFOS Radio, Owen Sound, Ontario.

Retiring past president is Austin Reeve of CJOH TV in Ottawa.

Association for Broadcast Engineering Standards
The ABES thinks there is much to be desired in the FCC's present operator licensing activity and has no illusions that persons passing the First Class Operators Examination are certifiably capable of operating a station in accordance with technical rules.

License holders are expected to abide by the applicable technical standards regardless of changes that may be made in Operator Rules. However, abandonment of operator licensing will place many broadcast licensees, especially in smaller markets, in a difficult position, in developing meaningful enforceable technical competence qualification criteria for applicants seeking employment.
When you care enough to receive the very best.

Farinon Video central receivers continue to gain acceptance by broadcasters who demand the very best in ENG reception. From the Big Apple to the Golden Gate, from the Windy City to Big D—more and more TV stations including the flagships of the major nets are choosing our 2-GHz FV2CR Central Receiver because of its superior performance, flexibility and reliability. With 21 synthesized channels and an unsurpassed dynamic range, the FV2CR has minimized the problems of weak signals and distortion that in the past spelled disaster to ENG reception.

However, if the 2-GHz band in your area is over-crowded or you’re allocated different frequency spectrums, we offer two new and equally superior alternatives: Our FV2.5CR that operates from 2450 MHz to 2690 MHz, and our FV7CR that covers 6875 MHz to 7125 MHz. And, like the FV2CR, these truly state-of-the-art central receivers feature instantaneous phase-lock loop and fully synthesized channel selection. So now you can cover any and all frequency plans.

When you care enough to receive the very best, you need the very best ENG central receivers: Farinon Video’s FV-CR series.

As a member of the Farinon Group of the Harris Corporation, Farinon Video is an innovator of portable and mini-portable video transmission systems, STL and TSL microwave radios, FM transmission channel systems, as well as video baseband treatment units and ancillary equipment.

For more information, contact HARRIS CORPORATION, Farinon Video, 1680 Bayport Avenue, San Carlos, CA 94070; (415) 595-3500; Telex 34-8491. In Canada, 657 Orly Avenue, Dorval, PQ H9P 1G1; (514) 636-0974; Telex 05-82-1893.
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In preparing for Monday Night Football, Howard Cosell and Frank Gifford study the teams and players to bring out the game's finer points.

The high-camera behind third base offered an excellent view of the Royals field during the World Series in Kansas City. The cameraman relaxes here during warmup.

ENG/RENG:
Behind the scenes in sports coverage

By Bill Rhodes, editorial director

The successful broadcasting of a major sporting event requires in-depth planning, professional talent and an enormous amount of equipment. BE went behind the scenes to observe the extensive preparations made to broadcast the World Series held in Kansas City, MO.

- 115-member technical crew
- $55 million electronic gear
- 324,516 paid attendance
- 390 million television viewers
- Radio broadcasts to foreign countries

The World Series naturally generates excitement. Traditionally, the series is sold out, and the 1980 series was no exception. Game attendance for the six games played totaled 324,516, not counting hundreds of news media personnel. The NBC total estimated viewing audience exceeded 391 million, more than 1200 times as many people watching on television as attended the games themselves. Add to these figures millions that listened to the games on radio in Canada and more than 15 other countries.

Behind all the glamour, hundreds of technicians worked feverishly setting up equipment to cover the games. Others organized the commentary provided by Joe Garagiola, Tony Kubek, and Tom Seaver plus the game reporting by Merle Harmon and Ron Luciano.

The crew

Production of the NBC Sports' 1980 World Series coverage was under the direction of Don Ohlmeyer, executive producer, Mike Weisman, coordinating producer, and Harry Coyle, game director. BE sat in on one of the late planning sessions directed by Weisman. The production crew and the commentators shared thoughts on what could happen as the game progressed. This was a fascinating session to attend. It was, in essence, NBC's game plan for bringing the most significant facets of baseball to the public. It was evident that the long association of Garagiola with the game and its personalities was invaluable in helping the production crew concentrate on critical aspects of the game and to alert them to potential rhubarbs.

The intensive pre-game planning had one goal: to produce outstanding coverage, both in video and audio, without technical flaws.

Equipment

To implement its coverage of the series in Kansas City, NBC used seven fully equipped trailers. Situated just outside Royals Stadium, these trailers served as a command post for the technical crew and their equipment—including service and maintenance.

Approximately $55 million worth of electronic gear was used to cover the series in Kansas City alone. Included were: 10 stationary cameras, two hand-held mobile cameras, four slow-motion replay discs, three videotape machines, two still-store machines, two character generators, one video effects system, a production switcher, a host of monitors, and several miles of audio and video cables. Two of the cameras were equipped with microwave links.

Setting up these trailers and preparing the stadium with cameras, announce booths and press booths began four days before the
The new Canon J13x9B is the ideal lens system for every situation.

For example, when you're covering an impromptu interview in a poorly lit hallway. Or a nighttime fire. Or a crime scene. Or when the weather itself is so bad that it's news. These and hundreds of low-light situations call for a sensitive lens. That's why the zoom on the business end of your ENG camera should be a Canon J13x9B. At f1.6, it's the most sensitive in its class. And the rest of its specs are impressive, too. Like its 13-time zoom ratio from a wide 9mm to 118mm. Its built-in fluorite element for more accurate color correction. And its minimum object distance as short as 0.8m (3' 5/"). The lightweight J13x9E is available with a money-saving modular accessory package, giving you all the flexibility you need in the studio or field—now and in the future.

Specify the Canon J13x9E when you order your new ENG camera.

It's the perfect lens system for all types of field production, including news, documentaries, sports or any portable application. Because we're always sensitive to your needs.

Canon
The Panasonic Diode-Gun Plumbicon Camera. 
What better way to say broadcast performance.

Whether you're shooting a 9th inning rally, a political rally or a network special, no other ENG/EFP color camera says broadcast more ways than the new Panasonic AK-760. The AK-760 combines a high-index prism optical system with three 2/3" diode-gun Plumbicon® tubes. And since the diode-gun Plumbicon tube has a thinner photoconductive layer than conventional Plumbicons, the AK-760 offers outstanding resolution (600 lines center). Another advantage of the diode-gun system is the low beam resistance it generates. Add to that the AK-760's built-in bias light and the result is low beam temperature performance even at high beam current. And that also says lower lag.

The AK-760's feedback beam control reduces comet tailing by stabilizing highlights that exceed normal white levels. What it doesn't reduce is dynamic range or horizontal resolution. And because it's only activated during extreme highlights, feedback beam control helps prolong tube life and preserve edge geometry. The AK-760 also gives you the edge with a S/N ratio of 54dB at standard illumination of 200 foot-candles at f/4.0. And with the 18dB high-gain switch, all you need is 5 foot-candles at f/1.8.

Mounted on the AK-760's durable die-cast chassis you'll find an impressive array of circuitry like horizontal aperture correction, 2-line vertical enhancement, automatic...
white balance and a built-in color conversion filter.

And whether you use it for ENG or EFP, the AK-760 is fully self-contained, and includes genlock, internal sync, adjustable blanking as well as subcarrier and phase controls.

For studio production, you can add an optional remote control unit, 5" CRT viewfinder and zoom lens conversion kit.

Panasonic also makes broadcast quality easy to afford with the AK-750B 3-tube Plumbicon. At $16,000* it comes complete with 2-line enhancement, a $2,000 option last year, plus genlock, a rechargeable battery, microphone and VTR cable.

There's also the AK-710. An electronic news-gathering camera at a news-worthy price, $10,950* Its three Saticon® tubes and high-index prism optical system result in horizontal resolution of 500 lines center and a S/N ratio of 52dB.

Audition the AK-760 along with the entire line of Panasonic broadcast quality cameras. You'll see what we mean when we say broadcast.

For more information about Panasonic broadcast equipment, call your nearest Panasonic office.

Northeast—(201) 348-7620
Southeast—(404) 923-9700
Midwest—(312) 364-7936
Southwest—(214) 356-1388
West Coast—(213) 655-1111

Plumbicon is a registered trademark of N.V. Philips for TV camera tubes.
Saticon is a registered trademark of NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.)

*Manufacturer's suggested price
(Lenses not included.)
Seven NBC trailers outside the Royals Stadium housed offices and $55 million worth of electronic gear. Within the trailer compound a 115-member technical crew prepared for airing. Mike Weisman, coordinating producer (center), checked last minute details in the trailers and in the stadium.

Mike Weisman, coordinating producer (center), checked last minute details in the trailers and in the stadium.

World Series

first game in Kansas City, and preparations remained hectic right up until game time.

Don Baer, vice president, NBC Sports Operations, was responsible for seeing that all technical aspects of the coverage ran smoothly, that the proper technical support personnel were available and that equipment operated properly. He gave BE a guided tour of the NBC setup, including the trailers, announce booths and field arrangements.

Choose from two new recording electronics packages from Inovonics.

Model 380 is the upgraded successor to our well-known 375, used in hundreds of studios and stations around the world. With your tape transport and our 380, you have the ultimate analog recorder. Features of the 380 include:

- Advanced circuitry to reduce the effects of tape compression and phase distortions.
- Unprecedented signal and bias headroom for full compatibility with highest-coercivity tapes.
- Two "workhorse" E0 and bias settings, plus an optimized mode with separate setup for best performance from "super" tapes.
- Compatibility with virtually any combination of transports and heads.
- SYNC reproduce and exclusive auto-mute.
- Remote control of all functions.

Use the 380 to create new, ultimate-performance recording equipment, or to give your old tape or mag-film recorder a sound so clean you must hear it to believe it. $820.00

Model 370 is intended for routine replacement use. It is compatible with most studio transports and a wide variety of original and replacement heads. The 370 will make "new" machines out of your older studio recorders, delivering superior performance and great reliability. $580.00

For more information, see your distributor or contact us today.
Introducing

NEC's all-new

The "new generation"
ENG/EFP camera
with a difference!

Get a headstart on the 1980's with NEC's newest "state-of-the-art" ENG/EFP camera: the MNC-81A.

Designed to meet today's more stringent requirements for highest-fidelity color reproduction, the MNC-81A features outstanding colorimetry matched to that of broadcast cameras; with f/1.4 high-transmission prism optics; a choice of pickup tubes: Saticon®, Plumbicon®, or Diode Gun™ Plumbicon®; a signal-to-noise ratio of 54 (±2) dB; 4-position gain control with up to +18 dB additional gain for low light level operation; plus all the automatics, built-in indicators and features that have become standard for broadcast-quality video cameras. And more.

The NEC difference...

Extensive use of LSI hybrid microcircuits developed uniquely by NEC makes the MNC-81A extremely stable in registration and performance, and ultra-reliable in circuit operation.

Low-profile and ultra-lightweight — camera head (without lens, but including 1.5” viewfinder) weighs less than 11 lbs. and measures approximately 10¼” x 4” x 13½”—the MNC-81A handles with the ease of a compact 16mm newsfilm camera.

It is well balanced on the shoulder, with a form-fitting adjustable base. And its 1.5” viewfinder telescopes for convenient left or right eye viewing.

Best of all, the MNC-81A is a multi-purpose camera with the widest range of options for studio and field operation. Its sophisticated optional remote control capabilities include a co-ax digital remote control system for distances up to 5000 feet, as well as fiber optics module and cable adapter for fiber optics video transmission from distances up to 9000 feet.

Quite a difference in operational flexibility and versatility compared to other cameras in its class!

The CP difference...

And, of course, when you buy an MNC-81A, you are automatically covered by Cinema Products' outstanding after-sales service and backup program. You get an unprecedented full one-year warranty, with no service charge ever for warranty work! You get round-the-clock video service seven days a week. Replacement parts anywhere in the United States within 24 hours... And an easy-term lease/purchase program specifically tailored to your needs.

For complete details on the MNC-81A camera, contact Don Dunbar, Vice President/National Marketing. Call toll-free: 800-421-7468.

Distributed exclusively by:
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The command post for game coverage was inside this fully equipped trailer in the center of the trailer compound. The view here is from the director's chair near the back of the trailer. Telephones gave immediate access to critical areas in the stadium. The broadcast signal was sent from this nerve center to a local terminal, by AT&T long lines to New York, and then out on NBC Network feeds.

When you cover the action from the source...

the source for mobile studios should be Gerstenslager.

In a van or trailer, your most modern, best equipped studio could be your Gerstenslager. It all starts when you tell us what you need. The job to be done. Then we'll work with your engineers and principal equipment suppliers. Develop the plans. Detail placement of every piece of equipment, generators, wiring, climate control, consoles. Exactly as you want it. Then, build the unit from the frame up. A studio on wheels that is actually a dependable broadcasting station comparable to conventional studio systems.

How we do it with examples of work we have done for others is included in this brochure. It's yours for the asking. Write or call: (216) 262-2015.

The low, first-base camera dugout was jammed with equipment long before game time.

The low camera behind home plate was reasonably well protected, but the camera operator still had some mobility to adequately cover action at home plate.

This view of the press room was taken from the high first base camera position. The upper level houses the NBC announce booth; the high, first-base camera; and the microwave equipment supporting the mobile field camera crews. Monitors hang outside the announce booth. The lower level is for the working press who beamed radio coverage of the series around the world.
If an exciting new look will improve your station's rating, let the new AniVid system help you achieve it.

Free demo shows you how.

Television is a visual medium, so it's no surprise that new, innovative visual techniques help attract new viewers. Animation is an artform where innovation has always been a way of life, but production time has eliminated it from many broadcast applications.

Now Animation Video has developed a revolutionary new system that animates directly onto videotape, producing a broadcast-quality finished product virtually instantly.

Finally the whole range of your broadcast schedule can take advantage of the extra clarity and graphic zing of animation, from an animated storm front moving across the weather map (prepared only minutes before your newscast goes on the air) to a new station ID logo every day of the week.

Your in-house graphic team can add movement and excitement to the work they're doing now with no additional training; the AniVid system is simple to operate, even for non-technical personnel, and the instant feedback makes it virtually an animation instructor in a box.

The AniVid system helps you keep your station's look continually fresh, because animation is a basic tool of the moving image maker's craft, not a high-tech electronic fad. As long as there are artists wielding pencils, brushes, or light pens, the AniVid system will give motion to their concepts, and a distinctive look to your station's graphic image.

Circle the reader service number to receive our brochure; it illustrates the wide variety of techniques and effects possible with the AniVid system. Call us or write on your letterhead, and we'll see that you get a look at our demo reel; it shows you the effects in motion, and how easy they are to produce.
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Baer pointed out that staffing alone for an event of the series’ magnitude is taxing. NBC scouted the country for engineers and camera operators to provide the top technical talent possible—an added assurance of exceptional coverage with a minimum risk of mistakes. About 60 engineers and camera operators were flown in from New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston and Burbank.

The possibility of equipment failure was not overlooked by Baer and his support staff. Backup equipment plus repair facilities on site were included to assure that every possibility was considered and covered.

Baer’s right-hand assistant for coordinating the technical operations was Jack Bennett, manager of NBC Sports Operations. He appeared on local television a few nights before the games started to tell the public about the extent of preparations being made. As game time approached, Baer, Bennett and Mike Weisman checked the trailers and stadium, completing last minute details to make certain everything was ready.

In general, the technical crew thought setup was accomplished easily. A tunnel running beneath the parking lot provided a handy access tube that made cabling relatively simple compared with other stadiums.

Ironically, the only major problem facing the crew as game time approached was inadequate air conditioning for the trailer housing the slow motion, and character generator and videotape equipment. A local contractor was barely able to install this equipment before air time.

Video and radio coverage

Standing room only tickets were

---

### 1980 World Series

**EQUIPMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 Hard Camera</td>
<td>H, L 1st; H, L 3rd; H, L Home; Left-Center; H, L Center; Right-Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 RF Portables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Blimp Camera (RF) — Tentative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Locker Room Hard Cameras (only for possible final games)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 DISC’s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 VPR’s or 1100’s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape Truck — Includes 5 Devices Listed Above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ARVIN’s (w/one operator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVH-500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUGS Gun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDITIONAL MIKES**

- EV Directional Mikes for Bat-Ball Sounds, Also Glove-Ball Sound at 1st Base.
- Crowd Noise Mikes.
- Feed from PA System.
- Require Audio Tape Recording Facilities, Field Mike to M.U.

**Note:** Require Two (2) Hand Mikes and One (1) Lavolier, One (1) Monitor, Two (2) Telex With IFB on Field for Possible Pre, Post Game Show and Rain Delay at Each Dugout. Sufficient Cable to Reach Far and Near End of Both Dugouts for Possible Interviews. Monitor to Be Disconnected Before 1st Pitch.

**Note:** Require Two (2) Hand Mikes — Two (2) Telex and One (1) Monitor — When there is a Chance of the Series Being Over to Cover the Victory Celebration in the Winning Team’s Clubhouse.

**Note:** Require Two (2) Hand Mikes — Two (2) Lavolier Mikes — Two (2) Telex — Monitor — In Rain Delay Area.

---

*Taken from page 15, NBC Sports Production Manual*
Born into ENG, the HL-79A adapts beautifully to EFP. The accepted leader in ENG, the HL-79A, reinforced its position as the preeminent portable camera at the 1980 Winter Olympics. Scores of HL-79A's covered the ski slopes, the bobsled and luge runs and the skating rinks for the ABC Network. Their performance brilliantly etched into the world's visual memory, is history. But the industry already knows about the HL-79A's capability.

Today, more and more broadcasters are learning that the HL-79A is a superior EFP color camera. Options such as 4⅝-inch electronic viewfinder with return video, program and intercom audio plus genlock — among other features — transform it into the ideal camera for sports and special events, commercials and high quality production. Triax equipped, it ranges nearly a mile from its base station. Near-darkness is its frequent habitat; but it has knee control for brilliantly lit scenes too.

Of course, you may need some of its ENG flexibility for EFP too — like its shoulder action shape, 11.2 pound weight, 6-hour clip-on battery.

The specs and automatic features of the HL-79A are equally outstanding. They're yours, along with an eye-opening demonstration, at your Ikegami distributor. Or contact Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, N.J. 07607, (201) 368-9171. West Coast: 1964 Van Ness Ave., Torrance, CA 90501 (213) 328-2814; Southwest: 330 North Belt East, Suite 228, Houston, TX 77060 (713) 445-0100; Southeast: 552 So. Lee St., Americus, GA 31709 (912) 924-0061.

Ikegami HL-79A
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sold for every game of the series. For those persons that watched on television, 215 television stations carried the games. Overseas, live satellite feeds of the NBC-TV broadcasts were carried by the American

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hewlett Packard 339A</th>
<th>Sound Technology 1710A</th>
<th>Potomac Instruments AT-51</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUDIO GENERATOR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermodulation test signal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Option</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wow &amp; Flutter test signal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous L&amp;R Outputs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 ohms and 150 ohms Source</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo Matrix Switch (L,R, L+R, L-R)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch to remove signal and terminate line for S+N/N</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 dB, 1.0 dB, 0.1 dB Step Attenuators</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUDIO ANALYZER</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic Distortion Mode</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Nulling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Set Level</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Option*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermodulation Distortion Mode</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Option</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Voltmeter Mode</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo Phase Meter Mode</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/R Amplitude Ratio Mode</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wow &amp; Flutter Meter Mode</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Limited to 10 dB capture range.

... there is only one logical choice!
In all the years I spent in broadcast and related studio production work, my greatest frustration was the fact that no manufacturer of loudspeaker systems seemed to know or care enough about the real needs of broadcasters to design a sensible monitor speaker system that was also sensibly priced.

Moving to the other side of the console presented a unique opportunity to change that and E-V was more than willing to listen. When I first described to Electro-Voice engineers what I knew the Sentry 100 had to be, I felt like the proverbial “kid in a candy store.” I told them that size was critical. Because working space in the broadcast environment is often limited, the Sentry 100 had to fit in a standard 19" rack, and it had to fit from the front, not the back. However, the mounting hardware had to be a separate item so that broadcasters who don’t want to rack mount it won’t have to pay for the mounting. The Sentry 100 also had to be very efficient as well as very accurate. It had to be designed so it could be driven to sound pressure levels a rock’n roll D.J. could be happy with by the low output available from a console’s internal monitor amplifier.

In the next breath I told them the Sentry 100 had to have a tweeter that wouldn’t go up in smoke the first time someone accidentally shifted into fast forward with the tape heads engaged and the monitor amp on. This meant high-frequency power handling capability on the order of five times that of conventional high frequency drivers.

Not only did it have to have a 3-dB-down point of 45 Hz, but the Sentry 100’s response had to extend to 18,000 Hz with no more than a 3-dB variation.

And, since it’s just not practical in the real world for the engineer to be directly on-axis of the tweeter, the Sentry 100 must have a uniform polar response. The engineer has to be able to hear exactly the same sound 30° off-axis as he does directly in front of the system.

Since I still had the floor, I decided to go all out and cover the nuisance items and other minor requirements that, when added together, amounted to a major improvement in functional monitor design. I wanted the Sentry 100 equipped with a high-frequency control that offered boost as well as cut, and it had to be mounted on the front of the loudspeaker where it not only could be seen but was accessible with the grille on or off.

I also didn’t feel broadcasters should have to pay for form at the expense of function, so the walnut hi-fi cabinet was out. The Sentry 100 had to be attractive, but another furniture-styled cabinet with a fancy polyester or die-cut foam grille wasn’t the answer to the broadcast industry’s real needs.

And for a close I told E-V’s engineers a studio had to be able to purchase the Sentry 100 for essentially the same money as the current best-selling monitor system.

That was well over a year ago. Since that time I’ve spent many months listening critically to a parade of darn good prototypes, shaking my head and watching some of the world’s best speaker engineers disappear back into the lab to tweak and tune. And, I spent a lot of time on airplanes heading for places like Los Angeles, Grand Rapids, Charlotte and New York City with black boxes under my arm testing our designs on the ears of broadcast engineers.

The year was both frustrating yet enjoyable, not just for me but for Ray Newman and the other E-V engineers who were working on this project. At this year’s NAB show it all turned out to be worth it. The Sentry 100’s official rollout was universally accepted, and the pair of Sentry 100’s at the Electro-Voice booth was complemented by another 20 Sentry 100’s used by other manufacturers exhibiting their own products at the show.

What it all boiled down to when I first started the project was that I knew that the Sentry 100’s most important characteristic had to be sonic integrity. I knew that if I wasn’t happy, you wouldn’t be happy. I’m happy.

Market Development Manager, Professional Markets
SC39 meets all the demands of professional cartridge users.

The SC39 offers the professional undistorted playback, even on the toughest-to-track, "hottest" recordings—plus the kind of durability necessary to stand up to the job: even to slip-cuing, backcuing, and occasional stylus abuse.

What's more, the SC39 offers three unique features:

- **SIDE-GUARD Stylus Deflector**: Protects against side-thrusts by withdrawing stylus tip and shank safely into cartridge body.
- **FLIP-DOWN Locking Stylus Guard**: Offers stylus tip positive protection when not in use: snaps out of way with a flip of the thumb, positioning a high-visible cueing aid.
- **MASARI stylus tip**: Minimizes noise buildup and cue-burn on lacquer masters, as well as on often-played recordings, or 45 rpm's pressed on substandard vinyl.

Write for free brochure AL620

Shure Brothers Inc. 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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Forces Radio and Television Service (AFRTS) to American military installations in West Germany, Italy, Spain, Korea, the Philippines, the Panama Canal Zone, Japan, Alaska and Guantanamo.

But that wasn't all. Radio was provided for as well. NBC wired the broadcaster's booth with audio feeds so that translators/announcers could broadcast radio coverage to

As game time approached, Pete Rose, Philadelphia 1st baseman, warmed up on the sidelines. Both mobile camera systems are on the field picking up player and fan action.

The stadium was packed well before game time. This view is from the home plate camera looking at the Philadelphia dugout and one of the mobile camera crews.

The home plate camera dugout housed the velocity meter that tracked speed of the pitched balls.
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No other 50-MHz oscilloscope gives you as many features as the LBO-517.

Compare the LBO-517 with all other 50-MHz oscilloscopes. Only Leader gives you total capability with:

- Calibrated delayed time-base
- Simultaneous display of main and delayed time-bases.
- Two trigger-view channels.
- 1 mV sensitivity (<10-MHz).
- Alternate/composite triggering.
- Variable trigger hold-off with B-ends-A mode.
- 20 kV accelerating potential dome-mesh CRT.
- Two-year warranty.

It's the surprising leader for under $2000.

Very low-level signals, complex waveforms, fast pulses at low rep rates, asynchronous signals...no other 50-MHz oscilloscope handles such a wide range of demanding applications, and does it so well as the Leader LBO-517.

Simultaneous Dual Time Base Viewing.
Unlike many other 50-MHz units, the LBO-517 has an alternate time-base mode, above. This permits simultaneous viewing of both the main "A" and delayed "B" time bases. The delayed time-base is also shown as an intensified portion of the main time-base display. Ideal for studying and measuring complex waveforms.

Fast Sweep Rates, Alternate Triggering, Hold-off and B-ends-A Mode.
The LBO-517 provides main sweep rates from 0.5 sec/cm to 0.05 μsec/cm in 22 steps. Delayed sweep rates are from 0.1 sec/cm to 0.05 μsec/cm in 20 steps. For displaying very rapid phenomena, both can be increased to 5 nsec/cm with the X10 magnifier.

The LBO-517 also offers alternate (composite) triggering for stable viewing of two asynchronous signals, along with variable trigger hold-off with a B-ends-A mode. Variable hold-off ensures stable triggering of complex signals by ignoring intermediate false trigger points. B-ends-A is used to increase the sweep repetition rate for brighter displays of low-frequency signals.

Outstanding Small Signal Performance.
The vertical amplifiers of the LBO-517 offer calibrated deflection coefficients from 5 mV/cm to 5 V/cm in 10 steps. A X5 vertical multiplier delivers a maximum sensitivity of 1 mV/cm up to 10 MHz...5 times the sensitivity of more expensive oscilloscopes.

An amplified output of channel 1 is also available at a rear panel BNC connector for using the LBO-517's high sensitivity to drive frequency counters and other less sensitive instruments.

Brightest, Sharpest of All.
The LBO-517 uses a recently developed dome-mesh CRT operating with a 20-kV accelerating potential. The result is an exceptionally bright, sharp display...with an illuminated internal graticule.

Call Toll Free (800) 645-5104.
Call today, to get all the facts on the LBO-517, its two-year warranty, the name of your nearest "Select" distributor, or to arrange for an evaluation unit.

When Quality Counts

LEADER Instruments Corporation
380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787 (516) 231-6900
Regional Offices:
Cincinnati, Los Angeles, Dallas.
The 3-tube Saticon* camera you wanted...

A/V executive
“I want a camera that makes my department’s tapes look good at a price that makes me look good. One that can adapt to our needs as we expand.”

Purchasing agent
“I’m naturally looking for maximum value in a video camera. One that delivers a lot of features for the money...from a manufacturer I can trust.”

Field cameraman
“A nice compact, lightweight, well-balanced camera. One that delivers clear shots even in near darkness. That’s what I need.”

Top management
“Higher productivity, more effective training and selling, better communications...if a video camera can help deliver that, I’m for it.”

Studio cameraman
“We’re ready for the high performance of a sophisticated Saticon camera. And I can certainly do without having to have a separate genlock unit.”

*Registered trademark of Hracti

And something else just as important: JVC’s reputation for superb quality.

Get all the details. Send in the coupon, phone toll-free 800-821-7700, Ext. 7005 (In Missouri: 800-892-7655, Ext. 7005).

JVC US JVC CORP
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US JVC Corp. Dept. 1/81
41 Slater Drive,
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407

☐ Please have a representative call.
☐ I don’t want to talk yet.
Just send literature.

Name __________________________
Title __________________________
Company _______________________
City __________________________
State __________________________ Zip: __________
Phone __________________________
At $695, it's a lot more than you expect.

Containing two variable frequency filters and a noise reduction section, the new commercial AE-500 Audio Enhancer monitors total audio content, and allows precision control of information within the audio track. With individual adjustments for frequency range, Q or bandwidth, and the amount of boost or cut desired, the dual filter section will precisely attenuate unwanted noise or accentuate individual sounds without disturbing the amplitudes of other frequencies. With adjustable Noise Level control and LED monitoring, the noise reduction section suppresses tape hiss while leaving essential audio information intact.

Ask About These Other Communications Innovations
- DA-100 Audio/Video Dist. Amplifier
- VP-200 Video Processing Amplifier
- VG-375 Videoguard Encoder
- VE-400 Image Enhancer
- GS-600 Genlock Sync Generator

Full Two Year Factory Exchange Warranty

Bryant Gumbel, (center), NBC pre-game host, prepares for his game introduction while the mobile camera crew in the foreground checks the announce booth from the field.

Merle Harmon (center), roving reporter, simulates an interview just before game time.

The players for the 1980 World Series have been introduced and the first game in Kansas City is about to begin. The National Anthem is being sung from the pitcher's mound, and a mobile camera crew is there covering it for home viewers.
Make your Earth Station System part of a greater design.

If you're looking to get a new broadcast system off the ground, or expand the reach of an existing system, MAC engineers will supply the equipment configurations that are just right for your growing needs. We design, engineer, install and service every part of the total earth station system. To provide you with single-supplier accountability that brings down costs, improves operating efficiency and speeds up service. And MAC can integrate an earth station with a terrestrial microwave network to take care of your entire signal distribution system.

Our new VR-5B and VR-6B frequency agile receivers are the heart of any state-of-the-art earth station system. The products of over thirty years of microwave experience, they feature full 24-channel capability, broadcast quality performance plus a built-in digital demodulator not found in any other receiver.

Our VE-6B Uplink Exciter is equally important to your earth station system. A frequency agile, high power exciter, it delivers up to +21 dBm output in the 5.925-6.425 GHz C-band. When we put these components together with the right amplifiers, antennas and custom-designed switching equipment, you get the most versatile reliable earth station system available.

All this advanced technology will bring you years of trouble-free performance; but should you ever need it, there's our seven day, 24 hour service capability. One phone call brings fast action from your single source supplier. Like our systems approach, it's just part of a greater design to keep you broadcasting more efficiently, effectively and reliably. For more information call the Broadcast Division at (617) 272-3100 ext. 1806 or write us at 63 Third Avenue, Burlington, Mass. 01803.

Microwave Associates Communications

Circle (30) on Reply Card
Sports and advances in equipment, a dynamite combination

By Bill Rhodes, editorial director

The rapid rise in popularity of professional and college sports—especially football, basketball and tennis, has placed an unprecedented demand on equipment manufacturers to provide high-quality, advanced design equipment. The industry has responded with a wide spectrum of equipment for television, including portable ENG/EFP color cameras; instant replay, slow motion and freeze frame devices; special effects generators; and character generators. At the 1980 World Series in Kansas City, $55 million worth of such equipment was brought in to cover the games and a similar set was needed in Philadelphia.

Football

ABC’s production of Monday Night Football was created in response to the public’s appetite for the games. That appetite was not satisfied by college events on Saturday and professional games on Sunday. Now Monday Night Football has a Thursday edition.

Equipment setup

As this issue is going to press, ABC is setting up equipment for Thursday’s edition of Monday Night Football in the Astrodome (game between the Houston Oilers and the Pittsburgh Steelers). BE discussed setup preparations with Loren Colten, technical manager, as he directed action in Houston.

Depending on the stadium configuration, ABC uses up to 11 cameras to produce Monday Night Football: seven Philips LDK-5 studio cameras; three Ikegami HL-77 portable cameras with base stations; and one Fernseh camera with microwave linkage (for helicopter or blimp usage). Four of the studio cameras are placed around the top of the stadium, two in the end zones and one on a special golf cart equipped with scissor-adjusted platform for the camera and camera operator.

Three ENG cameras are used on the field, two on the near side and one on the far side. Both use a base station for control and triax connection to the production van. The remote camera in the helicopter or blimp uses a 2GHz, 7-channel microwave system and an RF dish on top of the stadium.

Setup for telecasting begins two days before game time with positioning, powering and interconnecting of two trucks of equipment. The production truck houses a Grass Valley video switcher, Ward Beck audio console and monitoring equipment to produce the game. The VTR truck contained four Ampex VPR-2 videotape recorders and HS-100C slow motion videodisc recorders for record, slow motion and instant replay; an Arvin Echo system with CVS time base corrector for freeze frame and vital statistics; and two Chyron 4 character generators.

Several million dollars worth of hardware is required to produce Monday Night Football. The increased popularity of the game undoubtedly can be attributed to breadth of the equipment used for telecasting these games, the new dimensions added by instant replay and the talent used for commentary.

Additional coverage

In addition to all this football coverage, ESPN cablecasts the Canadian professional football games. One might ask, how much football can a nation absorb? Perhaps next will come a World Bowl to follow the Super Bowl.

The impact of sports is clear. Television broadcasters have responded vigorously to satisfy the public’s intense interest in sporting events. Coupled to this trend equipment manufacturers have enjoyed prosperity by developing new devices to make the events increasingly attractive to viewers.

But don’t overlook the additional sports coverage through radio for those who do not have immediate access to television (or who simply prefer radio’s strictly verbal description of these events.)

Because of the mounting public interest in sports, radio broadcasters also have had to place increased emphasis on reporting trends and events in sports. And because audio quality is so vital to radio, these broadcasters have been facing a multitude of problems. Chief among these have been rising costs, overcrowded telephone lines, difficulties in coordinating efforts with the common carriers and backup systems in case of interrupted service.

Fortunately, industry has responded with equipment to help overcome most of these potential problems and save broadcasters setup time and money. At the recent NRBA Convention in Los Angeles, a morning session was devoted to telephone interlocating for talk shows and reporting sports. On the convention floor, Comrex and Kahn Communications demonstrated their equipment to help solve the telephone line problem. (Missing at NRBA-'80 was McCurdy Radio Industries, which also has a system for broadcasters that was displayed at NRBA-'79 in Washington, DC.)

The new equipment helping the radio broadcasters air their remote sports coverage is generally referred to as low frequency telephone extenders or frequency spectrum translators. (See Broadcast Engineering, p. 56, August 1979, for a description of a typical system and its technique.)

To see how some broadcasters have benefited from this new technology, BE contacted three stations that have extensive sports coverage for their audiences. All three reported savings in costs, reduced down time and greater flexibility in handling their programs.

KMOX/St. Louis

Edwin Karl, director of technical operations, described the depth of KMOX’s sports activities and how low frequency extender use has paid off for them. The games they cover are: St. Louis Cardinals baseball and football; St. Louis Blues hockey; St. Louis Steamers...
Model 3500 Portable Time Code Generator/Reader

Amtel introduces the new, high-performance Model 3500, a portable Video Tape Recorder or belt mountable Time Code Generator/Reader which produces code conforming to the EBU/SMPTE specifications.

- Utilizes standard BNC and XLR connectors.
- Output signal level accommodates balanced or unbalanced audio inputs on portable Video Tape Recorders.
- JAM SYNC Mode allows for generation of continuous Time Code. The locking of additional 3500 portables is also possible to achieve the generation of Time Code for A-B-C Rolls.
- Data entry follows a calculator format permitting one-handed entry of time and/or user bits.
- A single key entry locks out the keyboard.
- Utilizes either standard 'C' cells or rechargeable Nicads and is AC adaptable.

An amazingly compact but powerful Time Code Generator/Reader that will do the job where portability is of prime importance - another reason why the Amtel difference is making waves in the video broadcast industry.
Introduced by Ramko in early 1975, DC control of all audio attenuation and switching has since proven itself so superior to conventional methods of audio control that most manufacturers of consoles are still trying to catch up.

The three major advantages are:

1. The DC controlled console exhibits far less susceptibility to RF pickup and external interference than conventional consoles that control audio directly. The conventional console must route all of its audio from the inputs to the various controlling elements (mixers, switches, etc.) and then finally to the console output. The DC controlled console, on the other hand, eliminates all of this audio wiring and thus reduces the pickup of outside interference.

2. It is also less prone to be affected by mechanical malfunctions or problems such as those from scratchy pots or noisy switches.

3. Since all audio switching is done through DC control (+6V or -6V), all internal and external functions (mute, on air lights, remote equip. start/stop) are programmed by simply setting internally located switches, which can be changed at any time.

No soldering or internal wiring is necessary to set up or change the “ON AIR” light relay, muting, or AUX MUTE relay. All of these functions are programmed through internally located switches, which can be changed at any time.

What's happening. At a glance.

The labeled, computer-type, push-buttons and corresponding back-lighted displays afford the operator instant recognition of the next happening, which one to push, and what is happening now or what has already occurred. Although we automatically send you a form (at time of ordering) that enables you to tell us how you would like your console labeled, your unit comes with a full set of additional labeling so that you may easily change at any time desired.

The large LED output mode display has two separate functions. The lighted decimal point, which lights whenever that mixer is potted down into CUE, is also a blinking warning light whenever this channel has a live microphone activated. The second function of this display tells the operator whether he is in the Program (P), Audition (A), Cue (C) or Off (blank) mode. It is important to note here that the operator has 2 separate means of initiating the Cue mode. One in the normal fashion of potting down and one via the output mode select switch (C). Thus he may go directly to Cue by pushing (C) without having to change the mixer setting.

The exclusive patch panel for selecting input gain offers extraordinary flexibility. At any time, any input can be made to accept anything from a mic level through a line level signal. Not just mic or line level but anywhere in between. Thus on our 10 mixer model you have a minimum of 4,194,304 combinations of mic through line level inputs. And you can accommodate mics and high level inputs or the same mixer simultaneously. You simply plug in the prescribed resistor(s), which are included with your console, and that's it.

All the push-buttons on the console are super-quiet. Not the usual loud, clanking, short-lived mechanical swit-'ches. The push-buttons switch and route the audio through solid-state logic, error-free, in less than 2 tenths of 1 millisecond of one second. No pops, clicks or momen-
The pure clean difference.

It all comes down to a marked difference in reproduction.

FIRST, all inputs and outputs are solid-state balanced. Unlike transformers they are quite insensitive to impedance mismatches. In fact, the mismatches can be millions of times. And can be more than the specified impedance without any noticeable effect on distortion or response. Not so with the average audio transformer as even a couple times mismatch can invalidate the console’s performance.

SECOND, our solid-state devices exhibit far less distortion and flatter response than even the finest transformer available today.

THIRD, since the solid-state devices are purely resistive they are much less susceptible to hum, RF and other external interference.

A FOURTH and very large consideration is the LED “VU” meter. This solid-state meter (SSM) has an exceptionally fast response and you can actually see overmodulation peaks. With a mechanical meter you can’t. Couple this with the electronic circuit that gives the SSM “VU” ballistics on the decay and you end up with a tighter, cleaner sound than ever before. At the same time, your normal audio power level is still maintained. In addition, the bright red and yellow LED display is legible up to 30 feet away.

Although the mono DC-38’s have a meter for each output, we took the stereo versions a step farther. In addition to the left meter and the right meter (switchable, Aud. or Prog.), we included a third to monitor the stereo mix (mono) output.

By throwing a switch located next to it, this meter is converted to a phase check meter and may be used to check the stereo phasing of any and all of the console input sources.

Reliability particulars.

All of the LED’s and lamps have a life expectancy of 11 years. The push-button select switches are spec’d by the manufacturer at 20,000,000 operations (1 actuation every 30 seconds, 24 hours a day for over 19 years). The mixer pots are a custom design using glass-hard, conductive plastic. The mechanical construction of these pots is so sturdy that they tolerate even the heaviest handed operator.

In addition, all of the quad operational amplifiers are burned in for 3 days to insure reliability. Since the power supply is the backbone of your console, you will find not one, but three separate supplies! One for the main audio, one for the monitor amplifiers, and one for the displays. These supplies are fully protected against shorts and over-heating and utilize massive heat sinking rated much higher than necessary.

The two week trial.

Put the DC-38 on trial for a full 2 weeks. Put it through a battery of tests or on the air, or both. You’ll find that with all that sophistication it’s a breeze to use and amazingly rugged.

Write Ramko Research, 11355 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova, CA 95670. Or if you can’t wait for the mail, contact your nearest rep or call (916) 635-3600 collect and arrange for a 2 week free trial.
soccer; and University of Missouri football and basketball.

Local games use dedicated telephone lines, but all out-of-town games have been switched over to use of regular telephone lines and a low-frequency extender system using three encoders and two decoders (with a little sweeping at both ends).

The following is an excerpt from a telephone interview with Karl:

BE: How long have you used low frequency extenders and to what advantage?
EK: This is our second season using them and the main advantages are speed and cost savings. Look at our Cardinals game against the Giants: we could handle any last minute game changes. With former, hard-lines people to check ends, we just redial.

In terms of audio quality, our experience is that with this system our quality—with very rare exceptions—is almost as good as high-quality equalized lines.

As for cost savings, they are significant. In a 110-station baseball network, plus football and basketball coverage, our telephone costs are high. But using conventional lines our annual savings are 40-50%—and that runs into six figures.

BE: Have you encountered any special situations that have been eased with use of newer equipment?
EK: Oh, yes. Spring training in Florida has been particularly difficult. I think Florida uses barbed wire for outgoing equalized lines. We bypass these lines completely now, and everybody says the signal is improved using our new facilities.

As a further sidelight, downtime has been reduced. Over a 110-station network, our past seasonal downtime of 1 1/2 hours has been reduced by 95%—and that saves a lot of headaches.

WTAE/Pittsburgh

A similar success story was described by Kurt Haass, chief engineer of WTAE, which covers the Pittsburgh Steelers and the University of Pittsburgh games.

BE: What motivated you to try this new technique?

KH: Cost savings, frankly. Using 5kHz equalized lines for our sports-casting was exorbitant. Our annual costs, compared with using former interconnections, have been reduced by 70%.

BK: How about setup time?

KH: Simple. We just order up two telephone for each broadcast—one for sending and one for receiving—and let the system do the rest.

WIOD/Miami

Out-of-town Miami Dolphins football games have been covered for the past two seasons by WIOD/Miami, using normal telephone lines and low frequency extender hardware. James Rayfield, chief engineer, says that cost savings was the main reason for using this equipment, but that increased reliability was another factor:

BE: How about quality of the broadcast sound?

JR: It may not be quite the quality of balanced 5kHz lines, but the signal is quite acceptable. Furthermore, it's far more reliable. We've never had a failure with this system. Even when we were using hard lines for covering the Dolphins we had dial-up backup service standing by as well.

BE: Have the cost savings been significant?

JR: Definitely. We pay so much for the Dolphin rights that if we had to add 15 grand for hard lines we'd be out of business.

BE: Do you save setup time for the games?

JR: Yes, a lot. When we used hard lines, we made sure an engineer checked these out thoroughly hours before game time. If something happened to these during the game, we went to regular backup telephone lines, which are bad for broadcasting without this new gear, but did keep us on the air. Now we don't have to worry about working with the hard-lines people to check out problems. If we lose a regular line, we just redial.

Watch for NAB-'81

It is apparent that new instrumentation has helped radio broadcasters air their remotes. As good as this equipment is, improvements are still being made. If you're planning to attend NAB-'81/Las Vegas, pay particular attention to equipment advances that are expected to be demonstrated.

The television broadcaster will also have a lot of new equipment to see at NAB-'81. BE will highlight as much of this equipment as possible in the March issue for both readers and attendees.
The Ultimate PORTABLE RECEIVER for wireless microphones
now available with DYNECK option

The Cetec Vega Model 66 is the most advanced portable receiver in the industry. Designed for the professional sound user, the 66's compact size makes it suitable for mounting to leading portable recorders, both audio and VTR's. The unit, measuring just 5.4" W x 1.3" H x 6.25" D, operates from either internal 9V batteries or an existing DC voltage source.

For convenience, Cetec Vega now offers a portable system for multi-channel applications, the Model 151 Quad Case. This light weight, rugged case houses four complete Model 66 receivers, and has a built-in antenna splitter that feeds all four receivers from one detachable antenna. Power for the unit is provided by standard alkaline "D" cells or an external DC source.

Cetec Vega
Division of Cetec Corporation
P.O. Box 5348 • El Monte, CA 91731 • (213) 442-0782 • TWX: 310-587-3539
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Multipath effects in ENG/EJ systems*

By E. J. Forbes, Microwave Associates Communications Co., Burlington, MA.

Live outside broadcasts, commonly called ENG (Electronic News Gathering), EJ (Electronic Journalism) and by other acronyms, have become routine operating practices by broadcasters. Many stations operate both from vans and helicopters. For a number of good reasons the bulk of these systems are situated in the 2GHz Broadcast Auxiliary Service (BAS) band. A few have been placed in the 7GHz BAS band, largely the result of frequency coordination difficulties.**


** The author also discusses use of 13GHz systems in Reference 2.

After the passage of a decade, the user became more demanding of performance in the outside broadcast system and now expects to compete with the studio transmitter link (STL) in almost every aspect.

This is in a very difficult propagation model as regards path clearance and range with highly portable, lightweight, self-powered equipment. Manufacturers have been forced to evaluate the mechanism of impairments to optimize systems and meet those goals. That work will be discussed as one extension of previous reports.1,2

System gain

The most easily addressed performance criterion in an ENG/EJ system is the margin to threshold for an airable picture. In the United States an EIA industry standard for an "un-fit for broadcast transmission" (UFB) is a signal-to-noise of 37dB peak-peak/RMS, weighted and excluding synchronizing amplitude. For certain network facilities this video noise threshold may be further tightened to 40dB.

The majority of ENG/EJ receiving FM systems have built-in low noise amplifiers as part of the very high receiving antenna. This is done to cope with the usual long lossy transmission lines that extend down to the microwave receivers. Typically, the resulting effective receiving system noise factor is 3dB, which with the frequency deviation and modulation characteristic will set the EIA threshold received carrier value for UFB at about -83dBm at the antenna terminals.

With that as a criteria one can, by selecting typical transmitting and receiving gains, and a usual transmitter power, prepare a simplistic set of range curves. An example at 2GHz is shown in Figure 1. This accounts for the radio equipment parameters and real antenna pattern. Naturally other gains or output powers, etc., can be arithmetically accommodated.

That example makes a very important assumption—free space clearance with about 60% of the first fresnel zone, and that the receiving antenna has no response factors. One can see the variety of performance variation consequent to antenna characteristics. The effective position of the radio horizon, assuming a 4/3 and smooth earth's radius for any relative altitude, is given in the nomograph of Figure 2. In reality these "coverage" curves, to account for "grazing," should show the expected 6dB excess path loss. In a practical system, effect of obstructions will mount very quickly from a few decibels to 20 to 60dB depending on the path and the obstruction.

Multipath

The color TV link systems we consider are FM microwave with the US standard 525 line pre-emphasis. The deviation at the cross-over frequency is 8MHz peak-to-peak. When the reflection giving rise to an echo is stationary we find distortion products appearing principally in the chroma portion of the video spectrum.

Previous work in the area has been devoted to comparison of type of modulation or means of sensing multipath impairments with a non-video means. One can expect the effect of a single echo on the
Control the complete audio spectrum

Our ADM 1600: modest but mighty

Although it's a desk-top model, our 1600 Series audio console offers a brilliant array of features and capabilities for handling the most demanding program material.

One of our new breed of consoles, the ADM 1600 is available with up to 16 discrete inputs, 4 submaster and 2 master outputs. Combined with a host of pre-selector, buss selector and processor modules, the ADM 1600 creates perfect harmony with today's video. Like all ADM consoles, the 1600 is designed to exacting standards and manufactured to the most rigid tolerances. Each ADM console is backed by an exclusive 5-year warranty.

nonlinear waveform distortion as follows:  
\[
\text{Differential gain } = \frac{100\left(1 - \frac{1}{1+r^2}ight)\sqrt{1 + r^2 + 2r \cos \theta}}{1 + r^2 - 2r \cos \theta}
\]
\[
\text{Differential phase } = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{2r \sin \theta}{1 - r^2}\right)
\]

where \(r\) = echo magnitude with principle signal; \(\theta\) = phase angle of the modulated signal of the echo.

Equations (1) and (2) mean that for NTSC standards, the differential phase and gain will progress through a series of noncoincident maxima as the differential gain and phase for ideal equipment have been computed.

To illustrate the characteristics of modern equipment that include the effect of AM-PM conversion and other distortions, we have made some controlled delay and amplitude measurements. A sample of vector-scope displays reported previously is photographically reproduced in Figure 3.

The conditions of measurement were deliberately chosen to illustrate the predictable variations in distortion with changes in echo timing. The theoretical values for an ideal receiver have been shown parenthetically. Because there is an intrinsic distortion in the system without multipath, we have shown the baseline by double exposure. If this were a steady state condition for that impairment the picture viewer would be almost unaware of defects in saturated color bars, the variation in the apparent saturation and minor hue errors going unnoticed.

In a real system, whether terrestrial or airborne, we experience rapid changes in the differential time of the echo with a consequential modulation of the impairment. Hence, the result is a particularly obvious and disagreeable form of transmission distortion.

This type of distortion is similar to that resulting from nonlinear phase or amplitude effect akin to modems or tuned networks in FM systems. Those familiar with this will recall the benefits derived with a pre-emphasized modulation characteristic.

We examined this with regard to possible alleviation of multipath effects. With a modified CCIR 525 line curve, providing 20dB of emphasis (instead of 10dB), we detected a 3/1 reduction in the multipath distortion. This was as predicted, but not without its obvious penalty—slightly impaired signal-to-noise ratio and reduction in signal-to-hum ratio. An alternate standard of pre-emphasis for these specialized systems is deemed worthy of future consideration.

In all, multipath distortion is a form of co-channel interference, and the permissible echo level for a working system must be kept below the allowances of about 24-26dB.

Antenna developments, siting

The 2 and 7GHz ENG/EJ antenna systems prevalent in the United States for terrestrial or airborne service are, for the most part, circularly polarized (CP). This choice was made to take advantage of sense reversal which ideally occurs when the signal is reflected from a surface, plus the discriminating ability of the CP receiving antenna. The discrimination ability is dependent upon the axial ratio (AR) of the receiving antenna and the lack of ellipticity of the wave that must be rejected. In the ideal case about 1dB of AR provides about 25dB of rejection.

The experience at 2GHz had been that the arriving signal is seldom ideal and frequently elliptical to the point of nearly linear or 5 to 10dB AR. If one were to employ a switch-type polarization change receiving system limited to selection of V, H, L or R, there is great
likelihood that the user may not optimize the received transmission. We have frequently observed that the final accepted but compromised signal was “horizontal” although the original was from a right circularly polarized antenna with good axial ratio. We chose a design previously discussed to employ a continuous phase shift adjustment technique with a range of a full 360 degrees. This permitted a smooth adjustment through all conditions of polarization. With this polarization adjustment technique, in a rare example, co-channel interference from another station has been successfully “tuned-out.”

The airborne ENG/EJ system has further emphasized multipath distortion. The ingredients range from the location of the omni antenna on the airframe to topology of the ENG/EJ receive system, to selection of the antenna. The omni antenna, if it has substantial vertical beamwidth, has an optimum position on the bottom of the airframe. Too close to the skin or nearby struts, the vertical pattern (and the very sensitive axial ratio) will be “modulated” or blocked, losing effectiveness or producing sensitivity to heading. Wide separations from the skin will result in rotor tip-induced chroma modulation (due to the short delayed echo) or worst, possible damage while setting down on a debris littered surface.

Poor airborne experience has been reported with some systems employing the common sectoral horns in a metropolitan area which were previously solely used with terrestrial origination. The source of performance deficiency has been clearly caused by unpredictable long delayed echoes (some being multiple reflection) plus a very wide angle antenna. On the other hand, with a narrow, discriminating rotating antenna consistently better success is experienced with the airborne system.

The axiom, it is safe to say, is that the optimum ENG/EJ receiving antenna for the application of terrestrial and particularly airborne systems is a narrow beam type with as low sidelobes as possible consistent with physical size, to reduce responses to stray echoes. A further operational and logistical improvement is obtained, where considerable daily airborne activity prevails, by use of an automatic tracking antenna, sophisticated and much more expensive. Of course there is a potential manpower savings in the accountability. An example of a 2GHz monopulse antenna with a COSEC2 uplooking pattern and extremely low sidelobes is shown in Figure 4.

**Other techniques**

During the course of our evaluations we explored the use of a very high quality 4-channel PCM audio system in place of the traditional analog FM subcarriers. The details of those experiments were discussed previously in some detail. However, the audio performance was found to be immune to the severe multipath distortion simulations employed in the test series of Figure 3. Comparatively, the intermodulation noise injected into the analog channels in the same test rendered them consistently unusable.

This glimpse of success in a difficult propagation media plus the ongoing activity in digitized television transmission suggests that an eventual ENG/EJ-oriented and optimum microwave package may be a PCM concept. However, certain operating band allocations will likely require reconsideration by the Regulating Administration before such can be accomplished.

An extremely short-haul form of ENG/EJ is frequently employed, for instance, in the convention hall.
complexes or soccer fields. We find a moving cameraman who is self-powered and has no restraining tether. It is intended that his picture and audio information be radio transmitted back to a receiving site not more than 100 to 200 meters distant.

The choice of a low microwave frequency, 1 or 2GHz, with the prevalence of multipath inside a structure with unpredictable reflectance, compels the camera operator to use a semi-directional transmitting antenna. This is a logistical handicap to the operator as to his mobility. He may even lose the sense of direction back to the receiver in a crowd environment.

We explored the use of millimeter waves to capitalize on reflectance inefficiency of interior building surfaces. Our tests at 24GHz used a 40mW transmitter (a frequency modulated Gunn oscillator) and a CP conical horn. The system gain was limited and controlled the range to about 200 meters.

Subjective comparison with a 2GHz system (with the same system gain) and similar radiation characteristics favored the 24GHz model with a test employing a roving source of video. It is difficult to set criteria of comparison or provide an accurate oral description of results. An A/B test with a videotape and split screen would be a convincing tool. We expect to proceed further in this development, subject to relief by the Regulating Administration and the changes in radio band allocations. An important factor in the favor of these millimetric systems sharing a band with other services is the stop band feature caused by moisture and oxygen plus the built-in blockage by the working location. The future developments will be subsequently published.

Conclusions

Extremely efficient and predictable ENG/EJ microwave transmission systems are the result of mature equipment development. Careful attention to FM analog receiver filtering and overload characteristics permit close channel spacing and great system demands. System multipath is optimized by prudent antenna siting, whether airborne or terrestrial and seeking lowest side lobe characteristics.
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THE 6112 IS SO ADVANCED
IT SURPASSES ALL SWITCHERS IN ITS CLASS AND BEYOND

Two fully independent special effects generators each with double re-entry; downstream keyer.

Plug-in option: Encoded Chroma Keyer $1050.

Price $7345.00

The production flexibility afforded by two fully independent mix-effects systems, each with its own keyer, has to be seen to be appreciated. The 6112 makes maximum use of its buses and controls. For instance, the preview bus is not tied up just to get an ME system into the program line. Ask your dealer for a demonstration.

For further information on the 6112 or our other switcher products call or write for information.

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.
316 BROAD STREET • SUMMIT, N.J. 07901 • (201) 273-1090
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Eliminate insulators and "white noise" with tough, non-conductive guys of Kevlar.

Steel guy lines can create transmission problems with arcing at insulators.

Antenna guys of non-conductive KEVLAR® aramid fiber need no insulators. This eliminates the arcing that creates "white noise" signal interference in conventional steel guys.

Also, because KEVLAR will not corrode, it resists electromechanical oxidation, chemicals and salt attack, so guys stay in service much longer.

Lightweight, corrosion-free KEVLAR also cuts rigging and maintenance costs.

KEVLAR can match the strength of steel at only one-fifth the weight, so riggers can coil two or three guys over their shoulder at once, greatly speeding installation.

For more information and a list of manufacturers of guy lines of KEVLAR, write: DuPont, Room 38811, Wilmington, DE 19898.

©DuPont registered trademark for its aramid fiber.
DuPont makes KEVLAR, not antenna guys.
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The intelligent design of the VPR series recorders continues. When it comes to editing capabilities made simple, the VPR-2B excels.

Editing is frame accurate, and it's as easy and convenient as pushing one of five fingertip controls. The internal editor can be programmed for easy entrance and exit points by use of the tape-timer system. Ampex design innovation makes operational simplicity a reality. Even if complex time code isn't used, our patented tape-timer control track update system plus tape speed override assure accurate editing.

And once an edit is selected, the VPR-2B will search to the pre-roll point with the push of a button.

Film-Like Editing the Ampex Way.
Ampex technology has made possible frame-by-frame viewing including stop motion for film-like frame selection. Using our TBC-2B digital time base corrector, you'll get high-speed viewing in both forward and reverse.

And don't forget rehearsal. With the VPR-2B, entrance and exit points can be rehearsed. We've included full video confidence during edit record so you can see what's being recorded while actually recording.

Timed Edits. And More.
The VPR-2B gives you more. Edit points selected at any tape speed while using the tape timer or the time code reader/generator are frame accurate.

In addition, the VPR-2B offers standup editing using our multi-VTR 4 wire interconnect system. And when you add our family of editors, RES-1 and HPE-1, you'll have proven performance.

The Ampex Edge. It's experience. It's design excellence. It's performance when and where you need it.

And there's only one place to get it. Call your Ampex representative today.

Get the Ampex Edge.
WBNS in Columbus, OH, is proud of its news coverage and actively promotes its system, including its new stabilized helicopter.

A typical stabilization system for a Bell 206 helicopter.

With Ministab series actuators there is no feedback to the controls, but the craft has a natural response to pilot input.

The January 1980 issue of Broadcast Engineering emphasized trends in ENG operations and illustrated camera-stabilization systems to improve ENG telecasting. Now a more sophisticated technique is being used by broadcasters: a method of stabilizing the entire craft instead of just the camera.

To find how practical the system is, BE talked to the manufacturer and its users for details.

The helicopter stabilization system is drawing considerable attention among broadcasters because ENG coverage has become a competitive element in broadcasting. The system, known as Ministab, is manufactured by the SFENA Corporation of Grand Prairie, TX.

More than 1000 Ministab systems are in service worldwide. Originally developed for the military to stabilize helicopter gun platforms, the Ministab has now found its way into helicopters for all types of applications. In the United States, the system is certified for the Bell 206B Jet Ranger and 206L Long Ranger helicopters.

The Ministab

A 3-axis Ministab system with altitude hold consists of the following key components: three computers for pitch, roll and yaw; three actuators, electro-mechanical; a panel-mounted system controller; an airspeed sensor/switch; an altitude-hold sensor; pilot controls; and stick trim/force feel system. An average system installation takes 3-4 days followed by a 30-minute check-out flight. SFENA has a factory installation center near Bell Helicopter in Texas and has a national dealer network.
The installed system provides the aircraft with a variety of functional advantages:

- Rate damping on three axis, which minimizes gust disturbances to attitude and smooths craft responses to pilot inputs.
- Attitude and heading retention (integrated rate), which eliminates yaw and attitude excursions, provides hands-off capability and enhances pilot/machine performance;
- Fly-through, in which pilot overrides attitude retention automatically with control input while still maintaining turbulence damping and in which attitude hold re-engages automatically; and
- Dual mode operations, featuring natural hover control laws and natural cruise control laws.

The control “black box” for the Ministab system is simple, consisting of these switches: on-off, altitude, yaw, roll, pitch and test. The heart of the system is made up of three computers. Each computer independently controls one axis, and is equipped with an internal rate gyro. The gyro is sensitive to motion of less than 1/100 of a degree per second compared with a pilot’s typical sensitivity threshold of about three degrees per second of motion.

From a station’s viewpoint, a stabilized helicopter offers a number of important advantages:

- Increased usage: even on turbulent, windy days stabilized helicopters can operate safely and effectively to cover fast-breaking news stories;
- Improved quality: in all kinds of weather, rate gyros and computer circuits damp out inherent and external vibrations and craft motions, allowing the camera operator to hold steadier pictures even at telescopic extremes.
- Increased safety: stabilization reduces pilot fatigue, resulting in safer operations and more flying hours.

Sister stations WBNS-TV10 in Columbus, OH, and WTHR-TV13 in Indianapolis, IN, both use station-owned Jet Ranger III helicopters equipped with Ministab stabilizers and Tayburn ENG electronics. Terry Ault, chief pilot for both stations, described the system and how the stations use it.

“It’s a stabilization system,” said Ault, “that irons out all the small air turbulences, but it won’t take out the big thermals because they are out of the envelope you’re in. Tied into the force trim and attitude hold, you can fly with hands off—and that’s important in our fast-paced operations. I handle the
How to get steady telephoto shots of the news action from 300 feet up:

With a device that weighs 5 lbs. and mounts in front of your lens.

The news shot that grabs the viewer is a closeup. Of course. Like any other moving platform, though, the helicopter isn’t steady enough for the camera to zoom in tight. Needless to say: at the long end of the lens, vibration is magnified.

You pay good money for that helicopter. You should get high-quality images.

The police, the F.A.A. and the pilot all quite rightly want you to keep a safe distance from the action on the ground. But you need close shots. You’re paying for the helicopter to make your news operation look good. Shaky pictures don’t help.

Get 3 times closer.

Without stabilization, you can’t go longer than about the 50mm focal length on your ENG camera. With the Image Stabilizer, depending on air turbulence, you can get smooth shots at 150mm or longer.

No special training needed. It’s just another (astounding) accessory.

The Image Stabilizer comes with its own Support Plate and bracket. You mount your camera on the Plate and position the Stabilizer in front of your lens. Switch on the Stabilizer. Switch on the camera. Shoot. Any competent cameraman can use it. It works with any camera and with any prime lens longer than about 35mm. (With zoom lenses, the widest focal length varies slightly.)

At focal lengths wider than 35mm, the Stabilizer vignettes. A small price to pay for getting three times closer. And if you need a panoramic shot, that’s easy: Pull the helicopter back.

How it works:

The entering light rays are reflected off a front-surface mirror mounted on two gimbals powered by a battery-driven gyroscope. The mirror is effectively floating in space, as though on two trapezes – one oriented N-S, the other E-W. The image from this mirror is reflected onto another (fixed) mirror and thence into the camera’s lens.

Aerospace technology.

A gyro’s directional stability makes it resist off-axis movement – such as panning the camera. If you insist, it tumbles in that direction. British Aerospace, the designers, have turned this tendency to advantage. A precession brake causes the gyro to lean with the panning motion, steadily. This is military aerospace technology, ingeniously adapted.
The British Aerospace Steadyscope uses the same stabilization method. Above: surveillance from a NATO army helicopter.

British Aerospace is a company very much involved with high-precision technology. Military missile systems, orbital satellites...

One of their products is the Steadyscope. It uses the same gyro-stabilization as our Image Stabilizer, whose moving parts are also made by British Aerospace.

How well does it work?

In the November 16, 1978 issue of the British magazine NEW SCIENTIST, there's an article by Guy Parker on stabilized binoculars. Referring to the Steadyscope, Mr. Parker writes:

Anchored in space

"On pressing the uncage button there is an immediate transformation which is both psychological and optical. The impact is of course greater if one is being shaken in a helicopter, but even on land the image appears in an almost uncanny way to anchor itself in space, even if the instrument is deliberately jiggled about."

Detail resolution

"An optical phenomenon now becomes apparent," writes Mr. Parker. "After the initial pleasure at the disappearance of jitter, the eye seems to demand needle-sharp resolution, now that the visibility of detail is determined mainly by the quality of the optical design. There is no future for a stabilizer which does not give the highest resolution under all conditions of use."


To improve a gyroscope's effectiveness, you can increase either its mass or its RPM. For military purposes, British Aerospace had to make it small, light and efficient.

High speed with low mass requires exact dynamic balance, of course. Eccentricity and bearing friction would impair accuracy and soak up power. One measure of the phenomenal precision of this device: The gyroscope—with its double gimbal and mirror—will run about four hours on a 1.5 volt D cell!

Low mass saves money.

A low mass device is likely to be compact. With this one, you can rent a 5 place helicopter at $300 an hour, and get steady shots from inside. No need to hang out of the open door. And no need, either, for a 7 place helicopter at $400 an hour, or more.

Elegant proof of low mass space-hardware sophistication: a gyroscope powered by one flashlight battery.

To improve a gyroscope's effectiveness, you can increase either its mass or its RPM. For military purposes, British Aerospace had to make it small, light and efficient.

High speed with low mass requires exact dynamic balance, of course. Eccentricity and bearing friction would impair accuracy and soak up power. One measure of the phenomenal precision of this device: The gyroscope—with its double gimbal and mirror—will run about four hours on a 1.5 volt D cell!

Low mass saves money.

A low mass device is likely to be compact. With this one, you can rent a 5 place helicopter at $300 an hour, and get steady shots from inside. No need to hang out of the open door. And no need, either, for a 7 place helicopter at $400 an hour, or more.
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craft, transmitter and auxiliary equipment, leaving the cameraman free to cover the story. So, we really need something to reduce the pilot work load, and this system does it."

Ault uses the system's attitude and auto pilot functions en route to a scene to get ready for shooting.

"When I get there," he says, "I usually take the attitude hold off and just use the stabilization— in which case I hand-fly it. It's much easier to hand-fly it for the shots, with the stabilization engaged."

One organization looking into using the Ministab system is Alaska Helicopters operating out of Anchorage. Steven Smith, in operations, flew an equipped Jet Ranger from Phoenix to San Diego and was impressed with its exceptional handling.

"In our business," Smith said, "we're often called upon to demonstrate inertial guidance/surveying systems that enable a pilot to hover at 100 feet and maintain second and third order horizontal accuracy. But, with the Ministab system, I was able to maintain a 6-inch square horizontal stability and 0.1-inch vertical accuracy at a 75-foot altitude. And, the control was achieved effortlessly, eliminating pilot fatigue."

These advantages must be weighed against the system cost. Installed, a two-axis stabilization system would add about $22,000 to the price of an ENG helicopter and a three-axis stabilization system about $32,000. If a helicopter is rented for ENG operations, a stabilized craft would have a slightly higher rental rate because of the additional cost of the craft. The added weight to the craft is nominal: about 22 pounds for a two-axis system, 32 pounds for a three-axis system.

Compared with the cost of buying or renting lens stabilizers or sophisticated camera mounts, some stations have found the benefits of improved picture quality and increased helicopter utilization justify the cost.

**Hughes Helicopter's new ENG system**

Hughes Helicopters publically showed its new cost-cutting ENG system for the first time at the Radio-Television News Directors Association's 1980 International Conference, held Dec. 3-5 at the Diplomat Hotel in Hollywood, FL.

The low-cost, turn-key system is made possible because of technological breakthroughs by Tayburn Electronics in Carlsbad, CA, manufacturer of the system. The cost of the helicopter and the complete ENG system, including the necessary audio and video management, is approximately $160,000—a savings of about two-thirds of the cost of the lowest priced ENG-equipped helicopter currently available.

The ENG unit features a total audio management system to interface with TV stations, enabling reporters to broadcast live from the 300C helicopter for the first time.

Development of this system for the 300C makes it the only reciprocating engine helicopter to offer this cost-effective option.

A key breakthrough is the TBT-50 miniature portable ENG microwave transmitter. The mini-transmitter replaces current bulky ENG transmitters, which are too large to fit into the compact 300C. The total weight of the new ENG package is 25 pounds, but the transmitter itself weighs only 22 ounces.
A Word About Our Product . . . From You!

Instead of boring you with the same claims our competitors are using about "CLEANER, LOUDER & MORE RELIABLE," we thought we would let you read what YOU have been saying about US.

This month we would like to thank Bill Spitzer, Engineering Director of Instad Broadcasting, who wrote this letter to us after a stove fire destroyed his transmitter plant.

CRL . . . making friends and building new frontiers in audio processing design, control and flexibility.

Audio Processing of the '80's

CIRCUIT RESEARCH LABS, INC.

3204 S. Fair Lane • Tempe, Arizona 85282
(602) 894-0077
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A unique feature of the system is its on-board power supply, which eliminates the need to depend on battery packs for operation. On-board power means longer transmissions and easier operation of the ENG system. Battery packs can be attached to enable news-gathering crews to venture outside the helicopter.

Another feature of the system permits prerecorded videotapes made during earlier flights to be transmitted directly to the system. The system will also be able to receive and retransmit footage shot by other ground crews several miles away, thus increasing the possible coverage areas.

A similar Tayburn ENG package is already in use on the larger five-place Hughes 500D turbine-powered helicopter at KPNX television in Phoenix, AZ. Many stations around the country already use Hughes helicopters for television news gathering and several more stations have ordered Hughes helicopters with ENG equipment.

According to Hughes officials, the A key breakthrough on the Hughes Helicopters miniaturized system for the 300C is the TBT-50 portable ENG microwave transmitter, manufactured by Tayburn Electronics of Carlsbad, CA.

ENG-equipped 300C could be utilized effectively in approximately 100 TV markets nationwide.

A station that purchased three 300C helicopters for ENG reporting would have a significant edge over those using a single turbine-powered helicopter, because three news events could literally be covered for the price of one.

The 300C can carry a three-man crew for up to three hours of reporting without refueling.

Collins autopilot system

The Collins APS-841H autopilot Micro Line system is described by the manufacturer as offering helicopter operators greater safety and stability for ENG operations, especially for the Hughes 500, Bell 206B Jet Ranger III, 206L-1 Long Ranger II, and the Aerospatiale AStar 350D crafts. Hands-free flying with full-time attitude stability and coupled navigation modes allow the pilot to concentrate more attention on positioning the helicopter to cover ENG scenes. Shown here on the AStar 350D, a panel-mounted mode controller in the center provides automatic heading, navigation, attitude hold, turbulence and approach modes as well as an optional indicated air speed hold mode to relieve the pilot from routine duties and lessen fatigue. The special turbulence mode improves ride and craft response in rough air. Controls on the cyclic include a circular beep trim switch for minor attitude adjustment; a trim release button for synchronizing the autopilot to a new attitude; and a disengage switch to override the panel-mounted control.

Image stabilizer from Arriflex

Arriflex Corporation has announced the availability of a new image stabilizer that makes steady shots possible anywhere cameras are subjected to unusual shocks or vibrations.

Shown for the first time in the United States at the 121st SMPTE...
Amperex is dedicated to product excellence...

...if you’re dedicated to picture excellence – specify Plumbicon* TV camera tubes.
Helicopter Conference in Los Angeles, the unit consists of an optical system governed by a precise, battery powered gyroscope.

Completely self-contained and weighing less than 6 pounds, the Arriflex image stabilizer can be used with a wide range of video or film cameras without the need for special camera or lens modification. Mounted in front of the taking lens, the Arriflex image stabilizer will equalize vibration frequencies of 1Hz and higher, and is particularly well suited for airborne operations.

There is no light loss or image degradation through the system, and its use requires no special training or change in the accepted methods of camera operation. With the ENG/EFP format, focal lengths of 35mm and longer may be used. With the Studio Broadcast Video format, lenses of 75mm and longer can be used.

Commerce introduces CA-214 and CA-300

Lack of coordination in airborne ENG systems and operations has been attacked by two new products from the Commerce Airborne Corporation. The company has called its CA-214 and CA-300 “Airborne System Controllers.”

Capable of complete communications and audio management, the CA-214 is currently serving airborne broadcast needs in many major markets. The units efficiently integrate all two-way communications, cueing, microwave uplinks and downlinks, and on-board intercommunications. With a single dedicated headset, the CA-214 allows fully independent control of all broadcast and communications audio from each crew position.

The newly introduced CA-300 Airborne Video/Audio Switcher features manual and A follow V switching. An integral video DA allows simultaneous taping and microwave transmission from the aircraft. The CA-300 handles camera, VTR, uplink and auxiliary video sources. It also accommodates audio control of VTR and multiple receiver subcarriers.

Both the CA-214 and CA-300 are designed specifically for airborne environments, are fully back-lighted for night operations, and meet all broadcast requirements. Each may be field installed and is supplied with extensive system documentation.

Commerce Airborne also provides consultation and system installation services from its Van Nuys, CA, airport facility.

It’s tough to compare something in a class by itself.

We have taken a reliable, conservative design and updated it with the latest technology, to give you an FM Transmitter that will perform beyond your expectations.

Our 1.5, 3.5, and 5.5 kW FM Transmitters feature a high efficiency, grounded-grid PA. You’ll like their stability and trouble-free maintenance.

Our automatic power output control, auto recycling, and overload protection are standard features that assure your getting a transmitter that puts out the power you expect, without failure, day after day.

The modulation of our on-frequency, direct FM, solid-state exciter is varactor controlled. The possibility of frequency drift is eliminated by a crystal controlled reference oscillator.

A 12 pulse, 3-phase power supply adds to the reliability of these transmitters by reducing the number of failure prone components. Such features let you know that this is a “class” product. But once you know that this is also the most attractively priced transmitter on the market, you will agree it almost defies comparison.

The Sound Source

212 Welsh Pool Road, Lionville, PA 19353 (215) 363-0444
Our compressors go over so well because they go over so easy.

Cross the threshold on a dbx Over Easy® compressor and you’ll never know it. Because our Over Easy compression occurs gradually over a range of several dB. Which gives you the smoothest, most natural sound around. You never hear the compressor kick in. And the music never sounds choked.

But Over Easy compression is just one of the features you’ll like about our compressor/limiters. In the dbx tradition, each of our compressors incorporates true RMS level detection, which closely simulates the response of the human ear for the smoothest, most natural sound you’ll find. And feedforward gain reduction means absolute stability and distortion-free sound at any compression ratio. Even infinite compression.

With features like these, no wonder you find dbx compressors working for some of the most demanding engineers in the world. dbx compressors. They go over easy. Which is why they go over big.

The dbx 165 is our top of the line. and it’s as flexible as you want it to be. Attack and release rates can be adjusted manually or automatically. Both threshold and output levels are adjustable. And the 165 can be strapped for stereo, with a front panel master/slave switch for easy operation.

For more information, write Professional Products Division, dbx, Inc. 71 Chapel St., Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A. Tel. (617) 964-3210. Telex 92-2522. Distributed in Canada by BSR (Canada), Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.
Highlights of IBC-80, Brighton

By Peter Denby
former head
BBC Studio Design Group

In the August issue, beginning on page 54, is an introduction to IBC-80 and details of its technical program. The author attended various sessions and files the following report on highlights of IBC-80.

September 20-23, 1980
46,280 sq. ft. of floor space
3000 in attendance

In opening the technical sessions of IBC-80, Peter Mothersole, chairman of the Technical Programme Committee, said this year’s papers were the best in many years. Certainly the first session on Broadcasting Technology in the ‘80s bore this out.

Technologies of the ‘80s
Joseph Flaherty, of the CBS television network and session chairman, reminded the audience of some of the milestones in the development of radio and television and said it was a brave man who would forecast what might happen in another decade.

Dr. Boris Townsend of the UKIBA, the convention’s first speaker, said he identified a number of current trends in broadcasting equipment but questioned whether they represented the right goals. LSI made possible much smaller and more complex equipment, but was this what the customer wanted? In Townsend’s view there were already too many television cameras to choose from—but didn’t include what he needed for ENG. Developments in satellites and home viewing offered the public an increasing number of entertainment channels, but was this what the viewer wanted? For satellite broadcasting to succeed it would have to put out new, not duplicate existing, networks—and, preferably, with higher definition.

Townsend urged that the engineering societies provide leadership

Denby joined the BBC in 1941 as a broadcast engineer. He has been involved in designing broadcasting equipment and facilities, with responsibilities covering audio consoles, video switchers, VTRs, and standards conversion. His latest works have involved plans for introducing digital audio and video into the BBC studios and subtitling for the deaf through teletext. Upon retiring earlier this year, he was the head of the BBC group for studio design and was deputy department head.

for the future of the broadcasting industry, before the newer discs and fibers seriously eroded that future.

Dr. Geoffrey Phillips of BBC Research, who started from a consideration of the available radio spectrum, concluded that satisfactory national coverage was only possible for perhaps a maximum of 15 radio and nine television channels, even with the use of satellites. If more were wanted, cable was the only answer, he said.

Phillips also said that satellites were only appropriate to national (or international) programs; the terrestrial transmitter would continue to be of value for local area or regional broadcasting. Also, he said, legal and cultural differences between nations would be an obstacle to international television.

David Brace of British Telecom Research presented a paper written with his colleague D. J. Heatley on

The opening session on Broadcasting Technology in the ‘80s was headed by J. A. Flaherty (top photo), CBS Television Network. The meeting room (bottom photo) was packed as IBC-80 got under way. On the front row left to right are: Charles Ginsburg, Ampex; Geoff Phillips, BBC; Mike Butler, Philips Electronic Industries; Boris Townsend, IBA; and T. Nishizawa, NHK.
Happy 25th birthday to video tape from the people who lit the first candle.
"Wideband Transmission by Optical Fibre Systems." After outlining the developing fiber network for intercity communication, he described possible ways in which these would be extended to the domestic and business user so as to provide data and video in addition to telephony. It seems that distribution would be centered on flexibility points containing switching facilities controlled by the customer and would use a pulse frequency modulation system.

British Telecom had done considerable research into suitable sources, fibers and circuits and, in particular, had devised a DIL package for terminating the fiber incorporating a micro-optical lens, source and monitor. With these developments, 140Mbit/s signals could be sent reliably and economically up to 9km.

The next speaker took a domestic view of the next decade, and illustrated it with a sketch of the house of 1990. The paper, "The Future of Home Viewing," by Mike Butler of Philips Electronic Industries, foresaw a considerable growth of home viewing, particularly nonbroadcast. His view is that the main room will have a projection television but with viewers in other rooms available for instruction, entertainment, and games—and with a home information terminal in the study. As a result, in the '80s the home viewer will have a greatly increased choice or, to put it another way, the broadcaster will have more competition.

The last presentation in this session, written by T. Fujio, J. Ishida, T. Komoto and T. Nishizawa of Japan, featured a report on the present state of high definition television in the NHK Technical Research Laboratories. Nishizawa said that since this work began in 1968, NHK has developed cameras and displays, and has carried out transmission tests. The results of subjective tests supported the choice of a 1 m² picture of 5:3 aspect ratio with at least 1100 lines and a system bandwidth of 20MHz. A new high performance Saticon tube had been developed to operate on this standard.

Satellite transmission using a 23GHz frequency was proposed as the best means of transmitting this signal. Because of power limitations to about 1kW, a separate luminance and chrominance system was suggested to give a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio.

The BARCO third generation of master control monitors: more than 250 were used throughout the IBC-80

The moving coil replacement from Stanton Magnetics... the revolutionary 980LZS!

Now, a low impedance pickup that offers all the advantages of a moving magnet cartridge without the disadvantages of a moving coil pickup. It offers a dramatic new crispness in sound, a new crispness resulting from its rise time of less than 10 micro seconds. Low dynamic tip mass (0.2 mg.) with extremely high compliance assures maximum smooth trackability. The 980LZS connects to either a moving coil input or a separate preamp. For moving coil advocates the 980LZS offers a new standard of consistency heretofore unattainable. For moving magnet audiophiles it provides one more level of sound experience without sacrificing the great reliability and sound characteristics of the best moving magnet assemblies.

For further information write to Stanton Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803
The big news is performance.
The good news is price.

Once again Panasonic makes headlines with our newest ENG camera, the AK-710. And the reasons are simple: High performance Saticon® tubes plus prism optics—all for a news-worthy price of $10,950.

The AK-710's compact size, light weight and durable die-cast chassis make it a natural for electronic newsgathering. While the performance of a high-index optical system with built-in bias light and three Saticon tubes makes it a natural for news broadcasting: Performance like horizontal resolution of 500 lines center, a S/N ratio of 52 dB and standard illumination of 200 footcandles at f/3.5. And for even more light-gathering capabilities, there's a 2-position high-gain switch.

You'll also get colors as intense as the action, thanks to the AK-710's automatic white balance circuit and built-in color temperature conversion filter wheel. And for minimal comet tailing, the AK-710's feedback beam control stabilizes highlights that exceed normal white levels without reducing dynamic range or resolution.

Equally newsworthy is the AK-710's built-in genlock and adjustable horizontal and vertical blanking intervals. With them the AK-710 can double as a system camera. There's also an optional remote control unit, as well as a 5" CRT viewfinder for studio use.

So if news is what you're after, go after it with the AK-710. A newsmaking camera from Panasonic.

For more information about the line of Panasonic broadcast equipment, call your nearest Panasonic office.

Northeast — (201)348-7620
Southeast — (404)923-9700
Midwest — (312)364-7936
Southwest — (214)258-6400
West Coast— (213)655-1111

*Manufacturer’s sugg. price. (Lens not included.)
Saticon is a registered trademark of NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.)
Even With A Cast Of Hundreds, We're Always Glad To Do A Special

- Mix 'n match stock parts to custom design the ideal reels for your mobile unit or studio.
- Sizes, shapes, capacities unlimited. A wide choice of rewind options.
- Microphone cable, coaxial cable, power cable: hookup & pickup go smoother & faster with Hannay Reels.
- No other reel is remotely as efficient!

Free fact-packed Reel Guide! Ask for your copy today.

Buy Hannay Reels and Wind Up With The Best

HANNAY REELS
CLIFFORD B. HANNAY & SON, INC., WESTERLO, N.Y. 12193
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FREE CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS

OPAMP LABS INC.
1033 N. SYCAMORE AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90038
(213) 934-3566
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Have your blood pressure checked.

Give Heart Fund (American Heart Association)

Bosch FDL60 CCD telecine—just one of its nine product lines displayed.

Philips compact UHF 15kW Klystron.

Central Dynamic switcher (at Pye TVT booth).

IBC-80

Digital television

A matter central to future broadcasting technology is coding standards for digital television and an entire session was devoted to it. Peter Rainger of the BBC served as the chairman.

Howard Jones of the BBC made the first presentation. Jones, who is also chairman of the EBU VI-VID committee, which has been trying to reach a European consensus on coding, explained that the problem was not solely a technical one. He said he had been pleased with the progress that had been made, which had quickly brought the committee to adopt a component coded system with a 12MHz sampling frequency for the luminance signal and two color difference signals each sampled at 4MHz—conveniently referred to as a 12:4:4 system. This would give a total bit rate of 160Mbit/s, or about 140Mbit/s for the active picture. In choosing these factors, two important considerations were that 140Mbit/s is one of the standards laid down for digital transmission and, in the view of manufacturers of videotape recorders, was close to the limit then achievable.

Equipment had been built and demonstrated by a number of countries from which it was concluded that the small imperfections were completely masked by the encoding of the digital signal into PAL for broadcasting. However, in a first implementation, chroma-key was poor, and a wider chroma bandwidth seemed necessary. Jones replayed three videotapes, which, in the uncritical viewing conditions of a convention, seemed to confirm these views.

William Connolly, of the CBS Television Network and chairman of the SMPTE Study Group on Digital Television Tape Recording, said the group had distributed a survey to 1500 users. Although detailed results were not yet available, in brief, most said they wanted a digital VTR to be just like a 1-inch helical machine in size, facilities and cost.

Second, the group had turned its attention to consideration of digital coding standards. This was also stimulated by the interest in Europe in component coding, but SMPTE looked to worldwide compatibility. In particular, Connolly suggested a hierarchy of digital codes. If the sampling frequency (S) was be-
THE NEWEST MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY:

SPG-140P
SPG-120N

MORE THAN 3700 OF OUR NTSC OR PAL SYNC GENERATORS ARE NOW IN USE IN OVER THIRTY COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD.

SELTECH Equipment Ltd.
Rose Industrial Estate,
Cores End Road,
Bourne End,
Bucks SL8 5AT,
England

Advance Automation Pty. Ltd.
6 Dansie Street,
Greenslopes,
Queensland,
Australia 4120

Leitch Video Inc.
1051 Clinton Street,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14206
U.S.A.
Tel.: (716) 852-1535
Telex: 065 25420

Leitch Video Ltd.
705 Progress Avenue,
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada - M1H 2X1
Tel.: (416) 438-5060
Telex: 065 25920
All Wireless Microphones Are Not Created Equal

This One is a Telex

Wireless mics aren’t new, and sometimes it seems as if all systems are basically the same. However, Telex and its Turner and Hy-Gain divisions have combined their 100 years of cumulative experience in microphone, antenna and rf development to produce a DUAL DIVERSITY WIRELESS SYSTEM THAT COSTS AS LITTLE AS SINGLE ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS. The FM receiver can be operated with one or two antennas. When two antennas are used, a unique automatic phase summation network (patent applied for) provides superb dual diversity reception.

The Telex wireless sounds as good as a hard wired mic, offers plenty of options and is economically priced. If you’re interested in a wireless system that is more than equal—write us today for full specifications.

Quality products for the audio professional

TELEX
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
19600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22, rue de la Légion-d’Honneur, 93200 St. Denis, France.
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From 6 in/2 bus to 36 in/16 bus, Neve TV audio consoles are surprisingly price competitive and often available on short delivery. In addition to attractive pricing, Neve can offer you the best selection of purpose designed TV audio consoles to suit your application. We pride ourselves on building the finest products in the world, which are simple to operate with unequaled technical performance and reliability. And we are the only console supplier with factory sales and service offices coast-to-coast, in New York (Connecticut), Nashville, Los Angeles and Toronto. Please write or call for our comprehensive TV audio console information package, so you can put Neve in your budget now. You'll be joining the Neve world of excellence!
Both he and Appleton welcomed a 2:1 luminance to color difference relationship. Peter Rainger said he anticipated that some of the outstanding questions would be answered before EBU-VI Committee met early next year.

The final panelist, Richard Taylor of Quantel, reminded the audience that in signal processing higher bit rates needed more storage with increased power consumption and heat; also, the distribution of these high frequency signals could be a problem. However, he said he welcomed a 2:1 luminance to color difference relationship.

The question of bit rate: the more important parameter was packing density so as to minimize tape and equipment bulk.

Broadcasters were represented on the panel by Bob Longman, controller, engineering and operations, BBC Television, and Roger Appleton, chief engineer, London Weekend Television. Longman urged the industry to further develop digital equipment and said the digital VTR was essential. In his view 12:4:4 was not a good enough standard, particularly in handling chroma-key. Both he and Appleton said they looked forward to the better quality and reliability of an all-digital studio, recording and distribution system.

The digital VTR

Digital videotape recorders figured largely on the last day of the convention in the recording and storage session, which included reports from Ampex, Sony and UKIBA. It seems that the equipment manufacturers, having recovered from the surprise of the users wondering what the makers were up to, were more willing to discuss their position—and even to change it.

The first presentation described requirements of DVTRs as found by an EBU questionnaire. Paul Kelly, London Weekend Television, in presenting his analysis of the replies, concluded that the user looked to a machine costing no more, but with all the facilities plus a few more, of today's analog B or C format machine—but which was more economical to operate, line-up and maintain.

A presentation by J.L.E. Baldwin and G.M. Drury (presented by Drury) described the UKIBA recent developments in and thinking on DVTR formats and standards. Their experimental machine was geared to the proposed 12:4:4 EBU standard and recorded 175Mbit/s on two channels using line-locked sampling of the active picture only and 8/10 coding for error detection, correction and concealment. It seemed that this was close to the practical limit for two channels; in fact, some reduction would be useful, though bit rate reduction systems were considered inappropriate in a high quality studio machine.

In formatting this data onto tape there seemed to be a wide choice depending on the number of heads, head drum size, wrap, speed, etc. The IBA work had been done on a modified B format machine using four heads on a 2-inch drum rotating at 3121/2 rev/s with 180° wrap. This resulted in exactly 25 TV lines per sweep, with a track pitch of 50 microns. The spatial separation of the heads gave better protection against signal impairment caused by tape damage, but greater segmentation made slow motion more difficult.

It was proposed that the audio should be recorded by the video heads and occupy a position at the end of each sweep. Another UKIBA paper by J.B. Watson and P. Barnett described a suitable data system. This was a high quality system not locked to line rate using a sampling rate of 48kHz with 16 bits per sample (though this could easily be reduced to 32kHz). This gave a bit rate per channel of
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768kbit/s or about 1Mbit/s with error protection. At least three such high quality channels could be accommodated in the video signal, and it was hoped to demonstrate this in the near future.

Ampex's views on DVTR formats were set out in a paper by Dale Dolby, Maurice Lemoine and Michael Felix. In presenting it, Felix concentrated on three points. The first was how narrow a track was acceptable in practice—that is, not in the laboratory, but in the broadcaster's plant. To enable interchange of tapes between machines, to allow for 20-30% mistracking and to get a broadcast-quality picture at variable speed required track widths of about 50 microns. Secondly, in segmenting the picture, consideration must be given to the ease with which auto-tracking can cover a complete field. Drum size, wrap and number of heads (allowing for separate read and write heads) are crucial. Ampex prefers a 4-inch diameter with 180° wrap to facilitate automatic tape threading from a cassette. Finally, Felix gave a number of reasons for preferring the 8/10 block code over the Miller squared error coding, of which an important one was the ability to over-write rather than erase.

In answer to the alternative views that the VTR will for some years limit the digital standard or that achievable densities are increasing so rapidly as not to be a practical limit, Felix pointed out that tape costs are proportional to bit rate; reel size increases as the square root of bit rate, leading to slower wind and edit times; and equipment costs increase with bit rate. Also, there is a step increase of cost at about 80Mbit/s/channel because of the need for higher speed ICs.

The Sony Corporation presented a paper titled "Digital VTR Error Characteristics and a Proposed Protection Scheme" by M. Morizono, H. Yoshida, Y. Hashimoto, T. Eguchi and N. Shirotta. This described work done with their coded NTSC machine, recording known 30 minute data sequences and analyzing the resulting errors. These showed that short term errors affecting only a few samples predominated though there were a few bursts lasting 6 to 13 lines. These tests were done at a bit rate of 57.6Mbit/s/channel. However, error rate would increase markedly with increased bit rate; also, the errors would get longer. Therefore, better code protection is needed.
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necessary (Sony used a modified 8/10 block code).

The digital VTR subject is a technical and complex one. The ensuing discussion barely scraped the surface of it, and the published papers merit close study. The session was guided and encouraged by chairman Joseph Roizen. The session with a videotape showed how the highest technology needs the microphone to work, as had been demonstrated in the convention hall at earlier sessions.

Teletext and exhibitors

Further developments and applications of the British invention teletext were described in a number of papers on subtitling for the hearing-impaired and the provision of alternative languages. Of particular interest were examples by the BBC and Telecom Research of means of sending high quality picture information.

It is possible to pick out only a few highlights of the remaining 80 papers and of the new devices shown by more than 110 exhibitors. One of the “Transmitters and Transposers” sessions was largely concerned with the planning of the fourth UKIBA television network and the Marconi and Pye transmitters it will use. These are designed around more efficient broadband klystrons developed by Philips. One of these can cover the entire UHF band from 470 to 690MHz instead of the three required formerly. Because efficiencies of 45% can be obtained from these 15 and 25kW devices, transmitters employing them can be simpler and smaller.

New high quality portable cameras employing ½ inch tubes were on show. Ampex was showing its BCC 20 studio quality color camera and also gave a presentation on its unique Spatial Error Correction (SEC) registration system. The camera is portable and self-contained with a microprocessor and memory for control settings in the camera head. This stores corrections for 184 areas of the picture. Registration line-up to 0.05% can be achieved manually or automatically, and one master set-up panel can control up to 8 cameras. Additionally, the BCC 20 has a fiber optic RGB interconnection option.

Shown for the first time in the UK was the Bosch KCA100 lightweight color camera. By exchanging units that plug into the back of the basic camera, it can be adapted to ENG, battery operation or remotely controlled from a base station using multi-wire or optical fiber cable. Also on show was the Sony BVP 330 color camera, a high resolution portable camera intended for ENG, EFP and studio applications. It has several automatic features, including automatic centering. Its good signal-to-noise ratio gives usable pictures in adverse lighting conditions and picture quality is comparable with large format studio cameras.

Looking to the future, D.J. Burt, S.L. Partridge and R.T. Bell of the GEC-Hirst Research Centre de-
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scribed the first commercially available CCD image sensor for TV cameras with full 625 line capability. Figure 11 illustrates how effective lace and interlace are obtained by alternate selection of the charges in groups of three. Burt provided an accurate picture of currently available performance. In particular, he said, more elements were needed along with improved blue response and much better protection against blooming. Even so, he expected to see them introduced progressively in the ’80s for home TV, ENG and, finally, in the TV studio.

Dr. I. Childs of BBC Research related his experience with a solid-state color telecine using CCD line sensors. Experience had shown that the three sensors could be registered to about 0.1% mechanically, but it was necessary to modify the signals to remove sensitivity variations and streaking caused by retention of low level signals.

However, in discussion, Bosch said that these difficulties could be overcome and certainly the FDL60 film scanner which Bosch was showing could provide pictures of the highest quality. In this machine the film transport is continuous, and the picture after RGB separation in the prism system is scanned line after line by three CCD sensors. The outputs are taken to a digital framestore, which is read to provide the required output television standard. Broadcast quality full color pictures can be obtained when stationary and in forward or reverse, or in slow or normal motion. Even in fast wind a color picture is present to aid searching.

The number attending IBC 80 was more than 3000—a record—and business seemed likely to match it.
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Mobile camera crews have added action to ENG by quickly covering fast-breaking news topics. This portability in equipment has added a striking dimension to televised sports, as illustrated above. On the left, two roving camera crews prepare to cover pre-game points of interest at the 1980 World Series as Philadelphia player Pete Rose warms up on the sidelines. The crew’s efforts are coordinated by producer Mike Weisman in the control trailer outside the stadium. On the right, a similar roving crew picks up a game highlight on the bench at a Monday Night Football game.

**ENG/EFP color camera roundup**

By Bill Rhodes, editorial director, and John Wiliszowski, video editor

Cameras and support equipment have become increasingly numerous and competitive as Electronic News Gathering/Electronic Field Production (ENG/EFP) has flourished. The increased demand for high quality, on-site video for use in the accelerated pace of electronic journalism has made the production of lightweight, high quality cameras attractive to manufacturers. The result is a new dimension in color camera capabilities, portability and pricing. In addition, improved technology in the area of videotape editing makes the idea of shooting on location more appealing and more economical than ever before.

To keep readers informed about the latest in ENG/EFP camera developments, Broadcast Engineering has assembled the following camera roundup report of professional camera features and specifications. (Other cameras, designed for consumer/industrial applications, may, under specific circumstances, be acceptable for professional use. However, these cameras are not included in this report.) Information includes manufacturer, model number, features, specifications and price. Additional data may be obtained by using the reader service card.

### Specifications

Note that no industry specification standards exist and that manufacturers present data in different forms. Keep this in mind when comparing camera performance, and also note that Broadcast Engineering assumes no responsibility for changes in specifications or prices.

**Weight** is given in kilograms and pounds. Unless noted, weights given include all items normally necessary to use the camera in an ENG/EFP situation.

**Tube type** is listed as follows: V = Vidicon; P = Plumbicon; ACT = Anti-Comet Tail Plumbicon; C = Chainicon; S = Saticon; T = Trinicon; N = Newvicon; L = Liddicon; and DGP = Diode Gun Plumbicon. When more than one tube can be used in a specific camera, they are listed in the order recommended in the manufacturer’s specifications.

No attempt has been made to

### Company & Model Number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company &amp; Model Number</th>
<th>Weight (kg &amp; lbs)</th>
<th>No. of tubes</th>
<th>Tube type &amp; size</th>
<th>S/N ratio &amp; dB</th>
<th>Enhancement</th>
<th>Max. gain boost</th>
<th>Horizontal resolution</th>
<th>Geometric Distortion</th>
<th>Price $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ampex ACC-2000 (analog and digital)</td>
<td>6.8-8.2 kg 15-18 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot; P, DGP, S</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>H, V line, H &amp; V from green</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50% at 400 TVL</td>
<td>Analog: 0.1, 0.2, 0.4</td>
<td>Digital: 0.05, 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asaca ACC-2000</td>
<td>10 kg 22 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot; P, S</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>H, V</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40% at 400 TVL</td>
<td>0.1, NA, NA</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company &amp; Model Number</th>
<th>Weight (kg &amp; lbs)</th>
<th>No. of tubes</th>
<th>Tube type &amp; size</th>
<th>S/N ratio dB</th>
<th>Enhance- ment</th>
<th>Max. gain boost</th>
<th>Horizontal Resolution</th>
<th>Geometric distortion</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310 head:</td>
<td>3.6 kg, 8 lbs, electronics 8.9 kg, 19.5 lbs</td>
<td>3 2/3&quot; S,P,DGP</td>
<td>52 H.V 12 0.1, 0.2, 0.3</td>
<td>600 TVL</td>
<td>105 ±1%</td>
<td>45 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330 head:</td>
<td>3.6 kg, 8 lbs, electronics 8.9 kg, 19.5 lbs</td>
<td>3 2/3&quot; S,P,DGP</td>
<td>52 H.V 12 0.1, 0.2, 0.3</td>
<td>900 TVL</td>
<td>105 ±1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340 head:</td>
<td>3.6 kg, 8 lbs, electronics 8.9 kg, 19.5 lbs</td>
<td>3 2/3&quot; S,P,DGP</td>
<td>52 H.V 12 0.1, 0.2, 0.3</td>
<td>600 TVL</td>
<td>105 ±1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cinema Products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNC-81A</td>
<td>4.9 kg, 10.8 lbs</td>
<td>3 2/3&quot; S,P,DGP</td>
<td>54 H (2 elements)</td>
<td>550 (center)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.2, 0.3</td>
<td>2000 2.0% 45.5 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fernseh</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCA-100</td>
<td>5.5 kg, 12.1 lbs</td>
<td>3 2/3&quot; P,S,DGP</td>
<td>52 H.V 9 DGP 0.7, 0.15, 2000 2.0% 35.6 K</td>
<td>&gt;50% at 50C TVL</td>
<td>2500 1.0% w/o lens &amp; tubes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hitachi Denshi</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP-40SS</td>
<td>6 kg, 13.2 lbs</td>
<td>3 2/3&quot; P,S</td>
<td>52 2 H 12 500 (center) 0.1, 0.3</td>
<td>2000 1.5% 23.5 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK-91</td>
<td>4.4 kg, 9.7 lbs</td>
<td>3 2/3&quot; P,S,DGP</td>
<td>54-57 2 line w/noise filtering</td>
<td>500 (center)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.2, 0.4</td>
<td>2000 1.2% 37 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ikegami Electronics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL-79A</td>
<td>6 kg, 13.2 lbs</td>
<td>3 2/3&quot; P,S</td>
<td>54 H,V 18 500 (center) 0.1, 0.2, 0.5</td>
<td>1778 at 0.07, 2200 &lt;1.0% 72-78 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL-78A</td>
<td>6 kg, 13.2 lbs</td>
<td>3 2/3&quot; P,S</td>
<td>54 H,V 18 500 (center) 0.1, 0.2, 0.6</td>
<td>1778 at 0.14, 2200 &lt;1.0% 72-78 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Video</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000P</td>
<td>7.3 kg, 16.1 lbs</td>
<td>3 P (25mm) &gt;51 V 1 line 12 675 (center) 0.06, 0.12, 0.25</td>
<td>2000 &lt;1.5% 54.5 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7005P</td>
<td>7.3 kg, 16.1 lbs</td>
<td>3 P (25mm) &gt;51 V 1 line 12 675 (center) 0.06, 0.12, 0.25</td>
<td>2000 &lt;1.5% 60 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marconi Electronics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3270</td>
<td>7.4 kg, 16.3 lbs</td>
<td>3 1&quot;L 52 H,V 12 160% at 430 TVL 0.07, 0.14, 0.21</td>
<td>2200 &lt;1.0% 72-78 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company &amp; Model Number</td>
<td>Weight (kg &amp; lbs)</td>
<td>No. of tubes</td>
<td>Tube type &amp; size</td>
<td>S/N ratio dB</td>
<td>Enhancement</td>
<td>Max. gain boost</td>
<td>Horizontal resolution</td>
<td>Registration error</td>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Geometric Distortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panasonic</strong> AK-710</td>
<td>5.3 kg 11.7 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot; S (H-6399)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>H, V</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>500 (center)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.4, 0.6</td>
<td>2000 at 1/3.5</td>
<td>&lt;2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK-750B</td>
<td>7.2 kg 15.8 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot; P</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>H (1 line)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>500 (center)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.3, 0.6</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>&lt;1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK-760</td>
<td>6.1 kg 13.4 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot;, DGP</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>H (1 line)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>600 (center)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.2, 0.5</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV-3900</td>
<td>5.5 kg 12.1 lbs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1&quot;N</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>H, V (1 line)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>270 (center)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Philips</strong> LDK-14</td>
<td>5.9 kg 13 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot;P</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>H, V</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>600 (center)</td>
<td>0.07, 0.14, 0.29</td>
<td>2380</td>
<td>&lt;1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video 80</strong></td>
<td>7.8 kg 17.2 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot;P</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>H, V</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>600 (center)</td>
<td>0.11, 0.14</td>
<td>1205</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RCA</strong> TK-76C</td>
<td>6.7 kg 14.7 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot;P, S</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>H, V (1 element)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>600 (center)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.2, 0.5</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sharp Electronics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XC-530</td>
<td>4.3 kg 9.5 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot;S</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&gt;500 (center)</td>
<td>0.3, 0.6, 0.8</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XC-700</td>
<td>7.0 kg 15.4 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot;S</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>H, V</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>500 (center)</td>
<td>&lt;0.1, &lt;0.4, &lt;0.8</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>&lt;2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sony</strong> BVP-330</td>
<td>5.3 kg 11.7 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot;DGP</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2 lines w/coring, comb. filters, adj. threshold, level varies w/gain</td>
<td>0.9, 18</td>
<td>600 (center)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.2, 0.5</td>
<td>2000 at 1/3.5</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVP-300A</td>
<td>5.6 kg 12.3 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot; P or S</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2 lines w/coring, comb. filters, adj. threshold, level varies w/gain</td>
<td>0.9, 18</td>
<td>500 (center)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.2, 0.5</td>
<td>2400 (S) at 69% ref.</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thomson CSF</strong> MC-701</td>
<td>5.1 kg 11.2 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot; DGP</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>H (2 elements)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>600 (center)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.2, 0.5</td>
<td>2000 at 1/4.5</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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distinguish between classifications within a particular tube type. Specifications on some of the cameras listed recommend broadcast-quality tubes while others recommend industrial tubes. Information concerning the classification of the type of tube recommended should be obtained from the manufacturer.

**Sensitivity** is given in lux, rated at f/4, 60% reflectance except as noted. One footcandle (fc) = 10.76391 lux (formula courtesy of Eastman Kodak).

Sensitivity is a measurement of the amount of light required for a camera (including lens, prism or dichroic mirror, tubes, pre-amplifiers and electronics) to produce a video picture containing white information (1 volt peak-to-peak) when reproducing a neutral-colored chip of specified coefficient of reflection. Therefore, the lower the lux value, the more sensitive the camera in question.

Caution should be taken when evaluating sensitivity. There are currently two charts used to measure sensitivity. One uses a 600/0 reflectance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company &amp; Model Number</th>
<th>Weight (kg &amp; lbs)</th>
<th>No. of tubes</th>
<th>Tube type &amp; size</th>
<th>S/N ratio dB</th>
<th>Enhance- ment</th>
<th>Horizontal reso- lution</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Geo- metric dis- tion</th>
<th>Price $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba PK-39</td>
<td>8.8 kg / 19.3 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot;P, DGP, S</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>H, V</td>
<td>2 lines w/comb filter &amp; coring</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>26.9 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US JVC KY-2000U</td>
<td>4.5 kg / 9.9 lbs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/3&quot;S</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>H (2)</td>
<td>2 lines w/comb filter &amp; coring</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>9.3 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beaeronics, Inc.
VIDEO SWITCHING SYSTEMS

ENG Switcher
Model J & D 705
$7,990.00

- BUILT IN COLOR BLK AND BKG
- SELF CONTAINED SYNC GEN
- INDEPENDENT COLOR BLK OUTPUTS TO CAMS
- SELF CONTAINED CASE
- ADDITIONAL SEPARATE MIX BUSSES
- PREVIEW FEATURES
- FRONT PANEL ANGLE ADJUSTABLE

FOR MODERATE SIZE FACILITIES
MODEL B1-154
$12,990.00

- 15-input, 4-bus mix/eff/key amp with downstream mix/key amp
- Many optional features including DSK & quad-split, etc.

All Switching Equipment Carries a Two Year Warranty

STL Offers The Most Complete Selection Of Test Tapes Available Anywhere

STL can serve all your needs with precision test tapes for frequency alignment, level set, azimuth set, flutter & speed tests, sweep frequency tests and pink noise analysis. Also available is the Standard Tape Manual & the Magnetic Tape Reproducer Calibrator.

Phone for fast delivery or free catalog

STL STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, INC.
26120 EDEN LANDING ROAD 45, HAYWARD, CALIFORNIA 94545 (415) 786-3546
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reflectance surface as a standard for evaluating sensitivity while the other employs a neutral-colored chip of 89.9%. Sensitivity measured on an 89.9% reflectance chart will appear lower (having greater sensitivity) because of the increased reflectance of the test chart used. This must be taken into account when comparing sensitivity figures.

Signal-to-Noise (S/N) is the ratio of the peak value of the video signal to the value of the noise present, which is usually measured in decibels (dB). The higher the number, the less noisy the picture.

Gain boost is an increase in voltage or power usually expressed in dBs. Gain boost for an ENG/EFP camera enables the camera to produce a usable picture in lower light levels than is normally possible.

Resolution is given as percentage of 100% modulation at 400 TV lines (uncorrected) or in the number of lines discernible using a resolution test wedge located in Zone 1.

Depth of modulation and resolution are limited in most cases only by the pickup tube. Most video amplifiers are capable of a flat response (100% depth of modulation) at more than 10MHz, or if translated into TV lines, could process the signal necessary to produce a resolution of 1000 TV lines. However, because the pickup tube is incapable of such a response, some amplifiers are limited to approximately 6MHz or 640 TV lines to improve signal-to-noise.

Registration is listed in this round-up as the percentage the registration differs from the ideal. Several manufacturers prefer listing registration in nanoseconds, indicating the difference measured in time that registration of the blue or red channels differ from the green channel. To calculate percentage of registration error when a nanosecond figure is given, use the formula:

\[
\text{Registration error given in nanoseconds (ns)} = \frac{\text{Percentage registration error}}{560} 
\]

Prices listed do not include the full range of options available and are subject to change without notice.

Ampex—BCC-20 [Analog and Digital]

The Ampex BCC-20 is the first studio quality, self-contained portable color camera with automatic setup capability. The spatial error correction system allows the camera to achieve .05% registration in all three registration zones. The microprocessor and memory functions mounted in the camera head make the spatial error correction system possible. These functions also allow one master setup panel to control up to eight BCC-20s. It is available with a digital automated setup control accessory to allow completely automatic setup of up to eight cameras.
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Asaca—ACC-2000

Features include quick start with pre-heat system, self-contained microphone amplifier, VTR start/stop switch on the grip, low battery
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CEI—310
Features include 3-inch viewfinder and universal power supply for portable use, 5-inch viewfinder for studio use, dynamic beam optimization, auto pedestal, iris window shade, carrying case, remote control battery belt, and registration and picture control to provide professional picture quality under most lighting conditions.
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CEI—330
This camera features the same specifications as the 310 but the electronics of the 310 are consolidated into a digital transmission system, permitting the camera to be operated 2400 feet from its electronic unit. The system can be operated up to 2000 feet from the electronics unit by using CEI’s remote control package.
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CEI—340
Any existing CEI 310 camera head may be attached to the 340 unit to make a CEI 340 camera. The camera features a microprocessor for automated black and white balance and self-diagnostic operation. The primary design goal behind the development of the CEI 340 was to deliver a self-contained camera.
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Cinema Products—MNC-81A
Features new generation of ENG/EFP design for high-fidelity color reproduction, ease of handling, and reliability; choice of three types of pickup tubes (Saticon, Plumbicon, or Diode Gun Plumbicon); built-in four-position optical filter wheel; four-position gain switch with noise reduc-

Now, for both video and film application, Nagra introduces fully self-contained, fully portable SMPTE/EBU Time Coding utilizing high reliability, high stability quartz clocks in lieu of conventional pilot circuits.

The new advance enables the user to record SMPTE Time Code on one track and audio on the other track when operating the Nagra Model “IS”; or two audio tracks plus one Time Code track when using the Nagra Stereo Model “IV-SL.”

With the aid of the Nagra master clock, timing can be set not only for the Nagra recorder but also for the video recorder and the movie camera generator having EBU/IRT standard. The system also includes a playback decoder for checking generators and a frequency/phase comparator for occasional quartz drift calibration.

Since SMPTE Time Code is synchronous, the portable Nagra Time Coding system translates the 80 bit SMPTE code into the 4 bit EBU code — where perforated magnetic film is designated for 4 bit code recording.

The Nagra SMPTE/EBU Time Code...it’s another commanding reason why “Nagra is First with Film and Video Professionals.”

NAGRA MAGNETIC RECORDERS, INC.
A Subsidiary of Nagra Kudelski, Switzerland

East Coast:
19 West 44th Street, Room 715
New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) 840-0999

West Coast:
1147 N. Vine St.
Hollywood, Ca. 90038 (213) 469-6391

In Canada: Arri/Nagra, Inc. Mississauga, Ont. L4V-1J2 (416) 677-4033
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Hitachi Denshi-FP-40SS
Hand-held ENG/EFP camera features prism optics, 52 dB S/N, 2 line image enhancer, auto white balance, 19W power consumption, genlock, RGB outputs, and color bar generator. Available with Saticons or Plumbicons.
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Hitachi Denshi-SK-91
Ultra lightweight ENG/EFP camera available with Saticon, Plumbicon or Diode Gun Tubes. Features include f/1.4 prism optics, 57 dB S/N, 22W power consumption, automatic digital white and black balance with memory, +9 +18 dB gain switch, 2 fc sensitivity, true ABO
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Berkey Colortran
Location Lighting

Colortran's location lighting systems are designed for ENG and film production. Lightweight construction and the compact design of control packs, dimmer packs and lighting units deliver on-site maximum controlled illumination for your production needs. Fill lights and variable focus spots are available in wattages of 500 to 2000 watts separately or in compact location lighting kits. 120, 220, and 240 volt lamps are available for all lighting units. Need a location lighting system? Fill out the coupon for more information.
Ikegami Electronics—HL-79A
Features 23W power consumption, level suppression (knee control), RS 170A sync, f/1.4 prism optics, DBS circuitry, shading correction, auto white balance, auto iris closure, split field color bars and RGB output. The HL-79A has triax and multicore capability.

All-in-the-head design can eliminate a separate battery pack and power cable, extending operator's speed and mobility.
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Ikegami Electronics—HL-79D
This updated version of the

Ikegami Electronics—HL-79A
Features 23W power consumption, level suppression (knee control), RS 170A sync, f/1.4 prism optics, DBS circuitry, shading correction, auto white balance, auto iris closure, split field color bars and RGB output. The HL-79A has triax and multicore capability.

All-in-the-head design can eliminate a separate battery pack and power cable, extending operator's speed and mobility.
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Ikegami Electronics—HL-79D
This updated version of the
Roundup

HL-79D has the following improvements: standard or low-capacitance diode gun pickup tubes, high S/N FET preamps, improved rf shielding, and dynamic beam focus for better corner resolution.

The HL-79D is shown here with snap-lock cable adapter in place of snap-lock battery. Cable adapter permits use of remote base station with fully automatic and monitoring functions at distances up to 1000 feet.

International Video [IVC]—7000P
Features variable black stretch, 3-inch viewfinder, gen-lock and optional digital auto black and white balance. Other features include flesh detector, studio CCU, base station, studio lens adapter and 5-inch viewfinder.

International Video [IVC]—7005P
Features are the same as the 7000P, plus automatic beam control, lighter cable and connectors and detail gain on control panel.

Panasonic—AK-750B
Features self-contained portable ENG/EFP operation system use with color conversion filter wheel (3200° K, 4700° K, 6000° K at 25% ND); and closed, detachable and position adjustable 1.5" viewfinder; Y I/Q encoder; built-in color bar generator; automatic white balance.

Panasonic—AK-710
Features three Saticon tubes w/ bias light, high-index prism optical system, high gain + 6dB and +12dB, RS-170A sync and built-in gen-lock, adjustable horizontal and vertical blanking interval, feedback beam control (FBC), four-position color conversion filter wheel (3200° K, 4700° K, 6000° K at 25% ND); and closed, detachable and position adjustable 1.5" viewfinder; Y I/Q encoder; built-in color bar generator; automatic white balance.

Marconi Electronics—B3270
Features automatic registration,
Panasonic 3/4-inch VCR NV-9400: operates from three different power sources; Dichroic mirror optical system with parallel arrangement of three 3/4" Plumbicons; Internal RS-170A sync with gen-lock; electronic color temperature conversion with three settings, color temperature conversion filter for 6000° K and color temperature/neutral density filter for 6000° K and 25% light reduction; M type lens mount with standard C mount adaptor.
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Panasonic—AK-760
Features diode-gun Plumbicons with bias lights, high-index prism optics system, auto white balance, feedback beam control (FBC), RS-170A internal sync, built-in gen-lock, high gain +9 and +18 dB, adjustable horizontal & vertical blanking intervals, Y I/Q encoder, directional microphone with wind-screen and XLR connector; test signals: EIA color bar generator/focus wobbling/sawtooth test generator.
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Panasonic—WV-3900
Features self-contained portable operation or studio system operation with optional remote control unit, a single 1-inch Newvicon tube, Internal RS-170A sync with gen-lock operation for EFP use, plus horizontal & subcarrier phase adjustment, auto/manual iris 10:1 power zoom lens 16-160mm F2.2; 4 position

MORE RACK SPACE
LESS FLOOR SPACE

Ruslang's new RL 2000 VTR Console offers more rack space while taking up less floor space. Constructed of quality materials, this compact unit is attractive and sturdy with the look of expensive walnut furniture. Other wood grain finishes and solid colors to complement your studio decor are available. Add a standard 10 1/2" monitor overbridge that can be expanded to give even more rack space, plus an optional, easy to take off back panel, and you now have the most versatile and best looking console on the market at a fraction of the cost of steel. For complete details, contact . . .

RUSLANG CORP.
247 Ash Street, Bridgeport, CT 06605 Tel: 203 384 1266
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color temperature conversion filter wheel, built-in color bar generator; operates from four different power sources.
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Philips—Video 80
Features modular design, permitting conversion to studio, ENG/EFP, telecine or special application.
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Philips—LDK-14
Features automatic iris, auto black and white balance, automatic centering and momentary (spot meter) iris. It also features selectable contrast compression and remote control facilities, including triax operation.
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RCA—TK-70C
Features switchable contrast compression, + 9, + 18 gain boost.
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Schneider sealed lead-acid battery drives

A revolution in portable power—this new Schneider sealed lead-acid battery drives

TWO ON ONE

No other system can offer this unique ability: a video camera and sun-gun run by one portable battery unit. Think of the advantages. Eliminate the need for two battery units, reducing the news cameraman’s weight load, increasing maneuverability in news conference and other low light situations.

Plus all the other advantages of the sealed lead-acid battery—no “memory effect,” excellent voltage regulation even in extreme temperatures, low self-discharge, increased reliability with fewer cells for power supply. And all the practical Schneider extras—built-in meter, a charger that won’t overcharge, crack resistant naughahyde belts with convenient velcro closure and more.

Send us the make and model number(s) of your equipment for a free two week trial of this revolutionary new portable power source.

Schneider sealed lead-acid batteries—"The Problem Solvers." Battery packs and belts for all film and video cameras and 30 volt lights.
Sony—BVP-330
Features include high signal-to-noise ratio (57dB), full RS-170A sync including color frame pulse, automatic centering, black and white balance with operator controlled presets, automatic beam adjust, iris and black level, 23W power consumption, and f/1.4 prism optics. Diode gun Plumbicons and matched enhancer give high resolution. Viewfinder has adjustable front or rear mounting. Magnesium case, microphone input, full systems compatibility with Sony VTRs. Options include 5-inch VF, CCU, wide range of lenses. (Triax available mid-'81.)
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Sony—BVP-300A
Features include high signal-to-noise ratio (57dB), full RS-170A sync including color frame pulse, automatic black balance, white balance, beam adjust, iris and black level. Choice of Plumbicon (P) or Saticon (S) tubes. Viewfinder has adjustable front or rear mounting. Full systems compatibility with Sony VTRs. Microphone input. Options include 5-inch viewfinder, CCU, wide range of lenses. (Triax available mid-'81.)
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Thomson-CSF—MC-701
New system combines studio broadcast quality and lightweight portability for a superior picture from the field or in the studio and features a one-piece, three diode-gun tube design for an operational simplicity that is significantly en-

Broadcast Production Consoles
GREAT AUDIO STARTS HERE

FEATURES:
Stereo Outputs □ 8 or 12 Channels □
Up to 24 Inputs □ All Inputs & Outputs Balanced □ QM-8P, 4 Stereo Channels standard, 0, 2 or 6 optional □ QM-12P, 4 Stereo Channels standard, 0, 2, 6, 8 or 10 optional.
Input Channels: 3 Knob EQ with In/Out Switch □ Echo, headphone and Cue Send □ Channel On and Remote Start □ High Quality Conductive Plastic Faders.
Output Channels: 4 Balanced □ Low Noise, Low Distortion □ May be Stereo or Mono.
Monitoring: 4 Independent Monitors □ Flexible Control Room Selection □ Talkback to Studio Muting

QUANTUM offers the following options for the QM-8P and QM-12P:
Phantom Power Supply □ 108 Point Patch-bay □ 8 Channel Input Expander

Quantum Audio Labs is an independent manufacturer and is not affiliated with any retail store.
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Toshiba—PK-39
Features modular construction permitting configuration as a one-piece, self-contained ENG camera or a two-piece EFP camera with optional base station. Other features include auto white balance, auto beam control and automatic iris control circuits. It’s rugged, light, moisture-sealed, and self-contained. Everything is built-in: signal processing, color encoder, sync generator, color-bar generator, VITS bar signal, contour enhancement, monitoring and test generators to check the camera’s electronics.
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Toshiba—PK-60
An ultra-light, compact, self-contained portable broadcast ENG/EFP color camera that employs innovative digital and analog technology. Camera head frame is made of cast magnesium alloy with aluminum side covers. With the on-board battery in place, the head is counter-balanced.

Automatic beam control greatly reduces the comet-tail effect of high intensity objects by providing beam control to stabilize highlights three to four f stops in excess of normal peak white levels.

It provides an EIA standard RS-170A Sync Generator with adjustable horizontal and vertical pulse widths to maintain FCC performance requirements.

The digital memory adapter, auto set-up unit, digital base station, mountable microphone holder with built-in amplifier, multi-cable adapter with analog remote control and the triax/wireless transmission system make the system a flexible camera chain.
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US JVC—KY-2000U
Features auto white balance with eight-bit digital memory, color bar generator, ABC auto beam compensation, +6 and +12dB gain switch, 10:1 auto iris servo zoom lens, four filter turret and gen-lock connector, 2-hour NiCad battery, carrying case, shoulder pad, 13-foot camera-to-VCR cable, 1.5-inch viewfinder. Options include: 5-inch viewfinder, rear lens controls and remote sync unit with cable lengths up to 980 feet.
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EXR 3
A New Technology
Psychoacoustic Enhancement

BCA West
805-929-4476

BCA Nashville
615-790-0877
'Grapher' a highlight at conference of Broadcast Financial Management Association

By Peter M. Deuel, Chicago, IL

Charting the course of broadcasting's future could become automatic in the future. The prospect of leafing through page after page of computer printouts has turned off more than one broadcast executive, but a Menlo Park, CA, company has begun marketing a computer-generated graph-and-chart system that may change all that.

The company, Marketron, has a "grapher" that converts information stored in the data bank of the company's broadcast clients into multi-colored graphs and charts, making it possible to review at a glance the bottom line of the company's business. There are dozens of possible charts available.

The concept was first developed by architectural firms. Using basic data from a computer, the grapher converts it into code that is read by the processing unit attached to the drawing arm. In this case, Marketron already supplies business and other station departments with ADP services and uses the same data for its graphing product.

Four styluses containing color inks are set into a tray from which the arm retrieves them when the right color code appears in its data stream.

The graphic device was one of the big hits at the recent 20th Annual Conference of the Broadcast Financial Management Association in San Diego's Town and Country Hotel.

Nine companies specializing in data processing systems and ser-
services to the broadcast industry were among those showing their wares at BFM's gathering, attended by financial executives from radio, television and cable. Total attendance was 871.

Most of the companies, including Marketron, were highlighting products that reflect the expanding role of automation in the day-to-day operation of broadcasting. All were showing enhanced ADP packages that either expand services to additional station departments or begin to draw together what have in the past been separate systems—traffic, sales, financial.

Data Communications Corporation of Memphis was exhibiting what it calls its Buy Line, a system that links a station's availabilities submission system with its rep system. Through its Cylix Division, DCC is also embarking on a satellite transmission system to replace a landline system for serving its clients.

Computer Concepts Corporation of Shawnee Mission, KS, unveiled its new package that will allow a station to connect a cathode ray tube into its own mainframe to allow remote diagnostics. Among other capabilities, the system would permit a station's engineering staff to conduct field strength testing on antennas from the CRT, according to Greg Dean, president of computer concepts.

Because broadcast automation has often been developed separately among various station departments—accounting and sales have one system, traffic another, and so on—many companies were highlighting their new software interfaces that would bring these systems into sync with one another, saving major data gathering and interpreting chores.

A remote diagnostics package was also being displayed by Station Business Systems of Greenwich, CT. SBS has new software for its BAT computer system that will allow remote service checks of a customer's system. SBS also was featuring its new fixed asset accounting system.

Representatives of Jefferson Data Systems of Charlotte, NC, were discussing packages to perform online text editing, inventory feature films and set up a station-rep interface.

Broadcast Management Concepts of San Diego, CA, went all out in providing tools for cash flow control, and its traffic system includes billing for co-op ads.

Sperry-Univac, Miami, FL, was exhibiting a full-service computer system and emphasizing lower prices as a sales tool.

The inevitability of interfacing station system was echoed by both Computer Concepts and by Kaman Sciences (BCS), Colorado Springs, CO.

"Station automation began, in most instances, with a traffic billing function and then moved into further business automation," said Tom Roper of Kaman Sciences. "I can see the situation developing under which everybody in the station can become directly involved in automation."

Kaman is marketing packages that offer that approach by displaying a demographics package through which the sales department can generate in-house availabilities submissions.

Computer Management Systems of Indianapolis also was showing a complete station system that combined sales and financial packages, including providing instant updating of radio logs and up-to-the-minute revenue summaries.

But the name of the game of broadcast computer companies is still raising the bottom line.

"All of us tend to get hung up on how our system works versus somebody else's system," said Dean. "The basic question still is whether we help the bottom line. It all boils down to this: do we generate information that helps a station control its destiny?"

"The only way that can be done is to tie systems together and use information more efficiently to cut station operating costs."

And what's the bottom line cost of Marketron's graphing system? Somewhere in the vicinity of $20,000 plus regular computer charges. But on a "per-chart" basis, $22 each.
Ampex, Signal boards approve definitive agreement for merger

The boards of directors of the Ampex Corporation and The Signal Companies Inc. have approved, and the companies have signed, a formal definitive agreement providing for the acquisition of Ampex by Signal through an exchange of common stock.

The merger is subject to approval by the shareholders of each company, a favorable tax ruling and approval by various regulatory agencies. The merger should be consummated this month, following the special shareholders meetings of each company.

Hitachi camera stolen

During the November SMPTE Convention held in New York, the following Hitachi SK-91 color videocamera (#V5683) with a 14x9.5 Fuji non lens (#203242) and accessories were stolen. If you are offered these products or have information on them, call Jack Russell at Hitachi, (516) 921-7200.

Harris acquires Automation Electronics

The Broadcast Products Division of the Harris Corporation has filled out its line of automation systems for radio stations by acquiring Automation Electronics Inc. of Lafayette, IN, for an undisclosed amount.

Automation Electronics produces software for computer-based systems serving the business side of radio stations, such as sales, accounts receivable and payroll. Harris' Broadcast Products Division produces equipment to automate programming at the stations—musical selections, commercials, network news breaks, etc.

Gene T. Whicker, vice president and general manager of the division, said, "This move will allow Harris to market a single integrated system to handle all the automation requirements of radio stations, enabling them to reduce costs, speed operations and improve management control of both programming and business activities."

The entire Automation Electronics operation will relocate to Quincy, IL, and will operate as part of the Broadcast Products Division. Larry E. Zaiser, former AE president, will become director of automation sales and will continue to manage the operation. He will report to Eugene O. Edwards, vice president of marketing.

Datatron, Sony win patent lawsuit

Datatron has announced the successful conclusion of a patent suit brought by the Convergence Corporation in which Datatron and Sony were co-defendants. The subject of the suit was infringement of a patent on the "joystick" search method used in videotape editing. The court declared the patent invalid and that no infringement existed in fact.

Matsushita to open components manufacturing plant

Plans for opening an electronic components factory in greater Knoxville, TN, have been announced by the Matsushita Electric Corporation of America. The Knoxville facility will manufacture speakers and electrolytic capacitors beginning in early 1982.

The company will eventually employ more than 200 local residents.

---

Hitachi camera stolen... Continued...
Business
Continued

Data Check takes over 3M test instrument line
3M's Mincom Division has sold its test instrument business to the Data Check Corporation of San Diego. The sale, completed in late August, assigns Data Check full responsibility for manufacturing, sales and service support for a nine-product line.

The sale includes the following former 3M models: 610A sweep generator, 6100B test set, 6110 signal analyzer, 6275A FM test set, 6500 recorder test set; 8155A, 8160 and 8100A-W audio flutter meters and the 8300A-W IRIG flutter meter.

Camera sales exceed 2600
Worldwide sales of the Ikegami HL-79A portable color TV camera to the broadcast and high-end production house market exceeded 2600 units in the two year period ending July 31, 1980, according to Ikegami.

Perfect Audio for ENG!
Logitek's CAS-5 Custom Audio Series console is a complete studio-quality console, yet it's only 19%/" wide to fit any ENG set-up! Fully modular with solid-state hall-effect switching and rugged conductive-plastic slide faders, the CAS-5 lets you "go remote" without sacrificing in-studio performance. And Logitek's unbeatable factory "out in the cold!"

CALL US COLLECT AT 713-782-4592
and see why broadcasters everywhere are moving up to Logitek audio equipment!

Logitek
Electronic Systems, Inc. 3320 BERING DRIVE, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057
In California, call Don Harris at 916-222-8028
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When accuracy Counts...Count on Belar for AM/FM/TV MONITORS

CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PA. 19333 • BOX 826 • (215) 687-5550
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INCREDEIBLE ! THE MODEL MR5x52
10 AUDIO D.As, each with 5 transformer-isolated outputs (10x5) in only 1 rack-unit (1¼")H.

Mister 5 by 5 WAS
NEVER SO SLIM...
MR.5x5: 5 amplifiers, 5 outputs each.
MR.5x5M: includes vu metering & head-phone monitoring.

40db gain • flat 20-20KHz • 72db S/N • 1% max. harmonic distortion • 65db channel isolation battery or a.c. powered • 15kn.xfrmr. bridge or cost-saving 100k unbalanced input.

Ultra Audio Products
A DIVISION OF AUDIO INTERNATIONAL, INC.
P.O. BOX 921 • BEVERLY HILLS CA 90213 • 213/278-2726
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AVA used by CBS during election coverage
The CBS Television Network inaugurated a major advance in the art of television graphics during its coverage of the presidential election results November 4 when it used the Ampex Video Art (AVA) system to create pictures, maps, charts and other graphics depicting the night's activities. Maps and charts created on the computer-based system were continually updated throughout the night for immediate on-air use.

Ampex signs OEM agreement with Compact Video
Ampex has signed an original equipment manufacturer agreement to supply Compact Video Sales, Inc. with audio and video equipment and accessories for integration into Compact's mobile and studio production systems.

Compact Video Sales plans to incorporate Ampex hardware into their production systems.

The OEM agreement allows Compact to purchase Ampex audio and video hardware, including the VPR-2B helical scan videotape recorder with TBC-2B time base corrector, VPR-2 portable VTR, AVR-2 and AVR-3 recorders/reproducers, BCC-10 studio color camera, BCC-20 portable field production camera, Ampex Video Art (AVA) system, ESS-2 electronic still store system, 4000 Series production switchers, STC-100 multi-point search to cue accessory, SMG-100 slow motion controller, ATR-124/116 multitrack analog recorder and MM-1200 multi-channel recorder.

KTXA opened in December
A new television station, KTXA, began broadcasting in the Dallas/ Fort Worth area in December, bringing to Metroplex viewers a broad spectrum of entertainment programming with an emphasis on drama.

Operating with a 5 million watt signal and covering a 70-mile radius, the commercial UHF station will be the state's most powerful, according to station executive Milton Grant and Earl Jones.
people

Guffy P. Wilkinson, 59, president of Wilkinson Electronics, Inc. Trainer, PA, died October 11, 1980, of a heart attack. He had been active in the radio broadcasting equipment industry since 1946 and for many years was international marketing manager with a major US equipment manufacturer. In 1964, he founded Wilkinson Electronic Inc. which manufactures radio broadcasting equipment for both domestic and international markets.

His son, Lloyd, has succeeded his father in the company.

Fred J. Steurer has been named chief engineer of KSDK, Channel 5, St. Louis, and Robert L. Wilson and James G. Withers have been named managers of engineering for the station. The three appointed have been engineering supervisors at Channel 5 for the past several years.

Dick Wheeler has been promoted to the position of regional manager of Sony Video Products Company in the Southeast. Wheeler moves into the position previously held by Phil Hart who was recently named Eastern zone manager.

Gene R. Sarra has been appointed chief engineer of Microtime Inc. Sarra is a graduate of the University of Hartford School of Engineering and joined Microtime in 1976.

Ron Schiller, engineering supervisor with RKO radio network and WHN-NY has been named operations director for AM-FM.

Gordon L. French has been appointed director of sales at WPHT-TV, Philadelphia.

James M. Sopp has been named marketing manager of Belden Corporation's Electronic Division, and Charles R. (Rick) Schneidewind has been promoted to sales development and training manager.

Gary Armour recently joined Dynair Electronics, as sales engineer. Armour was previously with Midwest Telecommunications.

Tangent Systems has made the following changes and additions to its staff: Gary F. Bailey to general manager, Thomas M. Scott to sales manager, and Craig N. Olsen to national sales manager.

The Professional Video Division of US JVC Corp. has named Michael Messerla to a new position as national market development manager.

Richard Sirinsky has been appointed marketing manager of the Ampex Corporation's Audio-Video Systems Division. Sirinsky will develop and implement marketing activities for the division's professional audio and videotape recorders, broadcast cameras, switching systems and computerized editing and video storage systems.

The appointments of Robert F. Zenisek to vice president-operations and John W. Crane-Baker to vice president-treasurer for GTE Lenkurt were announced by company president Herbert K. Krengel.

Continued...

Perfect Timing

MASTER CLOCK SYSTEMS

If seeing the same time on all your clocks is important, select ES 192 - Line Frequency timebase, for only $312.

If a guaranteed accuracy of three seconds per month is what you want, choose ES 160-$1,005.

How about one second per month? ES 160/1-$1,179.

Or National Bureau of Standards accuracy! ES 190 is synchronized to Radio Station WWV to provide a Master with unquestioned accuracy. $1,175 with receiver and antenna.

For a Time/Temperature Master, ask for ES 196-$737.

ES Master Clock Systems are simple to install. All Masters have a Serial Time Code output, able to drive twenty slave displays without buffering. Slaves range in size from .3" LED to 2" gas discharge displays, priced from $152 to $432.

IF YOU ALREADY HAVE A SYSTEM AND WANT TO EXPAND IT, get the ES 167 Serial Time Code Generator ($141), then add any number of our low cost slaves.

Many, many options and accessories are available. Ask us about them. Our brochure tells the whole story, but not for long. We keep adding new products.

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 322-2136
142 SIERRA STREET+EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245

Circle (82) on Reply Card
People

Continued

John McPherson has joined Sony Video Products Company as manager of special markets. McPherson had been with Panasonic as national market development manager.

The Audiotronics Corporation announced the appointment of Wesley M. Mader as president of the Video Display Division, Spring Lake Park, MN.

Dave Kelsey, president, The Filmways Audio Group, has announced the appointment of Linda Feldman to handle marketing for the group. Previously, Feldman was a communications journalist and marketing consultant.

Dynasciences Video Products has announced the appointment of Richard Brown as national sales manager. Brown was formerly sales representative for Gray Communications Consultants.

Ramko has announced the addition of Dennis Brajkovich to its sales staff.

Dirk B. Freeman has been appointed manager, Western region sales, for RCA Broadcast Systems. Freeman will supervise an organization selling RCA’s complete line of radio and television studio and transmitting systems to broadcasters and teleproducers in Western states.

TDK Electronics has announced the appointment of Douglas G. Booth to the post of Western district industrial/professional sales manager. Before joining TDK, Booth was with Damark Industries.

Gerri and Don Bowdish have joined MARCOM, Woodland Hills, CA.

Larry H. Kline, vice president of marketing for professional products of The Antenna Specialists Co., has been elected a Fellow of The Radio Club of America. Elevation to the grade of fellow is by recommendation of the club’s nominating committee and election by its board of directors.

Joe Shotoku has been appointed to the position of assistant general manager, Panasonic’s corporate planning division.

Moseley Associates has announced the appointment of Fred A. Barbaria as sales engineer of the marketing department.

John A. McGuire has been named executive vice president of TerraCom, a division of the Loral Corporation.

William J. Hall has been named manager of engineering for TPC Communications. Before joining TPC, Hall was engineering manager for Consolidated Film Industries in Los Angeles.

Logan Enright has been named West Coast regional sales manager for the Professional Video Division of US JVC. Enright comes to the post after three years as a district sales manager in the West Coast branch office.
MINISTAB brings home the perfect shot... turbulence or not.

It's late in the day. A fast breaking news story calls for live coverage by helicopter. The sky is crystal clear. Photographic conditions excellent. But strong, gusty winds have grounded all the "eyes in the sky"... except yours.

Yours is equipped with a MINISTAB Flight Control System by SFENA. You're able to lift off and, moments later, your camera is on the scene. Despite the turbulence, your pilot hovers rock-steady, with little or no effort.

The cameraman, free to concentrate on his shot, zeros in on the tiny ground target. Racking the zoom lens out to telescopic extreme, he holds the subject motionless in the center of the crosshairs. At the same time, your pilot does a slow, 360-degree turn around the area, finishing with a side pull-away to bring home the perfect shot. Get the picture?

With MINISTAB stability, you'll always get the best picture. MINISTAB Flight Control Systems provide a rock-steady platform for ENG and cinematography by eliminating virtually all inherent and external vibration.

Call or write today for a descriptive booklet and complete details.

SFENA Aerospace Controls
Sfena Corporation
2617 Aviation Parkway, Grand Prairie, Texas 75051
Telephone: (214) 988-8000

(800) 527-1777

Circle (90) on Reply Card
**new products**

Television production calculator

Electro & Optical Systems has introduced the television production calculator TPC MKI. It weighs seven ounces and enables editors and production personnel to time programs (stop watch function), add and subtract time codes, convert film time either 16mm or 35mm to television time and accumulate program running time in a master memory with instant recall.

Circle (200) on Reply Card

AC power line protector

The MCG Class B1 medium-duty protectors install at the local branch panel (load side) or at the equipment to provide substantial transient overvoltage protection for one or more pieces of equipment. Operating in nanoseconds, the shunt-connected medium-duty protectors will clamp lightning and transient overvoltages on the ac power lines to safe levels whenever the clamping threshold is exceeded. After each transient, the protector recovers automatically and without power interruption.

Circle (201) on Reply Card

Recorder/reproducers

TEAC's Production Products Group has introduced two new recorder/reproducers in the Tascam Creative Series. The 22-4 is a compact 4-track 15 ips multichannel recorder with sync. The 22-2 is a compact 15 ips half-track recorder. It features function and output select, headphone monitor select, pitch control, optional dbx interface and optional remote pause controls. The 22-2 features expanded scale VU meters, independent monitor

Circle (54) on Reply Card

Cam-Lok

“J” Series Connectors

- Totally shielded contacts
- Waterproof
- 600 volt plus power conn.
- XQJ 220 male & female: 2 to 4/0 cable
- XQJ 204 male & female 2/0 to 4/0 cable. (colors available: black, red, white, blue or green). Contacts and insulators can be assembled anywhere. Assembled connectors withstand pulling force of 1,000 lbs. Contacts available for cable attachments by solder, crimp or mechanical method. Similar connectors are available that can be vulcanized for submerged waterproof use.

CABLE AVAILABLE

Fesco can also furnish 600 volt + cable from sizes #4 thru 4/0 in 25, 50 & 100’ lengths and also in 500, 1,000 or 10,000’ reels.

MADE UP UNITS

Fesco has in stock or will make to order any quantity of cable with any Cam-Lok connector, vulcanized or mechanically connected. These connectors meet OSHA requirements and are approved by Madison Square Garden.

WEST COAST STOCKING WAREHOUSE
1634 COLORADO BL. LOS ANGELES CA 90041
(213) 254-9131 • TELEX: 69-6239

Circle (55) on Reply Card

The Originators

Everyone on the block claims reliability, capability, flexibility and all those good things.

We back up our claims with a full two year factory replacement warranty on all products.

It's the best thing we've ever done.

It hasn't cost us a red cent.

Check with your favorite distributor. Chances are...he's one of ours.

EA-3x

$4,495.

Cezar International, LTD.

491 Macara Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 733-1436

Circle (55) on Reply Card
and record ready controls, detachable head housing and optional remote pause control.

Circle (202) on Reply Card

Isolation transformer

A new isolation transformer, the Monitor ISO-V-AC, model WP-29, by VIZ has the advantages of wide voltage range and constant monitoring of both the input and output voltages. Typical applications include use in design, production and quality control as well as in field service.

Circle (203) on Reply Card

Limiter/compressor/ducker

Valley People has introduced Gain Brain II, a limiter/compressor/ducker. A full complement of front panel controls allows optimum settings for a variety of effects other than normal limit/compress functions. As an interactive gain control device (ducker), settings may be made such that the presence of one program source (such as an announcer) may be made to cause a reliable gain reduction of between 0dB and 48dB in a second program source (such as background music).

Circle (204) on Reply Card

Time base corrector

NEC's NTC-10 digital time base corrector incorporates a 10-bit, 4 times color subcarrier sampling A/D converter for high quality video. Further improvement in NTC-10 output picture quality is accomplished with a built-in digital reducer that provides a 3 to 5dB reduction in the chroma noise level of the input signal and reduces velocity errors. Locked, broadcastable pictures are possible in slow/fast motion from -1/4X reverse to 2X forward when used with 3M-developed ATF function on the TT-7000 NEC 1-inch VTR.
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STACKED VTRs
For easy operating access!

The console holds all sizes of 3/4" VTR equipment. An ideal setup for videotape duplicating. Shelves adjust on 1\" increments. Sliding pullout shelves plus caster-mounted mobility for easy maintenance and total access to VTRs. Stack up to 5 VTR drawers on a single console. For full-line catalog of video consoles, tape and film trucks, film and videotape storage systems, call toll-free or write:

THE WINSTED CORPORATION 8127 Pleasant Ave S., Minneapolis, MN 55420 (612) 888-1957 Toll Free Number: (800) 328-2962

NEW LITERATURE

Instrument catalog
Leader—A number of new oscilloscopes, function generators, and professional video generators are among the featured products in a newly published, 40-page full line catalog.

Circle (250) on Reply Card

Broadcast equipment catalog
Harris—The Broadcast Products Division announces the availability of its latest catalog of television and radio transmitting and allied studio equipment—Broadcast Equipment Catalog AP-1. Interested broadcasters may request a free catalog by writing: Harris Corporation, Dept. BE, Broadcast Products Division, Dept. 820, PO Box 4290, Quincy, IL 62301.

Circle (251) on Reply Card

Catalog
Jensen Tools—A catalog of hard-to-find tools for electronic assembly and precision mechanics includes more than 2000 tools of interest to field engineers, technicians, instrument mechanics, locksmiths, watchmakers, and electronic hobbyists.

Circle (252) on Reply Card

Video delay lines and filters catalog
Allen Avionics—Video and pulse delay lines and video filters are presented in recently issued Catalog 13V.

Circle (253) on Reply Card

Supplies catalog
Polyline—A complete line of audio and video reels and boxes highlights the new professional recording and duplicating supplies catalog recently published.

Circle (254) on Reply Card

Application bulletin
Delta Electronics—An 8-page pamphlet titled Use of the Operating Impedance Bridge includes schematics and excerpts from speeches and papers.

Circle (255) on Reply Card

Digital video processor
Thomson-CSF Broadcast—Digital video processor, model 9100, is described in a technical bulletin. The DVP-9100 is designed for functional modules. Add-on features may be installed in the field with no wiring changes or recalibration.

Circle (256) on Reply Card

Desktop CRT display
Ledex—Bulletin 2402 describes a desktop CRT display that features a 12-inch rectangular picture and an auxiliary RS232 port to connect slave devices, such as other CRTs, printers, etc.

Circle (257) on Reply Card
Live and help live

Catastrophic disease knows no boundaries. It can strike old and young alike. But it is particularly tragic when a life that has just begun is affected.

St. Jude Children's Research Hospital also has no boundaries. As the largest center for the study of childhood cancer and other catastrophic diseases of children, St. Jude's results have worldwide impact. Upon diagnosis and a doctor's referral, a child from anywhere in the world may be accepted and treated free of charge.

But, our research touches many more than those brought to Memphis because doctors everywhere treat patients using methods perfected here. Each year doctors, nurses and scientists visit St. Jude to exchange and share this vital knowledge.

St. Jude Children's Research Hospital's purpose is to help children everywhere to live. Please help St. Jude. Send your tax-deductible check or for more information write 539 Lane Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee 38105.

Give and help live.

Danny Thomas, Founder

ST. JUDE CHILDREN'S RESEARCH HOSPITAL

January 1981 Broadcast Engineering 101
Even employees who have been with you for years can still learn something new.

Tell them about Direct Deposit. Their Social Security or other government checks go straight to wherever they have a checking or savings account. It's never too late to make life easier for yourself. And to know your money's safe and sound.

DIRECT DEPOSIT

MOVING?
Please complete the change of address information on the subscription form.
To ensure uninterrupted delivery to new address, answer all questions on the form completely.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CORPORATE CHIEF ENGINEERS WANTED FOR: 7 STATION GROUP TOP POSITION AND SALARY FOR A TOP QUALIFIED PERSON, RESUME AND SALARY REQUIREMENTS TO: Dept. 527, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212. EOE-AA Employer.

HELP WANTED

TV TECHNICIAN—Minimum 2 years technical school and 1st TV broadcast experience desirable. Contact Clyde Parker, WOKR, Rochester, NY, Tel: 716-334-6700. EOE.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CORPORATE CHIEF ENGINEERS WANTED FOR 7 STATION GROUP TOP POSITION AND SALARY FOR A TOP QUALIFIED PERSON, RESUME AND SALARY REQUIREMENTS TO: Dept. 527, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212. EOE-AA Employer.

ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE ENGINEER. Requires first-rate, experienced technician capable of caring for wide range of modern equipment in large network architecture. Must have solid technical background and experience in most of following: cameras, switchers, production facilities; transmission equipment and microwave; quad and helical VTR, audio mixing and recording equipment; digital television equipment. EEO/AA/Minority. Send resume to Mega Galaxy, 800 E. Chicago St., Chicago, IL 60611. EOE.

QUALIFIED SERVICE TECHNICIAN to maintain all types of video equipment, CCTV, helical VTRs, TBC, editing systems, etc. Contact Jack Barnes, KOMO-TV, 100 Fourth Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109. Qualified service technician only. EOE.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER for State of the Art post production facility. Working with quad and 1" VTRs, CMX-340X and Digital Effects System. Call or send resume to: Geyer and Co., Inc., 1841 E. Main Street, South, Nashville, TN 37203.
ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SALES POSITIONS

We specialize in the placement of Technical Engineers with Television Stations, Cable TV, Satellite Programs, Video Tape Manufacturers, Industrial TV, CCTV, Production Houses & De Luxe TV Technicians and other Schools. Equipment, Manufacturers, Dealers, All levels, positions & locations nationwide. Employers pay all fees - commission, professional. Over $3,000,000.00 in Selected Positions Placed. Employee & Employer inquiries invited.

PHONE/RESUME - Allen Kornish (717)287-9635

Key Systems

106 new bridge center, kingston, Pa. 18704

HELP WANTED (CONT.)

ENGINEERING

TRANSMITTER ENGINEER. Minimum two years experience with TV transmitters. Minimum of two years formal training in RF/IF/LP design and basic programming. Position involves main-

and operating levels for experienced transmitter

TRANSMITTER TECHNICIANS. Minimum two

years experience with TV transmitters. Minimum of

two years formal training in RF/IF/LP design and basic programming. Position involves main-

and operating levels for experienced transmitter

SITUATION WANTED

SEEKING POSITION In Broadcasting. Young, aggressive, 1st Class USAR, also have Degree R. B. N. Bruno, 2268 Legion Street, Bellevue, New York

11710 516-785-6447. 1-81-1t

WANTED

"TEST EQUIPMENT. Second hand field strength meters, spectrum analysers and calibrated aerials required to calibrate the m.f., v.h.f. (r.f. and t.m.), u.h.f. and microwave bands. Send details to Priestley & shearman Pty. Limited, Consulting Engineers, Box 30, Hornsby, N.S.W., Australia, 2077.


HIGHEST PRICES PAID for 112 Phase Monitors and for clean, 12 year old or less, 1 KW AM Transmitting equipment. All duty and transportation paid. Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Thorncliff Park Dr. Unit 28, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4H 1H2. 416-421-5631.


WANTED: Radio Transmitters 16" E.T.'s, any Eddy Arnold, or other Country 16" or 12" Trans-

missions. Will consider others. Interested in Radio Station Libraries to purchase, all speeds of

Radio 0-120 KW AM Transmitters. All duty and transportation paid. Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Thorncliff Park Dr. Unit 28, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4H 1H2. 416-421-5631. 7-89-1n

WANTED: 112 Phase Monitors and for clean, 12 year old or less, 1 KW AM Transmitting equipment. All duty and transportation paid. Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Thorncliff Park Dr. Unit 28, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4H 1H2. 416-421-5631.

"URGENTLY NEEDED"[12A4 (1803-P4) excellent and parts for R.C.A. TRX-12 antique television sets. Arnold Chaffe (203) 521-3508

9-80-3t

HELP WANTED (CONT.)

CHIEF ENGINEER: Small but growing group has openings for two Chief Engineers, one in the Midwest and one in the Southwest. This is an excellent opportunity for a technically competent self-starter with AM/directional and FM experi-

ence. We offer stability, excellent benefits, state-of-the-art equipment, and a chance to grow professionally. Send resume and employment require-

ments to Dept. 526, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12401, Overland Park, KS 66212. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY: Control Room Opera-

tors and Switchers for new UHF Independent Station. Send Resume to: KOKI-TV, P.O. Box 3390, Kingman, Kansas 67134. Attn.: R. Schiller Chf. Engr.

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIANS: Applicants must be proficient in the repair of VHF, color and black and white cameras, other CCTV equipment, and audio visual and security equipment.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS: Applicant must be proficient in the repair of color CCTV and audio visual equipment. Send resume to University of Miami, P.O. Box 24-8021, Coral Gables, Florida 33124. Equal opportunity affirma-

We offer stability, excellent benefits, state-of-the-art equipment, and a chance to grow professionally. Send resume and employment require-

ments to Dept. 526, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12401, Overland Park, KS 66212. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED (CONT.)

SITUATION WANTED

SEEKING POSITION In Broadcasting. Young, aggressive, 1st Class USAR, also have Degree R. B. N. Bruno, 2268 Legion Street, Bellevue, New York

11710 516-785-6447. 1-81-1t

WANTED

"TEST EQUIPMENT. Second hand field strength meters, spectrum analysers and calibrated aerials required to calibrate the m.f., v.h.f. (r.f. and t.m.), u.h.f. and microwave bands. Send details to Priestley & shearman Pty. Limited, Consulting Engineers, Box 30, Hornsby, N.S.W., Australia, 2077.


HIGHEST PRICES PAID for 112 Phase Monitors and for clean, 12 year old or less, 1 KW AM Transmitting equipment. All duty and transportation paid. Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Thorncliff Park Dr. Unit 28, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4H 1H2. 416-421-5631.


WANTED: Radio Transmitters 16" E.T.'s, any Eddy Arnold, or other Country 16" or 12" Trans-
The new Thomson-CSF 9100 Digital Video Processor gives you all three capabilities yet costs only slightly more than ordinary systems.

We developed noise reduction technology that delivers up to 15 dB of S/N improvement in four presettable settings. So satellite signals become clearer. Film-to-tape transfers are less noisy, less grainy. And for ENG applications, signals come out sharper, without the excessive low-frequency chroma noise identified with ¾-inch VTR's.

But here's what makes the 9100 such a wise investment.

We've added a frame synchronizer that gives you the added feature of freeze-frame capability. A built-in line-by-line time base corrector for ¾" VTR's. And, a convenient 4 x 1 switcher frees valuable cross-points while a processing amplifier provides complete output signal control.

Only Thomson-CSF gives you so much versatility and signal improvement in a single video processor.

The new Thomson-CSF 9100 Digital Video Processor. A lot more than noise reduction. For just a little more money.

Call or write today for complete specifications and/or a demonstration at your facility.

In the Northeast:
Frank Shufelt  
(203) 327-7700

Mid-Atlantic:
Al Audick  
(202) 296-9189

Southeast:
Frank Benson  
(404) 487-6756

Mid-West:
Tom Lorenzen  
(312) 356-5575

Southwest:
Marty McGreevy  
(713) 933-1700

West:
Mike Clayton  
(213) 849-2188

Thomson-CSF Broadcast, Inc.

Thomson CSF Broadcast, Inc.
37 Brownhouse Road
Stamford, Connecticut 06902
Tel. (203) 327-7700
TWX (710) 474-3346
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Contemporary reflections!

A dazzling new performer has captured the spotlight in the sophisticated world of contemporary sound.

Reflecting industry demands for comprehensive facilities, and studio reproduction quality in a transportable console, Ward-Beck presents the WBS T1202.

Another classic example of Ward-Beck's flawless dedication to engineering excellence!